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Environmental

3 May 1993

Scott Marquess
US EPA Region VII
726 Minnesota Avenue
Kansas city, KS 66101

Dear Mr. Marquess:

Enclosed you will find the Iowa Army Ammunition Plant (IMP)
basewide data for analytes detected above the respective ARARs.
The Phase II RI/FS Workplan references all basewide samples
collected and the analytes for which they were analyzed at each
sub-site at IMP. An updated basewide sample location map and a
copy of the draft Test Boring and Monitoring Well Design Plan are
also provided.

The monitoring well site maps included as Attachment II in the Test
Boring and Monitoring Well Design Plan are draft copies forwarded
from the field. The well locations are currently being surveyed
and plotted as final site maps. Monitoring wells JAW-78 and JAW-79
(Line 800) and well JAW-76 (a replacement of previously installed
well G-24) are located on the basewide map. All other wells are
located on individual site maps, as the scale on the basewide map
is not large enough to accurately place the other wells.

A total of 78 wells at 14 sub-sites were installed, developed and
surveyed between April 12 and May 4, 1993. The wells range in
depth from 15 to 108 feet. The monitoring wells are scheduled for
pre-sample purging and sampling during the period of May 10 through
May 19, 1993.

Ten monitoring wells were added to the original Phase II RI/FS due
to site specific topographic and subsurface conditions encountered
during drilling operations. The additional wells provide further
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delineation of the hydrogeologic conditions at each site. The
wells were added to the fire training pit, Line 2, Line 800 and the
southern boundary of lAAP. Two wells were deleted from the scope
of work due to topographic conflict and geologic information
obtained during drilling.

Sincerely,

~U-\Q~~
Mary K. Robertson
lAAP Project Officer

Distribution: Project File DAAA15-90-D-0006
Ms. Phyllis Bennett, USATHAMA Contracts Specialist
Ms. Barbara Ballard, JAY COR Contracts Manager

MKR:emd
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IAAP ~ Environmental Sample Results

IAAp·RBY Results Above Evaluation Criteria

SAMPLE PARAMETER RESULT BOOL DETECTION
SW>1U LOCATION $AMPLE 10 DEPTH MEDIA GROUP COMPOUND VA.LUE HETHOO LIMIT UNITS DATE

---
AAPRBIJ RBW·SW·Ol RBYS\J0101 0.0 SW EXP RDX 19.9 ·uw32 2.0 UGL 07/24/1992

RBlJSlJ0101 0.0 SW MET LEAD 19.4 =$020 3.2 UGL 07/24/1992
MAGNESIUM 22,100.0 ·SS10 3,910.0 UGL 07/24/1992
MANGANESE 51.2 =$S10 50.0 UGL 07/24/1992
SODIUM 38,400.0 =$SlO 17,500.0 UGL 07/24/1992

RBlJSlJ0101 0.0 SW SVOA SIS (2~ETHYlHEXYL) PHTHALATE 5.5 =UM18 2.4 UGL 07/24/1992
RBIJ-So-02 RBIJSD0201 0.5 SO EXP 2,4,6-TNT 3.37 =L1J12 0.228 UGG 07/23/1992

ROX 2.05 =L\J12 0.2935 UGG 07/23/1992
RSIJSOO201 0.5 SO MET CALCIUM 17,700.0 =JS16 6,890.0 UGG 07/23/1992

MAGNESIUM 6,530.0 ·JS16 3,910.0 UGG 07/23/1992
RBWS00201 0.5 SO SVOA 2-METHYlNAPHTHAlENE 1.6 ·LM18 0.0245 UGG 07/23/1992

DIBENZOFURAN 0.18 ·LM18 0.0175 UGG 07/23/1992
NAPHTHALENE 0.71 ·LM18 0.0185 UGG 07/23/1992
PHENAlHHRENE 0.25 =LM18 0.0165 UGG 07/23/1992

RB\oI-SY-02 RBYS\oI0201 0 SW EXP RDX 20.9 =u\J32 2.0 UGL 07/23/1992
RBIJS\J0201 0 SW MET IRON 306.0 =$SlO 300.0 UGL 07/23/1992

MAGNESiUM 20,100.0 =SSlO 3,910.0 UGL 07/23/1992
RBlJ-SO-03 RB\Jsa0301 0.5 so EXP ROX 1.03 =l\.l12 0.2935 UGG 07/26/1992

RBIJSD0301 0.5 SO SVOA 2-METHYlNAPHTHAlENE 0.12 =LM18 0.0245 UGG 07/26/1992
ANTHRACENE 0.07 =LM18 0.0165 UGG 07/26/1992
PHENANTHRENE 0.18 =LM18 0.0165 UGG 07/26/1992

RBIJ·SIJ-03 RB\'/SI.J0301 0 SW EXP ROX 13.5 =u\J32 2.0 UGl 07/26/1992
RBIJ5IJ0301 0 SW MET IRON 957.0 =5slO 300.0 UGl 07/26/1992

MAGNESIUM 12,100.0 =5S10 3,910.0 UGl 07/26/1992
MANGANESE 54.1 =$S10 50.0 UGL 07/26/1992
SILVER 8.32 ·SS10 0.12 UGL 07/26/1992

RBIJSI.J0301 0 SW VOA CHlORFORM 0.71 =UM20 0.19 UGl 07/26/1992
R8U-SO-Q4 RBWS00401 0.5 SO MET SILVER 1.0 =JS16 0.294 UGG 07/23/1992

RBIJ$D0401 0.5 SO VOA ACETONE 0.03 =LM19 0.0085 UGG 07/23/1992
RBlJ-SIJ-04 RB\JSIJ04Q 1 0 SW EXP ROX 13.8 =U1J32 2.0 UGL 07/23/1992

RBIJS\./0401 0 SW MET IRON 311.0 =$510 300.0 UGL 07/23/1992
LEAD 10.4 .S020 3.2 UGL 07/23/1992
MAGNESiUM 18,900.0 =SSlO 3,910.0 UGL 07/23/1992
MANGANESE 62.8 =SS10 50.0 UGL 07/23/1992
SODIUM 18,300.0 =S51O 17,500.0 UGL 07/23/1992

RBW-SO·OS RBIJSD0501 0.2 SO MET ARSENIC 9.47 ·J019 7.98 uGG 08/06/1992
CALCIUM 8,140.0 =JS16 6,890.0 UGG 08/06/1992
SELENiUM 1.81 =JD15 1.65 UGG 08/06/1992

RBWSo05Q1 0.2 SO VOA TETRACHLOROETHENE 0.002 =LM19 0.0004 UGG 08/06/1992
RBIJS00501A 0.5 SO MET COBALT 16.8 ,;::J516 16.2 UGG 07/21/1992
RBI.JSo0501A 0.5 SO VOA TRICHLOROFlUQROMETHANE 0.01 =lM19 0.003 UGG 07/21/1992
RBI.ISDOS01B 0.2 SO MET ARSENIC 9.47 "'JD19 7.98 UGG 08/06/1992

CALCIUM 8,140.0 =JS16 6,890.0 UGG 08/06/1992
SElENIUM 1.81 .J015 1.65 uGG 08/06/1992

RB\JSOOS01B 0.2 SO VOA TETRACHLOROETHENE 0.002 =lM19 0.0004 UGG 08/06/1992
RB\J- SUo 05 RBIJS\.IOS01 0 SW MET IRON 956.0 .. 5S10 300.0 UGL 08/06/1992

LEAD 13.0 =5020 3.2 UGl 08/06/1992
MAGNESIUM 24,000.0 ·S510 3,910.0 UGL 08/06/1992
MANGANESE 113.0 .S510 50.0 UGL 08/06/1992

RBWSw0501A 0 SW MET IRON 354.0 =5SlO 300.0 UGL 07/21/1992
LEAD 3.3 .S020 3.2 UGL 07/21/1992
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IAAP· Envirorvnental S3rrple Results

IAAP~RB~ Results Above Evaluation Criteria

SAMPLE PARAMETER RESULT BOOl DETECT ION
SIlMU LOCAl ION SAMPLE 10 DEPTH MEDIA GROUP COMPOUND VALUE METHOD LIMIT UNITS DATE

---
MAGNESIUM 22,300.0 =SSlO 3,910.0 UGl 07/21/1992

RB~S~0501B 0 S~ MET fRON 956.0 =5510 300.0 UGl 08/06/1992
LEAD 13.0 =5020 3.2 UGl 08/06/1992
MAGNESIUM 24,000.0 ::::SSlO 3,910.0 UGl 08/06/1992
MANGANESE 113.0 ::,5S10 50.0 UGl 08/06/1992

RB~-SD-06 RB~SD0601 0.5 SO MET CALCIUM 7,670.0 ::::JS16 6,890.0 UGG 07/28/1992
MANGANESE 1,710.0 =J516 1,270.0 UGG 07/28/1992

RB~-S~·06 RBI./S~0601 0 S~ MET CALCIUM 123,000.0 :::SS10 77,300.0 UGl 07/28/1992
IRON 1,810.0 =SSlO 300.0 UGl 07/28/1992
LEAD 3.7 :::SD20 3.2 UGl 07/28/1992
MAGNESiUM 22,500.0 =SS10 3,910.0 UGl 07/28/1992
MANGMlESE 215.0 oSS10 50.0 UGl 07/28/1992
SELfN ruM 23.6 05021 5.0 UGl 07/28/1992
500 IUM 36,000.0 =S51O 17,500.0 UGl 07/28/1992

RB~-SD-06 RBYS00602 0.5 so MET ARSENIC 8.5 =JD19 7.98 uGG 08/09/1992
BERYLLIUM 1.37 :::JS16 1.29 UGG 08/09/1992
SILVER 0.799 =JS16 0.294 UGG 08/09/1992

RBI./SD0602 0.5 so SVOA SIS (2-ETHYLHEXYL) PHTHALATE 1.5 :::LM18 0.31 UGO 08/09/1992
RBY$D0603 0.5 SO MET BERYLLIUM 1.56 =JS16 1.29 UGG 08/09/1992

SILVER 0.938 °JS16 0.294 UGG 08/09/1992
RB~S00603 0.5 so SVOA PHENANTHRENE 0.08 =LM18 0.0165 UGG 08/09/1992

RB~-SD-07 RBYSD0701 0.5 so MET ARSENIC 18.4 =J019 7.98 UGG 07/28/1992
MANGANESE 1,280.0 =JS16 1,270.0 UGG 07/28/1992

RBYS00701 0.5 so SVOA PHENANTHRENE 0.06 =LM18 0.0165 UGG 07/28/1992
RB\.I-S\.i·07 RB~S'W0701 0 S~ MET CALCIUM 128,000.0 <SSTO 77,300.0 UGl 07/28/1992

fRON 2,040.0 =S$10 300.0 UGl 07/28/1992
MAGNESIUM 22,900.0 :::$510 3,910.0 UGl 07/28/1992
MANGANESE 211.0 =$S10 50.0 UGl 07/28/1992
POTASSIUM 2,980.0 :::SSlO 2,840.0 UGl 07/28/1992
SELENIUM 34.0 =$021 5.0 UGL 07/28/1992
SODIUM 35,400.0 oSSTO 17,500.0 UGL 07/28/1992

RB'W$\.I0701 0 S~ VOA CHLORFORM 0.59 =uM20 0.19 UGl 07/28/1992
RB'W'SO-O? RB'WSD0702 0.5 so MET BERYLLIUM 1.61 =JS16 1.29 UGG 08/09/1992

SILVER 0.866 =JS16 0.294 VGG 08/09/1992
RBWSD0702 0.5 SO SVOA 2-METHYLNAPHTHAlENE 0.44 =LM18 0.0245 UGG 08/09/1992

OIBENZOfURAN 0.13 =lM18 0.0175 UGG 08i09/1992
NAPHTHALENE 0.17 "'LM18 0.0185 UGG 08/09/1992
PHENANTHRENE 0.41 =LM18 0.0165 VGG 08/09/1992

RB~'5'W~O? RBWS\.I0702 0.0 S~ MET CALCIUM 101,000.0 =5S10 77,300.0 VOL 08/09/1992
fRON 3,100.0 =SS10 300.0 UGl 08/09/1992
MAGNESIUM 25,100.0 =5slO 3,910.0 UGl 08/09/1992
MANGANESE 4,470.0 <SS10 50.0 VGl 08/09/1992
POTA$S IUM 5,470.0 <SSTO 2,840.0 UGl 08/09/1992

R8~S~0702 0.0 S~ SVOA SiS (Z'ETHYLHEXYl) PHTHALATE 6.9 <UM18 2.4 VGl 08/09/1992
RB~S~0702 0.0 S~ VOA CARBON DISULFIDE 2.3 <UM20 0.25 VGl 08/09/1992

CHlORFORM 1.6 =uM20 0.19 VGl 08/09/1992
RB'W-S'W"08 RBYSIJ0801 0 S~ MET MAGNESIUM 14,200.0 =SS10 3,910.0 UGl 07/28/1992

POTASSIUM 3,270.0 <SS10 2,840.0 UGl 07/28/1992
RBUS\J0801 0 S~ VOA CHlORfORM 0.82 <UM20 0.19 VGl 07/28/1992

RB~'SO'09 RB~S00901 0.5 so MET CALCIUM 14,700.0 =JS16 6,890.0 VGG 07/28/1992
LEAD 24.2 -J017 22.5 UGG 07/28/1992
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IAAP . Environmental Sample Results

IAAP-RBY Results Above Evaluation Criteria

5AMPLE PARAMETER RESULT BOOL DETECT ION
s....U LOCATION SAMPLE 10 DEPTH MEDIA GROUP COMPOUND VALUE METHOD LIMIT UNITS DATE

---
SILVER 11.0 =JS16 0.294 UGG 07/28/1992

RBU-SY-09 RB\.I$uQ901 0 5" EXP 2,4,6-TN1 4.74 =u....32 2.0 UGL 07/28/1992
ROX 207.0 =u....32 2.0 UGL 07/28/1992

RB"5"0901 0 5" MET IRON 438.0 oSS10 300.0 UGL 07/28/1992
LEAD 3.4 oS020 3.2 UGL 07/2B/1992
MAGNESIUM 23,100.0 =$510 3,910.0 UGL 07J2B/l992
MERCUR't 0.1 oSBOl 0.012 UGL 07/28/1992
SILVER 8.25 =5510 0.12 UGL 07/28/1992
SODIUM 17,700.0 oSS10 17,500.0 UGL 07/28/1992

RB\.I$\.IQ901 0 5" VOA CHLORFORM 1.6 =uM20 0.19 UGL 07/28/1992
RBY-SO-1OO RBUS010a01A 0.5 so EXP 1,3,5-TRINITROBENZENE 5.01 =LiJ12 0.244 UGG 08/19/1992

HHX 46.9 oL"'2 0.333 UGG 08/19/1992
ROX 57.9 oL"'2 0.2935 UGG 08/19/1992

RBI,JSD10001A 0.5 SO HET ANTIMONY 12.4 =J$16 3.57 UGG 08/19/1992
ARSENiC 9.53 =J019 7.98 UGG 08/19/1992
CADMIUM 2.47 =JS16 0.35 UGG 08/19/1992
CALCIUM 80,300.0 =JS16 6,890.0 UGG 08/19/1992
CHROMIUM 35.0 =JS16 23.7 UGG 08/19/1992
COPPER 103.0 oJ$16 19.5 UGG 08/19/1992
IRON 49,400.0 =JS16 21,900.0 UGG 08/19/1992
LEAD 70.1 =JD17 22.5 UGG 08/19/1992
MAGNESIUM 16,200.0 oJS16 3,910.0 UGG 08/19/1992
MERCURY 0.095 =JsOl 0.025 UGG 08/19/1992
NICKEL 27.5 =JS16 26.0 UGG 08/19/1992
SILVER 1.88 =JS16 0.294 UGG 08/19/1992
ZI~C 3,930.0 =JS16 79.8 UGG 08/19/1992

RQ1,ISD10001A 0.5 SD PEST~PCQ DIELDRIN 0.011 =LH10 0.0031 UGG 08/19/1992
PC8 1260 0.206 =LH16 0.0402 UGG 08/19/1992

RB\J5010001A 0.5 SO SVOA DI~N-BUTYL PHTHALATE 1.8 =LM1a 0.0305 UGG 08/19/1992
RB"S010001B 0.5 SO EXP l,3,5'TRINITROBENlENE 5.01 =UJ12 0.244 UGG 08/19/1992

HHX 46.9 =L1J12 0.333 UGG 08/19/1992
RDX 57;9 =l"12 0.2935 UGG 08/19/1992

RB"SD10001. 0.5 SO MET ANTIMONY 12.4 =JS16 3.57 UGG 08/19/1992
ARSENIC 9.53 oJ019 7.98 UGG 08/19/1992
CADMIUM 2.47 =JS16 0.35 UGG 08/19/1992
CALCIUM 80,300.0 =J516 6,890.0 UGG 08/19/1992
CHROMIUM 35.0 =J516 23.7 UGG 08/19/1992
COPPER 103.0 =JS16 19.5 UGG 08/19/1992
IRON 49,400.0 =JS16 21,900.0 UGG 08/19/1992
LEAD 70.1 =JD17 22.5 UGG 08/19/1992
MAGNESIUM 16,200.0 =JS16 3,910.0 UGG 08/19/1992
MERCURY 0.095 oJBOl 0.025 UGG 08/19/1992
NICKEL 27.5 =JS16 26.0 UGG 08/19/1992
51 LVER 1.88 =J516 0.294 UGG 08/19/1992
ZINC 3,930.0 =JS16 79.8 UGG 08/19/1992

RBWS010001Q 0.5 SD PEST-PCB DIELDRIN 0.011 =U110 0.0031 UGG 08/19/1992
PCB 1260 0.206 =LH16 0.0402 UGG 08/19/1992

R8"S010001B 0.5 50 SVOA OI-N'BUTYL PHTHALATE 1.8 oLH18 0.0305 UGG 08/19/1992
RB"-SO-10 RB"S01001 0.5 50 MET COBAl1 22.5 =JS16 16.2 UGG 07/28/1992

MANGANESE 1,640.0 =J516 1,270.0 UGG 07/2Bi1992
MERCURY 0.065 :JB01 0.025 UGG 07128/1992
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IAA? - Environmentat Sample Results

IAAP-RB~ Results Above Evaluation Criteri8

SAMPLE PARAMETER RESULT BOOL DETECT ION
SIJHU LOCATION SAMPLE 10 DEPTH MEDIA GROUP COMPOUND VALUE METHQO LIMIT UNITS DATE

- ---
51 LVER 2.41 =JS16 0.294 UGG 07/28/1992

RBY'SY'10 RBYSY1001 0 SY EXP 2,4,6'TNT 4.47 =UY32 2.0 UGL 07/28/1992
ROX 212.0 =UY32 2.0 UGL 07/28/1992

RBYSY100l 0 SY MET IRON 557.0 =5510 300.0 UGL 07/28/1992
LEAD 6.0 =5020 3.2 UGL 07/28/1992
MAGNESIUM 22,200.0 =5510 3,910.0 UGL 07/28/1992
MERCURY 0.1 =SB01 0.012 UGL 07/28/1992
SiLVER 6.39 =SS10 0.12 UGL 07128/1992

RB\..iS\.I1Q01 0 SY VOA CHLORFORM 2.1 =uM20 0.19 UGL 07/28/1992
RBI.I-SIJ-101 RBW-Sw-l0101A 0 SY MET COPPER 13.9 =SSlO 12.0 UGL 08/20/1992

IRON 355.0 =S510 300.0 UGL 08/20/1992
MAGNES IUM 20,300.0 =SS10 3,910.0 UGL 08/20/1992
MANGANESE 72.2 :;SSlO 50.0 UGL 08/20/1992

RB\.JS\..i10101B 0 SY MET COPPER 13.9 =5510 12.0 UGL 08/20/1992
IRON 355.0 =5510 300.0 UGL 08/20/1992
MAGNESIUM 20,300.0 =5510 3,910.0 UGL OB/20/19Q2
MANGANESE 72.2 =5510 50.0 UGL 08/20/1992

RB\J-SO·l02 RB\JSD10201A 0.5 so H2o TOTAL ORGANIC CARBONS 32,300.0 =1 100.0 UGG 08/20/1992
RBYS010201A 0.5 SO MET CALCIUM 12,600.0 =J516 6,890.0 UGG 08/20/1992

POTASSIUM 1,360.0 ==J516 1,090.0 UGG 08/20/1992
SODIUM 466.0 =JS16 402.0 UGG 08/20/1992
ZINC 88.2 =Js16 79.8 UGG 08/20/1992

RBIJS010201A 0.5 SO VOA CHLORFORM 0.018 =LM19 0.0004 UGG 08/20/1992
RBl"lSD10201B 0.5 SO MET CALCIUM 12,600.0 =J"516 6,890.0 UGG 08/20/1992

POTASSIUM 1,360.0 =JS16 1,090.0 UGG 08/20/1992
SODIUM 466.0 =JS16 402.0 UGG 08/20/1992
ZINC 88.2 =JS16 79.8 UGG 08/20/1992

RB\.JSD10201B 0.5 SO VOA CHlORFORM 0.018 =LM19 0.0004 UGG 08/20/1992
RBY'SY-l02 RBYSY10201A 0 SY H2O ALKALINITY 279.0 =1 5.0 MGL 08/20/1992

BIOLOGICAL OXYGEN DEMAND 3.0 =1 1.0 MGL 08/20/1992
CHEMICAL OXYGEN DEMAND 40.0 =HACH 5.0 MGL 08/20/1992
SPECIFIC CONDUCTIVITY 421.0 =1 10.0 UMHO 08/20/1992
TOTAL DISSOLVED SOLIOS 232.0 =1 10.0 MGL 08/20/1992
TOTAL HARDNESS 211.0 =1 1.0 MGL 08/20/1992
TOTAL ORGANIC CARBONS 9.0 =1 1.0 MGL 08/20/1992
TOTAL SUSPENDID SOLIDS 305.0 =1 4.0 MGL 08/20/1992

R8\.JS\.il 0201 A 0 SY MET ARSENIC 3.52 =5022 o.oon UGL 08/20/1992
IRON 571.0 =5510 300.0 UGL 08/20/1992
MAGNESIUM 19,800.0 =5510 3,910.0 UGL 08/20/1992
MANGANESE 508.0 =SS10 50.0 UGL 08/20/1992

RB\.JSw10201e 0 SY MET ARSENIC 3.52 =5022 0.0022 UGL 08/20/1992
IRON 571.0 =5510 300.0 UGL 08/20/1992
MAGNESIUM 19,800.0 =5510 3,910.0 UGL 08/20/1992
MANGANESE 508.0 =5510 50.0 UGL 08/20/1992

R8Y-SO·l03 RB\JSD10301A 0.5 SO MET CALCIUM 23,100.0 :JS16 6,890.0 UGG 08/20/1992
MAGNESIUM 4,120.0 :JS16 3,910.0 UGG 08/20/1992
POTASSIUM 1,370.0 =JS16 1,090.0 UGG 08/20/1992
SODIUM 448.0 =JS16 402.0 UGG 08/20/1992
21NC 96.9 =JS16 79.8 UGG 08/20/1992

RBYS010301A 0.5 SO VOA ACETONE 0.1 =LM19 0.0085 UGG 08/20/1992
RBYS0103018 .0.5 SO MET CALCIUM 23,100.0 =Js16 6,890.0 UGG 08/20/1992
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IAAP - Environmental Sample Results

IAAp·RBIJ Results Above Evaluation Criteria

SAMPLE PARAMETER RESULT BOOl DETECTION
5....U LOCATION SAMPLE 10 . DEPTH MEDIA GROUP COMPOUND VALUE METHOD LIMIT UNITS DATE

---
MAGNESIUM 4,120.0 =J516 3,910.0 UGG 08/20/1992
POTASSIUM 1,370.0 =JSI6 1,090.0 UGG 08/20/19'12
SODIUM 448.0 =JS16 402.0 UGG 08/20/1992
ZINC 96.9 =J516 79.8 UGG OB/20/1992

RB\.ISD10301B 0.5 SO VaA ACETONE 0.1 =lM19 0.00B5 UGG 08/20/1992
RB~·S~·103 RB\.IS\.I10301A 0.5 s~ MET IRON 2,090.0 =SSI0 300.0 UGl 08/20/1992

LEAD 4.7 =s020 3.2 UGl 08/20/1992
MAGNESIUM 15,300.0 =5510 3,910.0 UGl 08/20/1992
MANGANESE 304.0 =5510 50.0 UGl 08/20/1992

RB\.IS\.I10301A 0.5 S~ SVOA SIS (2·ETHYLHEXYL) PHTHALATE 4.5 =UM18 2.4 UGl 08/20/1992
RB\.IS\.I10301B 0.5 S~ MET IRON 2,090.0 =SSlO 300.0 UGl 08/20/1992

LEAD 4.7 =s020 3.2 UGl 08/20/1992
MAG"IESIUM 15,300.0 =SSlO 3,910.0 UGl 08/20/1992
MANGANESE 304.0 =SSlO 50.0 UGl 08/20/1992

RBUSW10301B 0.5 s~ SVOA BIS (2-ETHYLHEXYL) PHTHALATE 4.5 =UM18 2.4 UGl 08/20/1992
RBIJ-SO-l04 RBWSD10401A 0.5 SO MET BERYLLIUM 1.67 =JS16 1.29 UGG 08/10/1992

CALCIUM 18,000.0 =JS16 6,890.0 UGG 08/10/1992
CHROMIUM 43.3 =JS16 23.7 UGG 08/10/1992
COPPER 51.4 =JS16 19.5 UGG 08/10/1992
LEAD 36.0 =JD17 22.5 UGG 08/10/1992
MERCURY 0.763 =JBOI 0.025 UGG 08/10/1992
SODIUM 433.0 =JS16 402.0 UGG 08/10/1992
ZINC 160.0 =J$16 79.8 UGG 08/10/1992

RBI.IS010t.01A 0.5 so SVOA 2-CHLORONAPHTHALENE 0.13 =LM18 0.018 UGG 08/10/1992
RB~SOI0401B 0.5 SO MET BERYLLIUM 1.67 =JS16 1.29 UGG 08/10/1992

CALCIUM 18,000.0 =JSI6 6,890.0 UGG 08/10/1992
CHROMIUM 43.3 =JS16 23.7 UGG 08/10/1992
COPPER 51.4 =JS16 19.5 UGG 08/10/1992
LEAD 36.0 =J017 22.5 UGG 08/10/1992
MERCURY 0.763 =JBOI 0.025 UGG OB/IO/1992
SODIUM 433.0 =JSI6 402.0 UGG 08/10/1992
ZINC 160.0 =JS16 79.8 UGG OB/10/1992

RB~S010401B 0.5 SO $VOA 2-CHLORONAPHTHALENE 0.13 =LM18 0.018 UGG 08/10/1992
RB\.ISD10402A 0.5 SO MET BERYLLIUM 1. 74 =JS16 1.29 UGG OB/10/1992

CALCIUM 24,100.0 =JS16 6,890.0 UGG OB/10/1992
CHROMIUM 34.4 =JS16 23.7 UGG 08/10/1992
COPPER 43.2 =JS16 19.5 UGG 08/10/1992
MERCURY 0.581 =JB01 0.025 UGG 08/10/1992
SODIUM 439.0 =JS16 402.0 UGG 08/10/1992
ZINC 181.0 =JS16 79.8 UGG 08/10/1992

R8\.1SD 10402A 0.5 so PEST~PCB DIELDRIN 0.02 =LH1O 0.0031 UGG 08/10/1992
RB~S010402B 0.5 so MET BERYLL lUM 1.74 =JS16 1.29 UGG OB/10/1992

CALCIUM 24,100.0 =JSI6 6,890.0 UGG 08/10/1992
CHROMIUM 34.4 =JS16 23.7 UGG 08/10/1992
COPPER 43.2 =JS16 19.5 UGG 08/10/1992
MERCURY 0.581 =JB01 0.025 UGG 08/10/1992
SOOIUM 439.0 =JS16 402.0 UGG 08/10/1992
ZINC 181.0 =JSI6 79.8 UGG 08/10/1992

RB~S010402B 0.5 so PEST-PCB DIELDRIN 0.02 =LH10 0.0031 UGG 08/10/1992
RB~-sO-11 RBUS01101 0.5 so MET ARSENIC 9.35 =J019 7.98 UGG 08/18/1992

BERYLLIUM 1.56 :JS16 1.29 UGG 08/18/1992
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lAAP - Environmental Sample Results

JAAP~RBU Results Above Evatuation Criteria

SAMPLE PARAMETER RESULT BooL DETECTION
SIMU LOCATION SAMPLE lD DEPTH MEDIA GROUP COMPOUND VALUE METHoo LIMIT UNITS DATE

-- ---
RBlJSD1101 0.5 SD SVOA SIS (2-ETHYlHEXYL) PHTHALATE 1.0 =LM18 D.31 UGG 08/18/1992
RB\.ISa1101 0.5 SD VOA TRICHlOROFLUOROMETHANE 0.01 =LM19 0.003 UGG 08/18/1992

RB~·SD·12 RBUSD 120 1 0.5 SD MET POT ASS IUM 1,360.0 =JS16 1,090.0 UGG 07/27/1992
RBUSD1201 0.5 SD VOA ACETONE 0.1 =LM19 0.0085 UGG 07/27/1992

RB~·S~·12 RBUSl.i1201 0 S~ MET LEAD 3.7 =SD20 3.2 UGL 07/27/1992
MAGNESIUM 22,000.0 =S51O 3,910.0 UGL 07/27/1992
MERCURY 0.1 =SBOl 0.012 UGL 07/27/1992
SODIUM 23,300.0 =5510 17,500.0 UGL 07/27/1992

RBUSIJ1201 0 S~ VOA CHLORFORM 1.2 =uM20 0.19 UGL 07/27/1992
RBIJ-SI./·13 RBU$IJ1301 0 SY MET ALUM I NUM 2,31.,0.0 =$510 2,000.0 UGL 07/29/1992

ARSENIC 2.99 =SD22 0.D022 UGL 07/29/1992
CALC ILIM 116.000.0 =SS1O 77,300.0 UGL 07/29/1992
IRON 2,930.0 =5510 300.0 UGL 07/29/1992
MAGNESIUM 33,100.0 =5slO 3,910.0 UGL 07/29/1992
MANGANESE 73.5 =$510 50.0 UGL 07/29/1992
MERCURY 0.1 =5801 0.012 UGL 07/29/1992
POTASSIUM 7,21.,0.0 =$510 2,81.,0.0 UGL 07/29/1992
SODIUM 27,200.0 =SS10 17,500.0 UGL 07/29/1992

RB\.IS\.I1301 0 SY VOA CHlORFORM 0.92 =uM20 0.19 UGL 07/29/1992
RB\.I-$W-14 RBUS\.I1I.,Ql 0 SY MET IRON 614.0 =5510 300.0 UGL 07/28/1992

MAGNESIUM 23,000.0 =SS10 3,910.0 UGL 07/28/1992
MANGANESE 55.8 =5510 50.0 UGL 07/28/1992
MERCURY 0.1 =SBOl 0.012 UGL 07/28/1992

RB\.I-SD-15 RBIJS01501 0.5 SD EXP 1,3,S-TRINITROBENZENE 4.75 =L~12 0.244 UGG 07/28/1992
2,6-DINITROTOLUENE 0.853 =L1./12 0.262 UGG 07/28/1992
HMX 54.8 =L1,J12 0.333 UGG 07/28/1992
NITROBENZENE 6.55 =U./12 1.205 UGG 07/28/1992
RDX 3.11 =L\J12 0.2935 UGG 07/28/1992

R8~SD1501 0.5 so MET BARIUM 716.0 =JS16 243.0 UGG 07/28/1992
COPPER 314.0 =JS16 19.5 VGG 07/28/1992
LEAD 225.0 =J017 22.5 UGG 07/28/1992
Z!NC 349.0 =JS16 79.8 UGG 07/28/1992

RB~·S~·15 RB~S~1501 0 S~ EXP ROX 468.0 =V~32 2.0 VGL 07/28/1992
RB~S~1501 0 S~ MET BARIUM 4,240.0 =SS10 1,000.0 UGL 07/28/1992

COPPER 80.7 =SS10 12.0 UGL 07/28/1992
IRON 1,300.0 =SS1O 300.0 UGL 07/28/1992
LEAD 3.9 =S020 3.2 UGL 07/28/1992
MAGNESiUM 33,200.0 =5510 3,910.0 UGL 07/28/1992
MERCURY 0.1 =SBOl 0.012 UGL 07/28/1992
POTASSIUM 12,400.0 =5510 2,840.0 UGL 07/28/1992
SOD IUM 22,500.0 =5510 17,500.0 UGL 07/28/1992

RBW·SO-16 RBUSD1601 0.5 SD MET ARSEN IC 9.66 =J019 7.98 UGG 07/28/1992
BARIUM 338.0 =JS16 243.0 UGG 07/28/1992

RBU'SU-16 RBIJS\.o'1601 0 SY EXP RDX 8.21 =uy32 2.0 UGL 07/28/1992
RB\.o'S\J1601 0 SY MET ARSENIC 2.77 =S022 0.0022 UGL 07/28/1992

IRON 719.0 =S510 300.0 UGL 07/28/1992
LEAD 10.5 =S020 3.2 UGL 07/28/1992
MAGNESIUM 22,500.0 =SS10 3,910.0 UGL 07/28/1992
MANGANESE 79.2 =SS1O 50.0 UGL 07/28/1992
MERCURY 0.1 =SBOl 0.012 UGL 07/28/1992

RB~·SO·17 RB~S01701 0.2 so MET ARSENIC 16.2 =JD19 7.98 UGG 08/06/1992
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IAAP - Environmental Sample Results

IAAP~RB~ Results Above Evaluation Criteria

SAMPLE PARAMETER RESULT BOOL DETECT ION
SIIMU LOCATION SAMPLE ID O'EPTH MEDIA GROUP COMPOUND VALUE METHDO LIMIT UNITS DATE

- ---
BARIUM 322.0 ;JS16 243.0 UGG 08/06/1992
BERYLLIUM 1.5 ;JS16 1.29 UGG 08/06/1992

C08ALT 33.7 ;JS16 16.2 UGG 08/06/1992
IRON 25,800.0 =JS16 21,900.0 UGG 08/06/1992
LEAD 24.1 ;JD17 22.5 UGG 08/06/1992
MANGANESE 2,250.0 -=J$16 1,270.0 UGG 08/D6/1992

RBIJ- SIJ- 17 RBIJSIJ1702 0 S~ MET ALUM [NUM 9,720.0 =5510 2,DDO.D UGL 08/06/1992
ARSENIC 3.73 =5022 0.0022 UGL 08/D6/1992
CHROMIUM 11.4 =5510 5.0 UGL 08/06/1997.
IRON 8,190.D =5$10 30D.0 UGL 08/06/1992
LEAD 5.6 ;SD20 3.2 UGL 08/06/1992
MAGNESIUM 26,200.0 -=5510 3,910.0 UGL 08/06/1992
MANGANESE 177.0 ::S$lO 50.0 UGL 08/06/1992
VANADIUM 30.5 ::$510 20.0 UGL 08/D6/1992

R6Y-SO·18 RBIJ$01801 0.5 SD MEl ARSENIC 12.1 =JD19 7.98 UGG D8/D7/1992
CALCIUM 30,3DO.0 ::::JS16 6,890.0 UGG 08/07/1992
COBAL T 16.7 ::::JS16 16.2 UGG D8/07/1992
LEAD 33.2 ::::JOll 22.5 UGG 08/07/1992
MAGNESIUM 4,790.0 ::::JS16 3,910.0 UGG 08/D7/1992
MANGANESE 1,390.0 ::::J516 1,270.0 UGG 08/07/1992
ZINC 162.D ::::J516 79.8 UGG 08/07/1992

RBl.JSD18Ql 0.5 SD 5VOA BENZO(K)FLUQRANTHENE 0.12 ::::lM18 0.033 UGG 08/07/1992
CHRYSENE 0.22 ::::lM18 0.06 UGG 08/D7/1992
FLUORANTHENE 0.28 ::::lM18 0.034 UGG 08/07/1992
PYRENE 0.38 ::::lM18 0.D165 UGG 08/07/1992

RB ....S01801 0.5 SD VOA TETRACHlOROETHENE 0.004 ::::lM19 0.0004 UGG 08/07/1992

RB ....S01802 0.5 SD MET ARSENIC 10.2 ::::JON 7.98 UGG 08/07/1992
BARIUM 254.0 ::::JS16 243.0 UGG 08/07/1992
CALCIUM 2D,600.0 ::::JS16 6,890.0 UGG 08/07/1992
COBALT 19.0 ;JS16 16.2 UGG 08/07/1992
COPPER 19.6 ::::JS16 19.5 UGG 08/07/1992
IRON 23,600.0 ::::JS16 21,900.0 UGG 08/07/1992
LEAD 30.6 ::JD17 22.5 UGG 08/07/1992
MAGNESIUM 4,260.0 ::::JS16 3,910.0 UGG 08/07/1992
MANGANESE 1,760.0 ;JS16 1,270.0 UGG 08/07/1992
POTASSIUM 1,240.0 ;JS16 1,090.0 UGG 08/07/1992
VANAD IUM 46.2 ::J516 44.2 UGG 08/07/1992
ZlNC 186.0 ::Js16 79.8 UGG 08/07/1992

RB'W-SO'19 RBWS01901 0.5 so MET LEAD 250.0 ;J017 22.5 UGG 08/07/1992

RB'W-5U-19 RB'WS .... 1901 0 SU MET ARSENIC 3.2 ;S022 0.0022 UGL 08/07/1992
IRON 903.0 =5SlO 300.0 UGL 08/07/1992
MAGNESIUM 14,000.0 =S510 3,910.0 UGL 08/07/1992
MANGANESE 202.0 ;SS10 50.0 UGL 08/07/1992
POTASSIUM 3,980.0 ::::SS10 2,840.0 UGL 08/07/1992

RBY-SO-20 RBUS02001 0.2 SD SVOA PYRENE 0.06 =LM18 0.0165 UGG 08/06/1992
RBY- s'W~ 20 RS....S1.I2001 0 S~ ME-T IRON 883.0 -SS10 300.0 UGL 08/06/1992

MAGNESIUM 24,600.0 ;SS10 3,910.0 UGL 08/06/1992
MANGANESE 50.8 =5$10 50.0 UGL 08/06/1992
POTASSIUM 2,880.0 ;SS10 2,840.0 UGL 08/06/1992
SODIUM 23,300.0 =5SlO 17,500.0 UGL 08/06/1992

R8\.1-S\.J-21 RB'WS\J2101 0 S~ MET IRON 318.0 -SS10 300.0 UGL 08/05/1992
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IAAP ~ Environmental Sample Results

IAAP~R8W Results Above Evaluation Criteria

SAMPLE PARAMETER RESULT BOOL DETECT ION
SI.l1V LOCATION SAMPLE ID DEPTH MEDIA GROUP COMPOUND VALUE METHOD LIMIT UNITS DATE

- ---
MAGNESIUM 28,400.0 =:5510 3,910.0 VGL 08/05/1992

R8\J·SD~22 RBYSD2201 0.5 SO MET CALCIuM 10,400.0 =-JS16 6,890.0 VGG 08/05/1992
RBY-SY-22 RBYSY2201 0 S~ EXP ROX 9.56 =VY32 2_0 VGl 08/05/1992

RBYS~2201 0 S~ MET IRON 457.0 =SS10 300.0 VGl 08/05/1992
LEAD 3.7 =SD20 3.2 VGl 08/05/1992
MAGNESIUM 22,900.0 =SSlO 3,910.0 VGl 08/05/1992
MANGANESE 53.6 =$510 50.0 VGl 08/05/1992
SODIUM 17,700.0 =5510 17,500.0 VGL 08/05/1992

RBI../-SD-23 RBIJSa2301 0.5 SD MET MANGANESE 1,850.0 =JS16 1,270.0 VGG 08/05/1992
RB\J-SU-23 R8IJSw2301 0 SY EXP RDX 6.34 =VY32 2.0 VGl 08/05/1992

RB\J5\J2301 0 SY MET ARSENIC 2.99 =S022 0.0022 VGl 08/05/1992
IRON 1,160.0 =SSlO 300.0 VGl 08/05/1992
LEAD 3.7 =sD20 3.2 VGL 08/05/1992
MAGNESIUM 24,800.0 =$510 3,910.0 VGL 08/05/1992
MANGANESE 83.4 =$510 50.0 VGL 08/05/1992
MERCURY 0.1 =$801 0.012 UGL 08/05/1992

RB\.i-S\.I-2.4 RBIJSIJ2401 0 SY MET ARSEN IC 2.88 =5022 0.0022 VGL 08/05/1992
MAGNESIUM 24,200.0 =5510 3,910.0 UGl 08/05/1992
MANGANESE 72.5 =$510 50.0 VGL 08/05/1992
MERCURY 0.1 =5801 0.012 VGL 08/05/1992
POTASSIUM 15,300.0 =SslO 2,840.0 UGL 08/05/1992
SODIUM 143,000.0 =$510 17,500.0 VGL 08/05/1992

RBIJ-so·25 RB\.ISo2501 0.5 SD MET BARIUM 255.0 =JS16 243.0 VGG 08/04/1992
SiLVER 0.727 =JS16 0.294 UGG 08/04/1992

RBU-S\.I-25 RBi.,IS\J2501 0 SY EXP ROX 3.16 ::ui.,I32 2.0 UGL 08/04/1992
RBi.,IS\J2501 0 S~ MET MAGNESIUM 24,500.0 ::5510 3,910.0 UGL 08/04/1992

MANGANESE 55.9 =5510 50.0 VGL Oe/04/1992
MERCURY 0.1 =SBOl 0.012 VGL 08/04/1992

POT A5SIUM 8,940.0 =5510 2,840.0 UGL 08/04/1992

SOD IUM 86,300.0 =SS10 17,500.0 VGL 08/04/1992
RB\JS\.I2S01 0 SY VOA ACETONE 17.0 ::uM20 6.5 VGL 08/04/1992

RBU-S\.I-26 RBYSY2601 0.0 SY MET MAGNESIUM 24,000.0 =SSlO 3,910.0 VGL 08/07/1992
POTASSlUM 3,880.0 =5510 2,840.0 UGL 08/07/1992

RB\.I-S\.I-27 RB\.IS\.I2701 0 SY MET ARSENIC 2.88 =SD22 0.0022 VGL 08/04/1992
MAGNESIUM 24,200.0 =5510 3,910.0 UOL 08/04/1992

MANGANESE 66.9 =5510 50.0 VGL 08/04/1992
MERCURY 0.1 =SBOl 0.012 UGL 08/04/1992

POTASSIUM 5,970.0 =5510 2,840.0 UGL 08/04/1992
SODIUM 53,900.0 =5510 17,500.0 UOL 08/04/1992

RBY-SY-28 RBW'S\.I2801 0 SY EXP RDX 2.02 =v~32 2.0 VOL 08/04/1992
RB\JS\.I2801 0 S~ MET MAGNES IUM 24,500.0 =5510 3,910.0 VOL 08/04/1992

MANGANESE 73.5 =SS10 50.0 VOL 08/04/1992
MERCURY 0.1 =SBOl 0.012 VGl 08/04/1992
POTASSIUM 6,270.0 =SS10 2,840.0 VGl 08/04/1992
SODIUM 54,500.0 =5510 17,500.0 VGl 08/04/1992

RBY-SO-29 RBYS02901 0.2 SD MET ARSENIC 22.0 =JD19 7.98 VGG 08/04/1992
BAR IUM 418.0 =JS16 243.0 VGO 08/04/1992

BERYlL IUM 1.72 =JS16 1.29 VGG 08/04/1992
COBALT 79.8 ;JS16 16.2 UOO 08/04/1992
IRON 31,300.0 =JS16 21,900.0 VGG 08/04/1992
LEAD 65.0 ;JD17 22.5 VGG 08/04/1992
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fAAP ~ Environmental Sample Results

IAAp·RBW Results Above Evaluation Criteria

5AMPLE PARAMETER RESULT BooL DETECTION
5""'U LOCATION SAMPLE lD DEPTH MEOlA GROUP COMPOUND VALUE METHOO LIMIT UNITS DATE

---
MANGANESE 8.130.0 -J516 1.270.0 UGG 08/04/1992
NICKEL 32.1 -J516 26.0 UGG 08/04/1992
S I LVER 0.808 -J516 0.294 UGG 08/04/1992
VANADIUM 64.9 -J516 44.2 UGG 08/04/1992

R8"·5"·29 RB"5"2901 0 5" EXP ROX 18.6 -U"32 2.0 UGL 08/04/1992
RB"5"2901 0 5" MET MAGNESIUM 20.100.0 =5510 3.910.0 UGL 08/04/1992

MANGANESE 66.0 =5510 50.0 UGL 08/04/1992
MERCURY 0.1 =5BOl 0.012 UGL 08/04/1992

RBIJ-SO·30 RBIJSD3001 0.2 50 MET SILVER 1.03 =JS16 0.294 UGG 08/04/1992
R8IJSD3001 0.2 so SVOA 2-METHYLNAPHTHALENE 0.09 =lM18 0.021.,5 UGG 08/04/1992

PI1ENANTHRENE 0.11 =LM18 0.0165 UGG 08/04/1992
R81J·SIJ·30 R8IJSIJ300 1 0 5" EXP ROX 18.0 =u....32 2.0 UGL 08/04/1992

R81J51J3DOl 0 s" MET LEAD 5.5 =5020 3.2 UGL 08/04/1992
MAGNESIUM 20.300.0 =SS10 3,910.0 UGL 08/04/1992
MERCURY 0.1 ·5BOl 0.012 UGL 08/04/1992

RBIJ-SO~31 RBIJSD3101 0.2 so EX? ROX 1.38 =l\.J12 0.2935 UGG 08/04/1992
RBIJSn3101 0.2 50 MET SILVER 2.35 -=JS16 0.294 UGG 08/04/1992
RBl,,'SD3101 0.2 so VOA TOLUENE 0.006 =LM19 0.0004 UGG 08/04/1992

RBIJ~SIJ-31 RBl,,'S\J31Dl 0 s" EX? ROX 16.1 =u....32 2.0 UGL 08/04/1992
RB"5"3101 0 5" MET LEAD 4.1 -s020 3.2 UGL 08/04/1992

MAGNESIUM 19.100.0 -5510 3.910.0 UGL 08/04/1992
MANGANESE 51.3 -5510 50.0 UGL 08/04/1992
MERCURY 0.1 =sBOl 0.012 UGL 08/04/1992

RB\.I-SO-32 R8WS03201 0.5 so MET CALCIUM 29.100.0 :::JS16 6.890.0 UGG 08/05/1992
MAGNESIUM 4,660.0 :::JS16 3.910.0 UGG 08/05/1992
S I LVER 2.64 -J516 0.294 UGG 08/05/1992

RBW-Sw-32 RBVS\.I3201 0 5" EX? ROX 13.9 -=u\.o'32 2.0 UGL 08/05/1992
RBIJSw3201 0 5" MET COPPER 18.9 :::$·SlO 12.0 UGL 08/05/1992

MAGNESIUM 18.900.0 -=SS10 3.910.0 UGL 08/05/1992
MANGANESE 79.7 =5$10 50.0 UGL 08/05/1992
MERCURY 0.1 -5BOl 0.012 UGL 08/05/1992
POT ASS-TUM 3.040.0 :::5510 2.840.0 UGL 08/05/1992
S I LVER 5.87 -5510 0.12 UGL 08/05/1992
SODIUM 21.300.0 =5510 17,500.0 UGL 08/05/1992

RB"5"3201 0 s" VOA CARBON DISULFIqE 1.7 :::uM20 0.25 UGL 08/05/1992
RBU-SO-32 RB"S03202 0.5 50 MET CALCIUM 48.000.0 :::JS16 6.890.0 UGG 08/05/1992

MAGNESIUM 5.230.0 :::J516 3.910.0 UGG 08/05/1992
S IL VER 2.33 =JS16 0.294 UGG 08/05/1992

RB'W-$\J·32 RB\.o'Sw3202 0 5" EXP ROX 14.6 :::uu32 2.0 UGL 08/05/1992
RB"S"3202 0 S" MET MAGNESIUM 18.900.0 -5S10 3.910.0 UGL 08/05/1992

MANGANESE 79.4 :::5510 50.0 UGL 08/05/1992
MERCURY 0.1 :::$BOl 0.012 UGL 08/05/1992
SILVER 5.53 =5510 0.12 UGL 08/05/1992
SODIUM 21.300.0 =5s10 17.500.0 UGL 08/05/1992

RBU·5D·33 RBUS03301 0.5 so MET SILVER 0.216 -=J516 0.294 UGG 08/06/1992
RBIJSD3301 0.5 so SVOA 2'METHYLNAPHTHALENE 0.25 :::lM18 0.0245 UGG 08/06/1992

OIBENZOFURAN 0.05 =lM18 0.0175 UGG 08/06/1992
NAPHTHALENE 0.08 =LM18 0.0185 UGG 08/06/1992
PHENANTHRENE 0.12 -LM18 0.0165 uGG 08/06/1992

R8"'5"'33 RB"S"3301 0.0 5" EXP ROX 25.1 -U"32 2.0 UGL 08/06/1992
R8"5"3301 0.0 5" MET MAGNESIUM 21.900.0 -5510 3.910.0 UGL 08/06/1992
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IAAP ~ Environmental Sample Results

IAAP~RBU Results Above Evaluation Criteria

SAMPLE PARAMETER RESULT 800L DETECTION
:;'w'HU LOCATION SAMPLE 10 DEPTH MEDIA GROUP COMPOUND VALUE METHOO L1MIT UNITS DATE

---
MANGANESE 58.1 =5510 50.0 UGL 08/06/1992
SODIUM 41,600.0 =S$10 17,500.0 UGL 08/06/1992

RBY·50·34 RBY503401 0.5 SO MET ARSEN IC 9.25 =JD19 7.98 UGG 08/07/1992
CALCIUI~ 35,300.0 =JS16 6,890.0 UGG 08/07/1992
LEAD 42.6 =J017 22.5 UGG 08/07/1992
MAGNESIUM 5,720.0 =J516 3,910.0 UGG 08/07/1992
SELENIUM 1.95 =J015 1.65 UGG 08/07/1992
THALLIUM 13.4 =JS16 3.31 UGG 08/07/1992
ZINC 125.0 =JS16 79.8 UGG 08/07/199,'

RBIJ-SD-35 RBY503501 0.5 SO MET ARSEN IC 22.5 =J019 7.98 UGG 08/06/1992
LEAD 34.6 =Jo17 22.5 UGG 08/06/1992

RBIJ-SU-35 RB'WS'W3501 0.0 SY MET IRON 469.0 =5510 300.0 UGL 08/06/1992
MAGNE$ IUM 24,300.0 =$SlO 3,910.0 UGL 08/06/1992
MANGANESE 59.5 =$S10 50.0 UGL 08/06/1992

RBIJ- 50 -36 RBIoISD3601 0.5 SO MET CALCiUM 8,140.0 =JS16 6,890.0 UGG 08/06/1992
CHROMIUM 34.1 =JS16 23.7 UGG 08/06/1992
SILVER 2.39 =J516 0.294 UGG 08/06/1992

RBu-SU-36 RBUsu3601 0.0 SO EXP RDX 24.2 =OU32 Z.O UGL 08/06/1992
RBUS'W3601 0.0 50 MET MAGNESIUM 19,500.0 =sSlO 3,910.0 UGL 08/06/1992

SODIUM 36,500.0 =$SlO 17,500.0 UGL 08/06/1992
RB'WS'W3601 0.0 SO SVOA OIETHYL PHTHALATE 40.0 =UM18 1.0 UGL 08/06/1992

RBY'50·37 R80503701 0.5 50 MET ARSEN Ie 11.0 =JD19 7.98 UGG 08/06/1992
IRON 33,700.0 =JS16 21,900.0 UGG 08/06/1992
SILVER 1.13 =JS16 0.294 UGG 08106/1992

RB'W-S'W-37 RB\JSU3701 0.0 50 EXP RDX 19.5 =u'W32 2.0 UGL 08/06/1992
RB'WS'W3 70 1 0.0 SY MET MAGNESIUM 17,600.0 =SS10 3,910.0 UGL 08/06/1992

SODIUM 23,500.0 =SS10 17,500.0 UGL 08/06/1992
RBY503701 0.0 so VOA CARBON DISULFIDE 0.82 =uM20 0.25 UGL 08/06/1992

CHLORFORM 0.93 =UM20 0.19 UGL 08/06/1992
RBY·50·38 RB0503801 0.5 50 ExP 1,3,5'TRINITROBENZENE 2.9 =L012 0.244 UGG 08/10/1992

XMx 2.54 =L012 0.333 UGG 08/10/1992
ROX 1.98 =L012 0.2935 VGG 08/10/1992

RB0503801 0.5 50 MET BERYlliUM 1.46 =JS16 1.29 uGG 08/10{1992
CALCIuM 62,200.0 =J516 6,890.0 UGG 08/10{1992
COPPER 26.5 =JS16 19.5 UGG 08{10{1992
IRON 58,100.0 =JS16 21,900.0 UGG 08/10/1992
LEAD 46.2 =J017 22.5 UGG 08/10/1992
MAGNESIUM 5,040.0 =JS16 3,910.0 UGG 08{10{1992
llNe 134.0 =J516 79.8 UGG 08/10/1992

RB0503801 0.5 SO SVOA BENlO(K)FLUORANTHENE 0.32 =LM1B 0.033 UGG 08{10{1992
CHRYSENE 0.34 =lM18 0.06 UGG 08{10/1992
FlUORANTHENE 0.38 =LM18 0.034 UGG 08{10/1992
PHENANTHRENE 0.12 =LM1B 0.0165 UGG 08{10{1992
PYRENE 0.36 =LM18 0.0165 UGG 08{10/1992

RBI.J-S'W-38 RBUSloI38Q1 0.5 5Y EXP 1.3,S-TRINITROBENZENE 3.8 =u\.,I32 2.0 UGL 08{10/1992
2,4,6-TNT 36.7 =u032 2.0 UGL 08/10/1992
ROX 14.3 =-U1J32 2.0 UGL 08/10/1992

RB'WS'W3801 0.5 SY MET ARSENIC 3.41 ",s022 0.0022 UGL 08/10/1992
IRON 318.0 =SS10 300.0 UGL 08/10/1992
MAGNESIUM 5,410.0 =5510 3,910.0 UGL 08/10/1992
POTA5SlUM 5,010.0 =5510 2,840.0 UGL 08/10/1992
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IAAP-RB~ Results Above Evaluation Criteria

SAMPLE PARAMETER RESULT BOOl DETECTION
S....U LOCATION SAMPLE 10 DEPTH MEDIA GROUP COMPOUND VALUE METHOD llMIT UNITS DATE

-- ---
SILVER 5.42 =$SlO 0.12 UGl 08/10/1992

RB';J$\J3BOl 0.5 S" SVOA SIS (Z-ETHYlHEXYl) PHTHALATE 8.9 =UMle 2.4 UGl 08/10/1992
RBU$y3BOl 0.5 S" VOA CHLORFORM 9.5 :::UM20 0.19 UGl 08/10/1992

RB\J-So-39 RB';JSD3901 0.5 SO MET BAR tuM 304.0 =Js16 243.0 UGG 08/06/1992
BERYLl lUM 1.46 =JS16 1.29 UGG 08/06/1992
MANGANESE 1,420.0 =JS16 1,270.0 UGG 08/06/1992

RBW'- su- 39 RB\JS\.J3901 0.0 S" MET MAGNESIUM 23,700.0 =5510 3,910.0 UGl 08/06/1992
MANGANESE 55.0 ==5510 50.0 UGl 08/06/1992

RBW-SO-40 RBwS04001 0.5 SO EXP HMX 2.49 ""H1l2 0.333 UGG 08/10/1992
RDX 3.77 :::L\.J12 0.2935 UGG 08/10/1992

RB"S04001 0.5 SO MET BERYLl IUM 1.69 =JS16 1.29 UGG 08/10/1992
CHROMIUM 99.4 =JS16 23.7 UGG 08/10/1992
COBALT 17.7 =JS16 16.2 UGG 08/10/1992
IRON 26,900.0 =Js16 21,900.0 UGG 08/10/1992
VANADIUM 45.1 :::JS16 44.2 UGG 08/10/1992

RBW-S\.I-40 RBwS\.I40Ql 0.5 S" EXP 2,4,6- TNT 3.0 =u\.I32 2.0 UGl 08/10/1992
ROX 2.4 ·U"32 2.0 UGl 08/10/1992

RBWSU4001 0.5 S" MET MAGNESIUM 19,100.0 =S510 3,910.0 UGl 08/10/1992
MANGANESE 342.0 =5510 50.0 UGl 08/10/19n
POTASSIUM 6,720.0 ·SS1O 2,840.0 UGl 08/10/1~92

SODIUM 21,300.0 ·SS10 17,500.0 UGl 08/10/1992
RB~S~4001 0.5 S" SVOA SIS (Z-ETHYLHEXYL) PHTHALATE 8. T =UM18 2.4 UGl 08/10/1992
RB~S~4001 0.5 S" vaA CHLORFORH 30.0 =UM20 0.19 UGl Ob/10/1992

RB~-SD·41 RB\.JSD4101 0.5 SO MET BARIUM 250.0 =JS16 243.0 UGG 08/10/1992
RB\.J· S\J· 41 RB~S\.J4101 0.5 S" EXP l,3,5+TRINITROBENZENE 8.41 ·U"32 2.0 UGl 08/10/1992

Z,4,6-TNT 7.55 =UiJ32 2.0 UGl 08/10/1992
RDX 4.89 =uI,./32 2.0 UGl 08/10/1992

RB~S"4101 0.5 S" MET MAGNESIUM 5,010.0 ·SS10 3,910.0 UGl 08/10/1992
POTASSIUM 4,070.0 ·SS10 2,840.0 UGl 08/10/1992

RBiJS~4101 0.5 5" SVOA SIS {Z-ETHYLHEXYL) PHTHALATE 16.0 =UM18 2.4 UGl 08/10/1992
RB\.J-SD-42 RB"S04201 0.5 SO MET ARSEN IC 14.7 ·J019 7.98 UGG 08/07/1992

BARIUM 255.0 ·JS16 243.0 UGG 08/07/1992
BERYLLIUM 1.44 =JS16 1.29 UGG 08/07/1992
CALCIUM 17,800.0 =-Js16 6,890.0 UGG 08/07/1992
COBALT 22.0 ·JS16 16.2 UGG 08/07/1992
COPPER 22.8 ·JST6 19.5 UGG 08/07/1992
IRON 23,400.0 ·JS16 21,900.0 UGG 08/07/1992
LEAD 36,8 =J017 22.5 UGG 08/07/1992
MANGANESE 2,480.0 =JS16 1,270.0 UGG 08/07/1992
MERCURY 0.13 ·JBOl 0.025 UGG 08/07/1992
NICKEL 30.4 ·JS16 26.0 UGG 08/07/1992
ZlNC 123.0 =JS16 79.8 UGG 08/07/1992

RB\.J-S\J-42 RB"S"4201 0.0 S" MET IRON 1,640.0 =SS10 300.0 UGl 08/07/1992
LEAD 3.8 ·S020 3.2 UGl 08/07/1992
MAGNESIUM 21,200.0 =$SlO 3,910.0 UGl 08/07/1992
MANGANESE 386.0 =SS10 50.0 UGl 08/07/1992

RB\JS\J4201 0.0 S" VOA CARBON TETRACHLORIOE 0.95 =UM20 0.25 UGL 08/07/1992
RB"-SO'43 RB"S04301 0.2 SO EXP 2,4,6'TNT 2.28 =L"'2 0.228 UGG 08/07/1992

2,6'0INITROTOlUENE 5.78 =l\J12 0.262 UGG 08/07/1992
HMX 2.36 =L1.I12 0.333 uGG 08/07/1992
ROX 2.6 -L1.I12 0.2935 UGG 08/07/1992
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IAAP . Environmental Sample Results

IAAP-RBU Results Above Evaluation Criteria

SAMPLE PARAMETER RESULT BOOl DETECTION

SIlMU LOCATION SAMPLE 10 DEPTH MEDIA GROUP COMPOUND VAlUE METHOO LIMIT UNITS DATE

--- ---
RBWSD4301 0.2 SO MET ARSENIC 10.0 =J019 7.98 UGG 08/07/1992

BERYLLIUM 1.44 =J516 1.29 UGG OB/07/1992

SOO:lUM 517.0 =JS16 402.0 UGG 08/07/1992

RBl,./SD4301 0.2 so $VOA 2-METHYlNAPHTHAlENE 4.2 =lM18 0.0245 UGG 08/07/1992
ACENAPHTHENE 0.36 =lM18 0.018 UGG 08/07/1992
ANTHRACENE 0.49 =LM18 0.0165 UGG 08/07/1992
BENZO(A)ANTHRACENE 0.49 =LM18 0.085 UGG 08/07/1992
CHRVSENE 0.63 =lM18 0.06 UGG 08/07/1992
FLUORANTHENE 0.65 =lM18 0.034 UGG 08/07/1992

FLUORENE 0.35 =lM18 0.0165 UGG 08/07/1992
NAPHTHALENE 1.3 =LM18 0.0185 UGG 08/07/1992
PHENANTHRENE 4.3 =lM18 0.0165 UGG 08/07/1992
PYRENE 1.2 =LM18 0.0165 UGG 08/07/1992

RBU'SU-43 RBU$1J430 1 0.0 SW EXP ROX 21.9 =u1oJ32 2.0 UGl 08/07/1992
RBU$1.J4301 0.0 SW MET lRml 380.0 =5s10 300.0 UGl OB/07/1992

MAGNESIUM 15,300.0 =$510 3,910.0 UGl 08/0711992
MANGANESE 69.6 =5510 50.0 UGl 08/07/1992
POTASSIUM 3,080.0 =SSlO 2,840.0 UGl 08/07/1992

RBWSW4301 0.0 SW VOA CHLORFORM 0.53 =UM20 0.19 UGl 08/07/1992

RBU-SD-44 RB\JSO'401 0.4 SO EXP 1,3,S-TRINITROBENZENE 104.0 =lW12 0.244 UGG 08/11/1992
1,3-0INITROBENZENE 2.37 =lW12 0.248 UGG 08/11/1992
2,4,6-TNT 33.6 =U/12 0.228 UGG 08/11/1992
2,4-0INITROTOLUENE 2.88 =L ..... 12 0.212 UGG 08/11/1992
HMX 11,200.0 =l\.J12 0.333 UGG 08/11/1992
RDX 167.0 =UJ12 0.2935 UGG 08/11/1992

RBwS04401 0.4 SO MET BAR lUM 24,300.0 =JS16 243.0 UGG 08/11/1992
CADMIUM 2.24 =JS16 0.35 UGG 08/11/1992
CALCIUM 21,900.0 =JS16 6,89D.0 UGG 08/11/1992
CHROMIuM 555.0 =JS16 23.7 UGG 08/11/1992
COPPER 61.1 =JS16 19.5 UGG 08/11/1992
LEAD 106.0 =J017 22.5 UGG 08/11/1992
MERCURY 0.278 =JBOl 0.025 UGG 08/11/1992
SELENIUM 2.77 =J015 1.65 UGG 08/11/1992
SODIUM 446.0 =JS16 402.0 UGG 08/11/1992
ZINC 334.0 =JS16 79.8 UGG 08/11/1992

RBWSD4401 0.4 SD PEST·PCB DIELDRIN 0.015 =LH10 0.D031 UGG 08/11/1992
RBWSD4401 0.4 SO SVOA ANTHRACENE 0.2 =lM18 0.0165 UGG 08/11/1992

BIS <2-ETHYLHEXYl) PHTHALATE 7.8 =lM18 0.31 UGG 08/11/1992
DI-N·BUTYL PHTHALATE 1.1 =lM18 0.0305 UGG C!V11/1992

RBIo./-SU-4S RB\JS1o./4501 0.5 SW EXP 2,4,6·TNT 24.4 =UI.J32 2.0 UGl 08/10/1992
ROX 4.4 =U1../32 2.0 UGL 08/10/1992

RB.....S\J4S01 0.5 SW MET MAGNESIUM 7,180.0 =SSlO 3,910.0 UGl 08/10/1992
POTASSIUM 4,160.0 =S51O 2,840.0 UGL 08/10/1992

RBI.JS.....4501 0.5 SW SVOA BIS <Z-ETHYLHEXYL) PHTHALATE 16.0 =UM18 2.4 UGl 08/10/1992
RS .....S1../4501 0.5 SW VO' CARBON DiSULFIDE 6.8 =UM20 0.25 UGl 08/10/1992

RB\J-SD-46 RB\.IS04601 0.2 so MET ARSENiC 24.1 =J019 7.98 UGG 08/07/1992
BARIUM 633.0 =J516 243.0 UGG 08/07/1992
BERYlLIUM 1.58 =JS16 1.29 UGG 08/07/1992
COBALT 56.3 'JS16 16.2 UGG 08/07/1992
IRON 27,400.0 =JS16 21,900.0 UGG 08/07/1992
LEAD 24.9 -J017 22.5 UGG 08/07/1992
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IAAP - Environmental Sample Results

IAAP~RB~ Results Above Evaluation Criteria

SAMPLE PARAMETER RESULT BOOL OETECT ION
S....U LOCATJON SAMPLE 10 DEPTH MEDIA GROUP COMPOUND VALUE METHOD LIMIT UNITS DATE

---
MANGANESE 4,620.0 =JS16 1,270.0 UGG 08/07/1,92
NICKEl 27.9 =JS16 26.0 UGG 08/07n992
SiLVER 0.795 =Js16 0.294 uGG 08/07/1992
VANADIUM 52.3 =-Js16 44.2 UGG 08/07/1992

RB~S04601 0.2 SO SVOA 2-METHYlNAPHTHAlENE 2.5 =lM18 0.0245 UGO OB/07/1992
ANTHRACENE O.OB =LM18 0.0165 uGG 08/07/1992
FLUORANTHENE 0.12 =LM18 0.034 UGG 08/07/1992
flUORENE 0.06 =LM18 0.0165 UGG 08/07/1992
NAPHTHALENE 1.5 =lM1B 0.0185 uGG 08/07/1992
PHENANTHRENE 0.81 =lM18 0.0165 UGG 08/07/1992
PYRENE 0.22 =lM18 0.0165 UGG 08/07/1992

RB\JHS\J~46 RBIJSW'4601 0 S~ EXP ROX 11. 1 =u....,32 2.0 UGL 08/07/1992
RB\.J$\.J4601 0 S~ MET CHROMIUM 12.5 =$510 5.0 UGL 08/07/1992

MAGNESIUM 17,000.0 =5510 3,910.0 UGL 08/07/1992
SODIUM 18,800.0 =5510 17,500.0 UGL 08/07/1992

RBWS....4601 0 S" va. CHLORFORM 0.94 =uM20 0.19 UGL 08/07/1992

RBw-SO-SO RBj,JSOSaOl 0.5 so MET BARIUM 515.0 =JS16 243.0 UGG 08/21/1992
COBALT 16.4 =JS16 16.2 UGG 08/21/1992
MANGANESE 2,370.0 =Js16 1,270.0 UGG 08/21/1992
NICKEl 29.3 =JS16 26.0 UGG 08/21/1992

RB\J~S\J-50 RBl.ISUSOO1 0.0 S~ MET ALUMiNUM 10,900.0 =SSlO 2,000.0 UGL 08/21/1992
CHROMIUM 12.2 '"-SS10 5.0 UGL 08/21/1992
IRON 9,550.0 =SSlO 300.0 UGL 08/21/1992
LEAO 5.4 =s020 3.2 UGL 08/21/1992
MAGNESIUM 24,500.0 =sslO 3,910.0 UGL 08/21/1992
MANGANESE 241.0 =SS10 50.0 UGL 08/21/1992
VANA01UM 31.3 =SS10 20.0 UGL 08/21/1992

RB"S~5001 0.0 S~ SVOA BIS (2'ETHYLHEXYL) PHTHALATE 4.5 =UM18 2.4 UGL 08/21/1992
RB~·SO-51 RB~S05102 0.5 SO MET ALUMINUM 17,300.0 =JS16 15,500.0 UGG 08/06/1992

ARSENIC 12.7 =JD19 7.98 uGG 08/06/1992
BERYLL IUM 1.46 =JS16 1.29 UGG 08/06/1992
CHRmUUM 25.7 =JS16 23.7 UGG 08/06/1992
IRON 22,700.0 =JS16 21,900.0 uGG 08/06/1992
LEAD 126.0 =J017 22.5 UGG 08/06/1992
MAGNESIUM 4,040.0 =JS16 3,910.0 UGG 08/06/1992
NICKEl 26.1 =JS16 26.0 UGG 08/06/1992
POTASSIUM 1,330.0 =Js16 1,090.0 uGG 08/06/1992

RBW~SO-S2 RB"S05202 0.5 SO MET BERYlLIUM 1. 53 =JS16 1.29 UGG 08/06/1992
LEAD 171.0 =J017 22.5 UGG 08/06/1992
MERCURY 0.075 =JBOl 0.025 UGG 08/06/1992
POTASSIUM 1,190.0 =JS16 1,090.0 UGG 08/06/1992

RB"-SO'54 RB~S05401 0.5 SO MET CALCIUM 9,620.0 =JS16 6,890.0 UGG 08/10/1992
RB~-S~'54 RB~S"5401 0 S" MET IRON 460.0 =SSlO 300.0 UGL 08/10/1992

LEAD 3.3 '"-5020 3.2 UGL 08/10/1992
MAGNESIUM 15,600.0 =5510 3,910.0 UGL 08/1011992
MANGANESE 67.3 =5510 50.0 UGL 08/10/1992
POTASSIUM 3,970.0 =SSlO 2,840.0 UGL 08/10/1992

RB'oJS'oJS401 0 S" SVOA BIS (2-ETHYLHEXYL) PHTHALATE 4.4 z:UM18 2.4 UGL 08/10/1992
RB~-SO·55 RB~S05501 0.5 SO MET CALCIUM 7,630.0 =JS16 6,890.0 UGG 08/10/1992
RB~-S~·55 RB~S~5501 0 S~ MET LEAD 3.7 =S020 3.2 UGL 08/10/1992

MAGNESIUM 16,200.0 -SS10 3,910.0 UGL 08/10/1992
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JAAP . Environmental Sample Results

JAAP~RB~ Results Above Evaluation Criteria

SAMPLE PARAMETER RESULT 800L DETECTION

5I/HU LOCATION SAMPLE 10 DEPTH MEDIA GROUP COMPOUND VAluE METHOD LIMIT UNITS DATE

-- ---
POTASSIUM 3,470.0 =$510 2,840.0 UGL 08/10/1992

RBIJ· S\.I· 56 RBI.JSI,IS601 0 5Y MET ARSENIC 100.0 >5022 0.0022 UGl 08/11/1992
IRON 388.0 =$510 300.0 UGL 08/11/1992
MAGNESIUM 16,500.0 =5510 3,910.0 UGl 08/11/1992
POTASSIUM 3,300.0 "5510 2,840.0 UGl 08/11/1992

R8Y·50·57 R8Y505701 0.5 SO MET CALCIUM 8,890.0 =JS16 6,890.0 UGG 08/11/1992
RBlJ·SIJ·57 RBI.IS1.I5701 0 5Y MET IRON 389.0 :::5510 300.0 UGL 08/11/1992

MAGNESIUM 16,400.0 =5510 3,910.0 UGL 08/11/1992
POT ASS rUM 3,690.0 =5510 2,840.0 UGl 08/11/1992

R8Y·50·57 R8Y505702 0.5 so MET CALCIUM 14,400.0 =J516 6,890.0 UGG 08/11/1992
R8Y505702 0.5 SO SVQA PHENANTHRENE 0.06 =LM18 0.0165 UGG 08/11/1992

R8Y·SY·57 R8YSY5702 0 SY MET IRON 374.0 =SS10 300.0 UGL 08/11/1992
MAGNESIUM 16,200.0 =$510 3,910.0 UGL 08/11/1992
POTASSIUM 3,510.0 :::$510 2,840.0 UGl 08/11/1992

RBU·SO·SB RBUSD5801 0.5 SO MET CALCIUM 19,200.0 =JS16 6,890.0 UGG 08/11/1992
MAGNESIUM 5,760.0 =JS16 3,910.0 UGG 08/11/1992

R8Y·SY·58 RB\.IS\.JSBOl 0 SY MET IRON 385.0 =5510 300.0 UGL 08/11/1992
MAGt-iES I UM 16,200.0 =SS1O 3,910.0 UGL 08/11/1992
POTASSIUM 4,090.0 =SS1O 2,840.0 UGL 08/11/1992

R8Y·SY·59 R8USw5901 0.0 SY MET IRON 1,390.0 =$510 300.0 UGl 0&/20/1992
MAGNESIUM 21,800.0 =SS10 3,910.0 UGL 08/20/1992

RBW$US901 0.0 SY VOA 1, '-OICHlOROETHENE 0.95 :=UM20 0.033 UGL 08/20/1992
CARBON DISULFIDE 2.2 ==uM20 0.25 UGL 08/20/1992

RB\J-SO-60 RB\JSD6001 0.5 SO EX? l,3,S·TRINITROBE NIENE 3.8 ==LIJ12 0.244 UGG 08/11/1992
1,3-DINITROBENZENE 1.58 ==LIJ12 0.248 UGG 08/11/1992
2.4·DINITROTOLUENE 0.505 =LY12 0.212 UGG 08/11/1992
HMX 27.3 "LY12 0.333 UGG 08/11/1992
ROX 7.91 =UJ12 0.2935 UGG 08/11/1992

RB~SD6001 0.5 SO MET BERYlliUM 1.42 =JSl6 1.29 UGG 08/11/1992
CALCIUM 99,800.0 =J516 6,890.0 UGG 08/11/1992
COPPER 31.4 =J516 19.5 UGG 08/11/1992
LEAD 39.5 =JD17 22.5 UGG 08/11/1992
MAGNESIUM 8,550.0 =J516 3,910.0 UGG 08/11/1992
ZINC 371.0 =JS16 79.8 UGG 08/11/1992

RBw506001 0.5 SO SVOA PYRENE 0.59 =LM18 0.0165 UGG 08/11/1992
R8Y-SO·61 R8YS06101 0.5 SO MET CALCIUM 17,100.0 "JS16 6,890.0 UGG 08/23/1992

MAGNESIUM 4,420.0 =JS16 3,910.0 UGG 08;23/1992
RB\J·S\J·61 RBUSI.J6101 0.0 SY MET IRON 404.0 =SS10 300.0 UGL 08/23/1992

MAGNESIUM 15,600.0 =SS1O 3,910.0 UGL 08/23/1992
R8\.1-SD-62 RBI.JSD6201 0.5 SO MET ALUMINUM 16,400.0 =JS16 15,500.0 UGG 08/24/1992

ARSENIC 32.2 =J019 7.98 UGG 08/24/1992
BARIUM 292.0 =J516 243.0 UGG 08/24/1992
CAlClUM 25,800.0 "JS16 6,890.0 UGG 08/24/1992
CHROMIUM 24.0 =JS16 23.7 UGG 08/24/1992
COPPER 24.4 =Js16 19.5 UGG 08/24/1992
IRON 27,100.0 =J516 21,900.0 UGG 08/24/1992
LEAD 45.8 "J017 22.5 UGG 08/24/1992
MAGNESIUM 5,490.0 =JS16 3,910.0 UGG 08/24/1992
NICKEL 28.0 =JS16 26.0 UGG 08/24/1992
POTASSIUM 1,810.0 :JS16 1,090.0 UGG 08/24/1992
SODIUM 684.0 -J516 402.0 UGG 0812'/1992
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IAAP ~ Environmental Sample Results

IAAp·RB~ Results Above Evaluation Criteria

SAMPLE PARAMETER RESULT BOOL DETECT ION
SIIMU LOCATION SAMPLE 10 DEPTH MEDIA GROJP COMPOUND VALUE METHOD LIMIT UNITS DATE

--- ---
ZINC 112.0 =JS16 79.8 UGG 08/24/1992

RB~'S~'62 RB~S~6201 0 S~ MET IRON 306.0 ~SS10 300.0 UGL 08/24/1992
MAGNESIUM 16,200.0 ~SSlO 3,910.0 UGL 08/24/1992

RB~S~6202 0.0 S~ MET IRON 301.0 ~SSlO 300.0 UGL 08/23/1992
MAGNESIUM 16,000.0 ~sslo 3,910.0 UGL 08/23/1992
POTASSIUM 2,920.0 ~SSlO 2,840.0 UGL 08/23/1992

RB~S\J6202 0.0 S~ SVOA 81S (2-ETHYLHEXYl) PHTHALATE 6.5 =UM18 2.4 UGL 08/23/1992
OIETHYl PHTHALATE 6.8 =UM18 1.0 UGL 08/23/1992

RBU$u6202 0.0 S~ VOA CARBON DISULFIDE 1.0 ~UM20 0.25 UGL 08123/1992
RB~S~6203 0.0 S~ MET IRON 316.0 ~SSlO 300.0 UGL 08123/1992

MAGNESIUM 17,800.0 ~sslO 3,910.0 UGL 08/23/1992
MANGANESE 761.0 =$510 50.0 UGL 08/23/1992
POTASSIUM 3,210.0 =5510 2,840.0 UGL 08123/1992

RBWS ....6203 0.0 S~ SVOA DJETHYl PHTHALATE 85.0 =uM18 1.0 UGL 08123/1992
RBIJSI,J6203 0.0 S~ VOA CARBON DISULfiDE 1.7 =uM20 0.25 UGL 08/23/1992

RB\.I-SO·63 RBIJSD6301 0.5 SO MET BERYLl JUM 1.59 =J516 1.29 UGG 08/18/1992
CALCIUM 61,600.0 =JS16 6,890.0 UGG 08/18/1992
COPPER 29.3 =JS16 19.5 UGG 08/18/1992
IRON 77,400.0 ~JS16 21,900.0 UGG 08/18/1992
LEAD 28.8 =JD17 22.5 UGG 08/18/1992
MAGNESIUM 27,000.0 =JS16 3,910.0 UGG 08/18/1992
NICKEl 60.2 =JS16 26.0 UGG 08/18/1992
SELENIUM 1.7 ~J015 1.65 UGG 08/18/1992
5I LVER 0.658 =J516 0.294 UGG 08/18/1992

R8~S06301 0.5 SO SVOA FlUORANTHENE 0.09 ~lM18 0.034 UGG 08/18/1992
PYRENE 0.08 =lM18 0.0165 UGG 08/18/1992

R8I.JSD6301 0.5 SO VOA TRICHlOROFlUOROMETHANE 0.006 ~LM19 0.003 UGG 08/18/1992
RB~'S~'63 RB~S~6301 0 S~ MET IRON 1,040.0 ~sSlO 300.0 UGl 08/18/1992

MAGNESIUM 16,400.0 ~SS10 3,910.0 UGL 08/18/1992
MANGANESE 230.0 =sS10 50.0 UGL 08/18/1992
POTASSIUM 3,530.0 =sSlO 2,840.0 UGL 08/18/1992

RBI.JSI.J6301 0 S~ VOA CHlORFORM 0.7 =uM20 0.19 UGL 08/18/1992
RBW-SO-64 RBIoJSD6401 0.5 SO MET ARSENIC 9.05 =JD19 7.98 UGG 08/21/1992

CALCIUM 24,200.0 =Js16 6,890.0 UGG 08/21/1992
COPPER 21.3 =JS16 19.5 UGG 08121/1992
IRON 23,200.0 =JS16 21,900.0 UGG 08/21/1992
MAGNESIUM 5,130.0 =JS16 3,910.0 UGG 08/21/1992
NICKEL 26.2 =JS16 26.0 UGG 08121/1992
POTASSIUM 1,540.0 =JS16 1,090.0 UGG 08121/1992
SODIUM 639.0 =JS16 402.0 UGG 08/21/1992
ZINC 108.0 ::Js16 79.8 UGG 08/21/1992

RBW-S'J-64 RBI.JS\,J6401 0 S" MET IRON 334.0 =5s10 300.0 UGL 08/21/1992
MAGNESIUM 16,800.0 =S51O 3,910.0 UGL 08/21/1992
POTASSIUM 3,110.0 :SSlO 2,840.0 UGL 08/21/1992

RBIJsw6401 0 $" VOA CARBON DISULfiDE 0.74 "uM20 0.25 UGL 0812111992
RBWS\,J640Z 10 S~ MET IRON 1,520.0 =5SlO 300.0 UGL 08/21/1992

LEAD 17 .0 :S020 3.2 UGL 08/21/1992
MAGNESIUM 15,800.0 :5S10 3,910.0 UGL 08121/1992
MANGANESE 79.2 =SS10 50.0 UGL 08/21/1992
POTASSIUM 3,080.0 ~SS10 2,840.0 UGL 08/21/1992

RBWSI.J6403 15 S" MET IRON 773.0 '"'5510 300.0 UGL 08/21/1992
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IAAP - Environmental Sample Results

IAAp·RBW Results Above Evaluation Criteria

SAMPLE PARAMETER RESULT BOOL DETECTION
SWMV LOCATION SAMPLE 10 DEPTH MEDIA GROUP COMPOUND VALUE METHOO LIMIT UNITS DATE

- ---
MAGNESIUM 17,300.0 =SSI0 3.910.0 UGL 08f21/1992
MANGANESE 736.0 =SSI0 50.0 VGL OBf21f1992

RBWSw6403 15 sw VOA CARBON DISULfIDE 0.85 =UM20 0.25 UGL 08/21f1992

RBW·SO·65 R8WS06501 0.5 SO MET ARSENIC 9.61 =JD19 7.98 UGG OBf1Bf1992
BERYLLIUM 1.81 =JSI6 1.29 UGG OBf1Bf1992
CALCIUM 42,600.0 =JS16 6,B90.0 UGG OBf1Bf1992
COPPER 21.2 =JSI6 19.5 VGG OBf1Bf1992
LEAD 24.5 =JD17 22.5 UGG OB/1Bf1992
MAGNESIUM 6,050.0 =JS16 3,910.0 UGG OB/1Bf1992
MERCURY O.lB :JBOl 0.025 VGG OBf1Bf1992
SELENIUM 1.91 =J015 1.65 VGG OB/1Bf1992
ZINC 113.0 =JS16 79.B UGG 08f18f1992

RBWSD6501 0.5 SD SVOA 2-METHYlNAPHTHAlENE 1.6 =lM18 0.0245 UGG 08f1Bf1992
ACENAPHTHENE 0.1 =lM18 0.018 UGG 08/18/1992
ANTHRACENE 0.12 =LM18 0.0165 UGG 08;18/1992
FLUORANTHENE 0.23 =lM18 0.034 UGG 08/18/1992
FLUORENE 0.15 :::LM18 0.0165 UGG OBf1Bf1992
NAPHTHALENE 0.69 =LM18 0.01B5 UGG OBf1Bf1992
PHENANTHRENE 1.3 =LM18 0.0165 UGG 08f1Bf1992
PYRENE 0.35 =lM18 0.0165 UGG OBflBf1992

RBW·SW·65 RB\.iS\J6501 0 SW MET IRON 91B.0 =Ss10 300.0 UGL OBf1Bf1992
MAGNESIUM 15,500.0 :::5510 3,910.0 UGl 08/1811992
MANGANESE 5B.0 =SSlO 50.0 UGL OBflBf1992
POTASSIUM 3,120.0 =5510 2,840.0 UGL OBf1Bf1992

RBWSW6501 0 SW VOA CHlORFORM 0.55 =UM20 0.19 UGL 08f18f1992
RBW·SD·66 RBWSD6601 0.5 SO MET CALCIUM 11,600.0 =JS16 6.B90.0 UGG OBf09fl992

ZI Ne 97.2 =JS16 79.B VGG OBf09fl992
RBI"fSD6601 0.5 SO PEST·PCB PCB 1260 0.181 =lH16 0.0402 UGG OBfD9f1992
RBWS06601 0.5 SO SVOA 2-METHYlNAPHTHAlENE 1.3 =lM18 0.0245 UGG 08f09f1992

ANTHRACENE 0.06 =lM18 0.0165 UGG OBf09{1992
BENZO(K)FlUORANTHENE 0.2 =LM18 0.033 UGG OBf09f1992
SIS (2¥ETHYLHEXYL) PHTHALATE 0.94 =LM18 0.31 UGG OBf09/1992
CHRYSENE 0.43 =LM18 0.06 UGG OBf09f1992
OIBENZOFURAN 0.25 =LM18 0.0175 UGG 08f09/1992
fLUQRANTHENE 0.35 =LM18 0.034 UGG OB/09/1992
NAPHTHALENE 0.4 =LM1B 0.01B5 UGG OB/09/1992
PHENANTHRENE 0.58 =lM18 0.0165 UGG 08/09/1992
PYRENE 0.35 =LM18 0.0165 UGG OBf09fl992

RB\J¥ S\J~66 RB\JSW6601 0.0 SW MET CALCIUM 98.600.0 =SS10 77,300.0 UGL OBf09/1992
IRON 392.0 =SS10 300.0 UGL 08/09/1992
MAGNESIUM 21,100.0 =SS10 3,910.0 UGL OB/09/1992
POTASSIUM 3,010.0 =SSlO 2.840.0 UGl OB/09/1992
SOO IUM 26,700.0 =SS10 17.500.0 UGL OBf09fl992

RBI./SW6601 0.0 SW VOA ACETONE 24.0 =UM20 6.5 UGL OBf09f1992
CARBON DISULFIDE 0.78 =uM20 0.25 UGl 08/09/1992

RB\J-SO-67 RB\JSD6701 0.5 SO MET CALCIUM 129,000.0 *JS16 6,890.0 UGG 08/09/1992
MAGNESIUM 3.990.0 =JS16 3,910.0 UGG OBf09{1992
MERCURY 0.21B =JB01 0.025 UGG OBf09/1992

RSW- S\.I-67 RB\JS\J6701 0.0 SW MET IRON 565.0 =SS10 300.0 UGL 08/0911992
MAGNESIUM 21,000.0 =SS10 3.910.0 UGL 08/09/1992
MANGANESE 53.1 -SS10 50.0 UGl 06/09/1992
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IAAp·RBW Results Above Evaluation Criteria

SAMPLE PARAMETER RESULT BOOL DETECT ION
51.1<U LOCATION SAMPLE 10 DEPTH MEDIA GROUP COMPOUND VALUE METHOO LIMIT UNITS DATE

---
SODIUM 20,800.0 =5510 17.500.0 UGL 08/09/1992

RB\Jsu6701 0.0 5Y SVOA SIS (Z-ETHYlHEXYl) PHTHALATE 6.6 =UM18 2.4 UGL 08/09/1992
RB\.ISu6701 0.0 5~ VOA CARBON DISULFIDE 0.61 =uM20 0.25 UGL 08/09/1992

CHlORFQRM 0.64 =uM20 0.19 UGL 08/09/1992
RBW-SO·68 RB\.JSD6801 0.5 50 MET POTASSIUM 1,510.0 =J516 1,090.0 UGG 08/09/1992

ZINC 99.6 =JS16 79.8 UGG 08/09/1992
RBY506801 0.5 50 PE5T-PCB DIELDRIN 0.015 =LH10 0.0031 UGG 08/09/1992
RBY506802 0.5 50 MET POTASSIUM 1,470.0 =JS16 1,090.0 UGG 08/09/1992

ZINC 97.5 =J516 79.8 UGG 08/09/1992
RBY506802 0.5 50 PE5T,PCB DIELDRIN 0.014 =lH10 0.0031 UGG 08/09/1992

RBY-50·70 RBY507001 0.5 50 MET CALCIUM 12,000.0 =J516 6,890.0 UGG 08/18/1992
MAGNESIUM 4,450.0 =J516 3,910.0 UGG 08/18/1992

RBW·$w-70 RBU$u7001 0 5Y MET IRON 2,700.0 =$510 300.0 UGL 03/18/1992
LEAD 9.3 =$020 3.2 UGL 08/18/1992
MAGNESIUM 16,400.0 =5510 3,910.0 UGL 08/18/1992
MANGANESE 264.0 =5510 50.0 UCL 08/18/1992

RBWsu7002 0 5Y MET ALUMINUM 2,120.0 =5510 2,000.0 UGL 08/18/1992
IRON 2.870.0 =$510 300.0 UGl 08/18/1992
MAGNESIUM 16,200.0 =5510 3,910.0 UGl 08/18/1992
MANGANESE 264.0 =$510 50.0 UGL 08/18/1992
POTASSIUM 2,930.0 =5510 2,840.0 UGL 08118/1992

RBW~SD·71 RBY507101 0.5 50 MET ARSENIC 9.51 =JD19 7.98 UGG 08/09/1992
CALCIUM 36,000.0 =JS16 6,890.0 UGG 08/09/1992
MAGNESIUM 4,270.0 ;JS16 3,910.0 UGG 08/09/1992

R6Y-5Y·71 R6Y5~7101 0.5 5Y MET CALCIUM 86,800.0 05510 77,300.0 UGL 08/09/1992
MAGNESIUM 26,800.0 =S51O 3,910.0 UGL 08/09/1992
MERCURY 0.2 =5BOl 0.012 UGL 08/09/1992
POT ASS IUM 3,310.0 =5s10 2,840.0 UGL 08/09/1992

RBW-so-72 RBU507201 0.5 50 MET CALCIUM 7,840.0 =J516 6,890.0 UGG 08/09/1992
RBW-sw-72 RBWsu7201 0.5 5Y MET CALCIUM 84,000.0 =SSlO 77,300.0 UGL 08/09/1992

IRON 531.0 =S510 300.0 UGL 08/09/1992
MAGNES rUM 28,700.0 =ss10 3,910.0 UGL 08/09/1992
MANGANESE 196.0 =SS10 50.0 UGL 08/09/1992
POTASSIUM 2,990.0 =5S10 2,840.0 UGL 08/09/1992

RB\J-SD~73 RBwso7301 0.5 50 MET ARSENIC 8.47 =JD19 7.98 UGG 08/19/1992
BERYLL IUM 1.36 =J516 1.29 UGG 08/19/1992
CALCIUM 21,800.0 =J516 6,890.0 UGG 08/19/1992
LEAD 24.1 =J017 22.5 UGG 08/19/1992
POTASSIUM 1,820.0 =JS16 1,090.0 UGG 08/19/1992
SODIUM 441.0 =JS16 402.0 UGG 08/19/1992

RBW-so-74 RB\./so7401 0.5 50 MET ARSENiC 8.89 =Jo19 7.98 UGG 08/21/1992
IRON 28,000.0 =JS16 21,900.0 UGG 08/21/1992
MAGNESIUM 4,850.0 =JS16 3,910.0 VGG 08/21/1992
NICKEL 33.4 =J516 26.0 UGG 08/21/1992
POTASSIUM 1,250.0 ;JS16 1,090.0 VGG 08/21/1992
SILVER 0.971 =JS16 0.294 UGG 08/21/1992

RBWS07401 0.5 50 VOA ACETONE 0.03 =LM19 0.0085 UGG 08/21/1992
RBw-su-74 RBWSW7401 0 5Y MET MAGNESIUM 16,300.0 =5510 3.910.0 UGL 08/21/1992
R6W-5D-75 R6Y507501 0.5 50 MET ARSENiC 10.3 =J019 7.98 UGG 08/21/1992

CALCIUM 96,800.0 =Js16 6.890.0 UGG 08/21/1992
IRON 23,400.0 -JS16 21,900.0 UGG 08/21/1992
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IAAp·RB~ Results Above Evaluation Criteria

SAMPLE PARAMETER RESULT 800l DETECTION
SIMU LOCATION SAMPLE 10 DEPTH MEDIA GROUP COMPOUND VALUE METHOD LIMIT UNITS DATE

- ------
MAGNESIUM 49,600.0 =J516 3,910.0 UGG 08/21/1992
NICKEL 34.0 =JS16 26.0 UGG 08/21/1992
POTASSIUM 1,320.0 =JS16 1,090.0 UGG 08/21/1992
SODIUM 579.0 =Js16 402.0 UGG 08/21/1992
THALLlUM 20.5 =J516 3.31 UGG 08/21/1992
l}NC 192.0 =J516 79.8 uGG 08/21/1992

RBW'·SI./-75 RBI./S\.J7S01 0 S" MET IRON 549.0 =5510 300.0 UGl 08/21/1992
MAGNESIUM 16,300.0 =5510 3,910.0 UGl 08/21/1992
MANGANESE 79.1 =SS10 50.0 UGl 08/21/1992
POTASSIUM 3,100.0 =$510 2,840.0 UGl 08/21/1992

RBW'-so·76 RBY$o7601 0.5 so MET ARSENIC 8.82 =JD19 7.98 uGG 08/21/1992
CALC IUM 19,800.0 =JS16 6,890.0 uGG 08/21/1992
IRON 23,300.0 =J516 21,900.0 UGG 08/21/1992
MAGNESIUM 5,340.0 =J$16 3.910.0 UGG 08/21/1992
POTASSIUM 1,610.0 "'J516 1,090.0 UGG 08121/1992
SODIUM 566.0 =JS16 402.0 uGG 08/21/1992
ZINC 94.2 =JS16 79.8 uGG 08/21/1992

RB\J-S\J-76 RBWsw7601 0 S" MET MAGNESIUM 16,100.0 =5510 3,910.0 UGl 08/21/1992
POTASSIUM 2,930.0 =SslO 2,840.0 UGl 08/21/1992

RBIJSIJ7602 10 S" MET IRON 360.0 =5510 300.0 UGl 08/21/1992
MAGNESiUM 16,300.0 =SslO 3,910.0 UGl 08/21/1992

R8"S"7602 10 S" VOA CHLORFORM 3.6 =uM20 0.19 UGl 08/21/1992
CHLOROMETHANE 9.1 =uM20 3.0 UGl 08/21/1992

RB\JS1.l7603 1.5 S" MET IRON 1,590.0 =SSlO 300.0 UGl 08/21/1992
MAGNESIUM 17,900.0 =SSlO 3,910.0 UGl 08/21/1992
MANGANESE 954.0 =SS10 50.0 UGl 08/21/1992
POTASSIUM 2,850.0 =SS10 2,840.0 UGl 08/21/1992

RBUS"7603 1.5 S" VOA CHLORFORM 1.9 =UM20 0.19 UGl 08/21/1992
CHLOROMETHANE 5.4 =UM20 3.0 UGl 08/2111992

RB\J~SD·77 RB\J5D7701 0.5 so VOA ACETONE 0.06 =lM19 0.0085 UGG ~8/19/1992

R8\o1-S\J~77 RB"SU7701 0.5 S" MET IRON 1,830.0 =SS10 300.0 uGl 08/19/1992
MAGNESIUM 17,100.0 =S51O 3,910.0 UGl 08/19/1992
MANGANESE 124.0 =SS10 50.0 UGl 08/19/1992
POTASSIUM 3,230.0 =SSlO 2,840.0 UGl 08/19/1992

RB"·$O· 78 R8"S07801 0.5 so VOA ACETONE 0.07 =lM19 0.0085 UGG 08/19/1992
R8U~S\oI-78 RB~St.l7801 0.5 S" MET IRON 647.0 =SSlO 300.0 UGl 08/19/1992

MAGNESIUM 26,400.0 =SS10 3,910.0 UGl 08/19/1992
POTASSIUM 3,150.0 =SS10 2,840.0 UGl 08/19/1992
SODIUM 25,000.0 =SSlO 17,500.0 UGl 08/19/1992

RBIJ-SD-79 RBIJSD7901 0.5 so MET CALCIUM 8,450.0 =JS16 6,890.0 uGG 08120/1992
LEAD 26.9 =JD17 22.5 uGG 08/20/1992

RB"·SU·79 RB"S"7901 0.0 SU MET MAGNESIUM 25,600.0 =ss10 3,910.0 UGl 08/20/1992
POTASSIUM 4,770.0 =SSlO 2,840.0 UGl 08/20/1992
SODIUM 26,300.0 =SS10 17,500.0 UGl 08/20/1992

RBt.lSt.l7901A 0.0 S" MET MAGNESIUM 25,500.0 =SS10 3,910.0 UGl 08/20/1992
POTASSIUM 4,720.0 "'SslO 2,840.0 uGl 08/20/1992
SODIUM 26,200.0 =SS10 17,500.0 UGl 08/20/1992

RBt.lS1J7901B 0.0 SU MET MAGNESIUM 25,600.0 =SS10 3,910.0 UGl 08/20/1992
POTASSIUM 4,770.0 =5S10 2,840.0 UGl 08/20/1992
SODIUM 26,300.0 ""SSlO 17,500.0 UGl 08/20/1992

RB\J~SD-81 RBWSD8101 0.5 so MET CALCIUM 9,920.0 -JS16 6,890.0 uGO 08/09/1992
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SAMPLE PARAMETER RESULT BooL DETECTiON
SIIMU LOCATION SAMPLE ID DEPTH MEDIA GROUP COMPOUND VALUE METHOD LIMIT UNITS DATE

--- ---
RBW-$\.I·81 RB\.IS\.I8101 0 SO MET IRON 377.0 =5510 300.0 UGL 08/09/1992

MAGNESIUM 15.600.0 =$510 3.910.0 UGL 08/09/1992
POTASSIUM 4,030.0 =SS10 2,840.0 UGL 08/09/1992

RBO'SO'82 RBOS08201 0.5 SO MET CALCIUM 8,590.0 =JS16 6,890.0 UGG 08/09/1992
POTASSIUM 1,250.0 =JS16 1,090.0 UGG 08/09/1992

RBI../SD8201 0.5 so SVOA SiS (2-ETHYlHfXYl) PHTHALATE 1.1 =LM18 0.31 UGG 08/09/1992
RB\.I-S\.I-82 RB\.IS\.I8201 0 SO MET MAGNESIUM 17,000.0 =5510 3,910.0 UGL 08/09/1992

MANGANESE 85.7 =5510 50.0 UGL 08/09/1992
POTASSIUM 3,870.0 =$510 2,840.0 UGL 08/09/1992

R8\./- S\.l-83 RBOS08301 0 SO MET IRON 1,160.0 =5510 300.0 UGL 08/23/1992
MAGNESIUM 25,900.0 =5510 3,910.0 UGL 08/23/1992
MANGANESE 142.0 =5510 50.0 UGL 08/23/1992

RB\.IS\.J8301 0 SO SVOA SIS (2-ETHYlHEXYl) PHTHALATE 7.9 =UM18 2.4 UGL 08/23/1992
RBW- 5\.1-84 RB\J$\.I8401 0 SO MET ALUMINUM 2,440.0 =$510 2,000.0 UGL 08/23/1992

CALCIUM 79,700.0 =5slO 77,300.0 UGL 08/23/1992
IRON 3,010.0 =5510 300.0 UGL 08/23/1992
MAGNESIUM 26,500.0 =$$10 3,910.0 UGl OB/23/1992
MANGANESE 204.0 =ss10 50.0 UGL 08/23/1992

RBY-SO-85 RBI.ISDBSOl 0.4 SD MET CALCIUM 7,960.0 =JS16 6,890.0 UGG 08/09/1992
RBY$08502 0.4 so MET CALCIUM 9,720.0 =JS16 6,890.0 UGG 08/09/1992

RBU·S\oJ·86 RBI./S\oJ8601 0.5 SO MET ALUMINUM 2,250.0 =SS10 2,000.0 UGL 08/23/1992
ARSENIC 3.09 =S022 0.0022 UGL 08/23/1992
CALCIUM 80,100.0 =$S10 77,300.0 UGL 08/23/1992
IRON 2,390.0 =SSlO 300.0 VGL 08/23/1992
MAG~jESIUM 26,100.0 ~SSlO 3,910.0 UGL 08/23/1992
MANGANESE 189.0 =SS10 50.0 UGL 08/23/1992

RB~'SD'86 RBOS08602 0.5 SD MET SiLVER 0.787 =JS16 0.294 UGG 08/23/1992
RBO'SO·86 RBOS08602 0 SO MET ARSENIC 2.77 =S022 0.0022 VGl 08/23/1992

CALCIUM 78,800.0 :::5S10 77,300.0 UGL 08/23/1992
IRON 2,190.0 =SS10 300.0 UGL 08/23/1992
LEAD 3.4 =S020 3.2 UGL 08/23/1992
MAGNESiUM 25,900.0 =SS10 3,910.0 UGL 08/23/1992
MANGANESE 186.0 =SS10 50.0 UGL 08/23/1992

RBW-SO·87 RBUSD8701 0.2 so MET ARSENIC 13.7 =JD19 7.98 UGG 08/09/1992
BARIUM 413.0 =JS16 243.0 VGG 08/09/1992
BERYLLIUM 1.75 =JS16 1.29 UGG 08/09/1992
CALCIUM 30,800.0 ~JS16 6,890.0 UGG 08/09/1992
COBALT 28.0 =JS16 16.2 UGG 08/09/1992
IRON 25,900.0 =JS16 21,900.0 UGG 08/09/1992
LEAD 41.4 =J017 22.5 UGG 08/09/1992
MAGNESIUM 7,950.0 =JS16 3,910.0 UGG 08/09/1992
MANGANESE 7,130.0 =JS16 1,270.0 UGG 08/09/1992
THALL tuM 14.0 =JS16 3.31 UGG 08/09/1Q92

RBO·So·87 RBWS'.i8701 0.6 SO MET CALCIUM 91,300.0 =SS10 77,300.0 UGL 08/09/1992
MAGNESIUM 32,000.0 ",SS10 3,910.0 UGl 08/09/1992
MANGANESE 80.5 =SS10 50.0 UGL 08/09/W92

RB~s08701 0.6 SO SVOA BIS (2'ETHYLHEXYL) PHTHALATE 21.0 =UM1B 2.4 UGL 08/09/1992
RB1JSU8701 0.6 SO VOA CARBON DISULFIDE 27.0 =UM20 0.25 UGL 08/09/1992

RBO'SD·88 RBOS08801 0.2 SO MET ARSENIC 8.83 =J019 7.98 uGG 08/09/1992
BERYLLIUM 1.55 =JS16 1.29 UGG 08/09/1992
CALCIUM 12,300.0 =JS16 6,890.0 UGG 08/09/1992
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SAMPLE PARAMETER RESULT BooL DETECTION
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- ---
CaSAL T 18.1 =JS16 16.2 uGG 08/091'992
LEAD 23.0 =JD17 22.5 uGG 03/09/1992
MAGNESIUM 4,760.0 =JS16 3;910.0 uGG 08/09/1992

R8\.1S08801 0.2 SO SVOA SiS (2-ETHYlHEXVl) PHTHALATE 1.5 =lM18 0.31 UGG Otl/09/1992
RBY·Sy·88 RBW$I.J8801 1.0 SY MET CALCIUM 97,600.0 =sslO 77,300.0 UGL 08/09;1992

MAG~ESIUM 34,000.0 =5$10 3,910.0 UGL 08/09/1992
MANGANESE 232.0 =5510 50.0 UGL 08/09/1992

RB\.I-SO-89 RBIJSD8901 0.2 SO MET CALCIUM 13,400.0 =JS16 6,890.0 uGG 08/09;1992
SILVER 6.31 =JS16 0.294 UGG 08/09/1992

RB1.I-SIJ-89 RB\.IS1J8901 0.7 SY EXP ,ox 6.93 =u\J32 2.0 UGL 08/09/1992
RBYSY8901 0.7 SY MET CALCIUM 93.600.0 =$SlO 77.300.0 UGL 08/09/1992

MAGNESIUM 23,700.0 =SSI0 3,910.0 UGL 08/09/1992
POTASSIUM 3,130.0 =$$10 2,840.0 UGL 08/09/1992

RB\.IS\.I8901 0.7 SY SVOA SIS (2-ETHYLHEXYl) PHTHALATE 11.0 ::::UM18 2.4 UGL 08/09/1992
R8\.JS\.J8901 0.7 SY VOA CARBON DISULFIDE 18.0 =UM20 0.25 UGL 08/09/1992

R8\.1-S0-91 RB\.IS09101 0.5 SO MET BERYLLIUM 1.42 ==JS16 1.29 uGG 08/19/1992
RB\JSD9101A 0.5 SO MET ARSENIC 8.01 =JD19 7.98 UGG 08/18/1992

CALCIUM 23,400.0 =JS16 6.890.0 UGG 08/18;1992
MAGNESIUM 11 ,800.0 ==JS16 3,910.0 UGG 08/18/1992
NICKEl 26.6 =JS16 26.0 uGG 08/18/1992
POTASS fUM T,290.0 =Js16 1.090.0 UGG 08/18/1992

RH\JSD9101A 0.5 SO sVOA BIS (2~ETHYLHEXYL) PHTHALATE 1.6 =LM18 0.31 UGG 08/18/
'
992

RB'oJSD9101A 0.5 SO VOA TRICHlOROFLUOROMETHANE 0.009 =LM19 0.003 uGG 08/18/1992
RB\JS091 01B 0.5 so MET BERYLLIUM 1.42 =JS16 1.29 uGG 08/19/1992

RB\J-SO-92 R8YS09201 0.5 SO MET ARSENIC 8.03 =JOI9 7.98 UGG 08/18/1992
BERYlLIUM 1.66 =Js16 1.29 uGG 08/18/'992
CALCIUM 9,220.0 =JS16 6,890:0 UGG 08/18/1992
IRON 23,800.0 =JS16 21,900.0 UGG 08/18/1992
MANGANESE 1,350.0 =JSI6 1,270.0 UGG 08/18/1992
NICKEL 33.8 =Js16 26.0 UGG 08/18/1992

RB\.ISD9201 0.5 so VOA TRICHLOROFLUOROMETHANE 0.007 =LM19 0.003 UGG 08/18/1992
RB\J~SD+93 RB\JSD9301 0.5 so MET CALCIUM 19,700.0 =JS16 6.890.0 UGG 08/18/1992

SILVER 2,76 =JS16 0.294 UGG 08fI8/1992
RBYS09301 0.5 so SVOA SIS (2-ETHYLHEXYL) PHTHALATE 1.1 =LMI8 0.31 UGG 08/18/1992

R8Y·SY·93 'BYSW301 0.0 SY MET CALCIUM 110,000.0 =5SlO 77,300.0 uGL 08/18;1992
IRON 561.0 =SSlO 300.0 UGL 08/18/1992
MAGNESIUM 22,400.0 =5510 3,910.0 UGL 08/18/1992
MANGANESE 384.0 =sslO 50.0 UGL 08/18;1992

RBYSW301 0.0 SY SVOA 8IS (2'ETHYLHEXYLl PHTHALATE 6.6 =UM18 2.4 UGL 08/18/1992
R8YSW301 0.0 SY VOA CARBON DISULFIDE 6.7 =uM20 0.25 UGL 08/18/1992

RBI.I-SO-94 RBI.IS09401 0.5 so MET BERYLLIUM 1.8 =JS16 1.29 UGG 08/18/1992
IRON 22,000.0 =JS16 21,900.0 UGG 08;18/1992
SILVER 27.1 =JS16 0.294 UGG 08/18/1992

RB\.I-S\.l~94 RB\.IS\J9401 0.0 SY MET CALCIUM 94,700.0 =SSlO 77,300.0 UGL 08/18/1992
IRON 427.0 =5s10 300.0 UGL 08/18/1992
MAGNESIUM 36,600.0 =SSTO 3,910.0 UGL 08/18/1992
MANGANESE 130.0 =SSI0 50.0 UGL 08/18/1992
POTASSIUM 6,050.0 =SSlO 2,840.0 UGL 08/18/1992
SILVER 4.67 =ssl0 0.12 UGL 08/18/1992
SODIUM 26.200.0 =5510 17.500.0 UGL 08/18/1992

RB\.IS\J9401A 0.0 SY MET CALCIUM 96,800.0 -S51O 77.300.0 UGL 08118/19G2
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IRON 490.0 "SS10 300.0 UGL 08/18/1992
MAGNESIUM 37,500.0 ==$510 3,910.0 UGL 08/18/1992
MANGANESE 121.0 =$510 50.0 UGL 08/18/1992
POTASSIUM 4,890.0 "SS10 2,840.0 UGL 08/18/1992 .
SODIUM 27,100.0 =$510 17,500.0 UGL 08/18/1992

RB\J$W'9401B 0.0 SU MET CALCIUM 94,700.0 =$510 77,300.0 VGL 08/18/1992
IRO,~ 427.0 =$510 300.0 UGL 08/18/1992
MAGNES fUM 36,600.0 =5510 3,910.0 UGL 08/18/1992
MANGANESE 130.0 =5510 50.0 VGL 08/18/1992
POTASSIUM 6,050.0 =5510 2.840.0 UGL 08/16/1992
SILVER 4.67 =$510 0.12 UGL 08/18/1992
SODIUM 26,200.0 =5510 17,500.0 UGL 08/18/1992

RBwsl>J9402 0.0 SU MET CALCIUM 97,100.0 =5510 77,300.0 UGL 08/18/1992
IRON 555.0 =$510 300.0 VGL 08/18/1992
MAGNESIUM 37,200.0 =5510 3,910.0 UGL 08/18/1992
MANGANESE 86.3 =5510 50.0 UGL 08/18/1992
POTASSIUM 4,740.0 =5510 2,840.0 UGL 08/18/1992
SILVER 6.4 ::5510 0.12 VGL OBI18/l992
SODiUM 26,800.0 ::::$510 17,500.0 UGL 08/18/1992

RB\.I-SO·95 RBUS09501 0.5 SO EXP 1,3,S-TRINITROBENZENE 813.0 =lIJ12 0.244 UGG 03/19/1992
1,3-01NITROBENZENE 4.37 =L1J12 0.248 UGG 08/19/1992
2,4,6·TNT 4.54 'LU12 0.228 UGG 08/19/1992
2.4-DINITROTOLUENE 0.85 =L1J12 0.212 UGG 08/19/1992
2,6-DINITROTOLUENE 0.669 =L1J12 0.262 UGG 08/19/1992
HMX 2,580.0 =L\.J12 0.333 VGG 08/19/1992
RDX 14,100.0 "LU12 0.2935 VGG 08/19/1992

RBUSD9501 0.5 SO MET ARSENIC 13.0 =JD19 7.98 UGG 08/19/1992
BERYLLIUM 1.63 "JS16 1.29 UGG 08/19/1992
CAOMIUM 1.58 "JS16 0.35 UGG 08/19/1992
CHROMIUM 38.8 =JS16 23.7 UGG 08/19/1992
COBALT 19.6 'JS16 16.2 UGG 08/19/1992
COPPER 46.8 "JS16 19.5 UGG 08/19/1992
LEAD 32.4 "J017 22.5 vGG 08/19/1992
MERCURY 0.189 =JB01 0.025 UGG 08/19/1992
NICKEL 32.8 =JS16 26.0 VGG 08/19/1992
SILVER 0.949 =JS16 0.294 UGG 08/19/1992
ZINC 184.0 =JS16 79.8 UGG 08/19/1992

RB\.JSD9501 0.5 SO SVOA OI-N·aUTYL PHTHALATE 1.4 =LM18 0.0305 UGG 08/19/1992
FLUORANTHENE 0.11 =lM18 0.034 UGG 08/19/1992
NAPHTHALENE 0.1 =LM18 0.0185 UGG 08/19/1992
PHENANTHRENE 0.07 =LM18 0.0165 UGG 08/19/1992

RB\.J-SD-96 RBWSD9601 0.5 SO MET BARIUM 252.0 =JS16 243.0 UGG 08/19/1992
BERYLLIUM 1.4 =JS16 1.29 UGG 08/19/1992
LEAD 31.6 "J017 22.5 UGG 08/19/1992
SILVER 0.902 =JS16 0.294 UGG 08/19/1992
ZINC 140.0 =Js16 79.8 UGG 08/19/1992

RBW-S\J-97 R8\JS1.I9701 0.0 SU MET IRON 415.0 ==S$lO 300.0 VGL 08/24/1992
MAGNESIUM 24,700.0 "SS10 3,910.0 UGL 08/24/1992
POT ASSIUM 4,360.0 .SS10 2,840.0 UGL 08/24/1992
SODIUM 30,000_0 =SS10 17,500.0 UGL 08/24/1992

RB\JSI.I9701 0.0 SU SVOA SIS (2-ETHYLHEXYl) PHTHALATE 7. , :::UM18 2.4 UGL 08124/1992
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IAAP . Environmental Sample Results

IAAp·RB~ Results Above Evaluation Criteria

SAMPLE PARAMETER RESULT BooL DETECTION
SIIMU LOCATION SAMPLE 10 DEPTH MEDIA GROUP COMPOUND VALUE METHOD LIMIT UNITS DATE

-
RB~·SD·98 RB~SD9801 0.5 SO MET ARSENIC 19.4 =JD19 7.98 uGG 08/21/1992

COBALT 17.2 =JS16 16.2 UGG 08/21/1992
RB~·S~·99 RB\.JS\.J9901 0.0 S~ MET IRON 1,510.0 =-5510 300.0 UGL 08/23/1992

MAGNESIUM 26,000.0 =5510 3,910.0 UGL 08/23/1992
MANGANESE 76.5 "'5510 50.0 uGL 08/23/1992
POTASSIUM 5,560.0 =SslO 2,840.0 UGL 08/23/1992
SOD IUM 35,700.0 =5510 17,500.0 UGL 08/23/1992

RB~S~9901 0.0 s~ $VOA SIS (2·ETHYlHEXYl) PHTHALATE 7.1 =UM18 2.4 UGL 08/23/1992
RB~S~9901 0.0 S~ VOA CARBON DISULFIDE 3.3 =uM20 0.25 UGl 08/23/1992
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The objective of this Technical Plan is to provide the proposed geotechnical plan for monitoring
well installation and subsequent groundwater sampling scheduled for Iowa Army Ammunition
Plant (IMP). The drilling approach is intended to provide data to more accurately define site
specific hydrogeology and contaminant transport potential. The proposed monitoring well and
soil boring sites have been located to further define the vertical and horizontal limit of
contamination at each sub-site at IMP.

U.S. Army Toxic and Hazardous Materials Agency (USATHAMA) Technical Requirements and
Quality Assurance Plan have been applied to the drilling methods to ensure acceptable technical
data. A revised Phase II RI/FS Drilling Safety Plan has been amended to the R1/FS Health and
Safety Plan as Appendix Q and is provided with this report as Allachment 1.

1.1 Site Location

The IMP is located in Des Moines County, immediately south of Middletown and 10 miles west
of Burlington, Iowa. The site contains approximately 20,000 acres and is bordered by U.S.
Highway 34 to the north, upland agricultural farms to the east and west, and the Skunk River
Valley to the south.

1.2 Site History

The IMP located at Middletown, Iowa, is a U.S. Government owned facility operated by Mason
& Hanger-Silas Mason Company, Inc. to load, assemble, and pack various types of ammunition_
The facility has been in operation, with varying degrees of activity, since 1941. The production
operations have resulted in discharges of explosives and by-products to the land and water at
the facility. The discharges, as waste-water, entered various holding ponds, lagoons, or
waterways. Other types of discharges or emissions emanated from areas at the facility used to
burn explosives, conduct detonation tests, and dispose of miscellaneous materials.

Environmental investigations have been performed at various sub-sites and stream basins at
IMP including a RCRA Facility Assessment (RFA) and Site Investigation (SI). As a result of the
RFA, and SI studies, certain sub-sites at IMP were identified and retained for further evaluation
in a Remedial Investigation and Feasibility Study (RI/FS). Phase I RI/FS studies included
Preliminary Site Characterizations (PSC) of the sub-sites. The PSC reports identify areas at each
sub-site where further soil and groundwater evaluation is recommended for Phase II R1/FS Final
Site Characterizations.

1.3 Geologic Selling

The IMP is located in the dissected till plain section of the Central Lowland Province of the
Southern Iowa Drift Plain Region. This area of southeastern Iowa was glaciated by continental
glaciation. Areas of continental glaciation exhibit broad, fiat to gentle undulating terrain, which
at this site is exhibited in the upland topography. The terrain is dissected by shallow drainage
systems and parts of three large drainage basins; the Des Moines, Skunk and Iowa Rivers. The

1



basins drain into the Mississippi River which forms the eastern boundary of the region. The
shallow drainage consists of three creeks and their tributaries which trisect IAAP and discharge
into the Skunk and Mississippi Rivers. The Long Creek basin drains the western portion of the
IMP and flows into the Skunk River system. Brush Creek aiso flows to the Skunk River and
drains the central portion of IMP. Spring Creek basin drains the eastern portion of the IMP and
flows to the Mississippi River. The topographic elevations within IMP range from 730 feet above
mean sea level in the north to 530 feet in the south.

IMP is typically underlain by deposits of wind blown non-stratified silts and clays (loess).
Underlying the loess is a glacial till consisting of clay and silt with primarily discontinuous sand
and gravel seams. The Kellerville Till member of the Glasford Formation is the uppermost till unit
in the area. The contact of the glacial overburden with the bedrock is distinctive and often
contains a basal sand and gravel layer. Underlying the glacial deposits is the Warsaw Formation
which is characterized by intercalated shale, dolomitic shale, limestone, dolomite, and
chalcedonic chert lithologies. Pennsylvania"shales have also been identified at the base of the
glacial till but is discontinuous in nature and are not encountered throughoUi IAAP.

Underlying the Warsaw Formation is the Keokuk Limestone. The Keokuk Limestone is
characterized by mottled gray bioclastics and chert. The carbonate is argillaceous and the
formation contains shale beds throughout the area. No sharp boundary marks the contact with
the overlying Warsaw Formation. The Burlington Limestone underlies the Keokuk Limestone and
is divided into three members. The Dolbee Creek Member at the base and the Cedar Fork
Member at the top are mainly recrystallized crinoidal bioclastic limestone. The Haight Creek·.
member in the middle is very cherty and contains much dolomite. Glauconite at the base of the
Haight Creek and disseminated in the Cedar Fork is a persistent horizon marker (Harris, Parker,
1964). A geologic site map is included as Figure 1.

1.4 Hydrogeologic Setting

As many Iowa studies have shown, when an aquifer is covered by less than 50 feet of glacial
deposits it may be susceptible to contamination. However, where it has a mantle of more than
50 feet of glacial material, or a shale aquitard is present, the aquifer typically shows little
contamination from man made materials (Hallberg and Hoyer, 1982; Hallberg et aI., 1983; Libra
et aI., 1985; Mitchum et aI., 1986). A groundwater quality study of the Skunk River Basin
conducted by the Iowa Department of Natural Resources and the USDA-Soil Conservation
Service evidenced similar results. The study focused on the relationship of nitrate (N03)
contamination in private water supplies with the total depth of the well and bedrock. The study
was conducted to determine if drinking water quality had degraded as a result of surficial
contamination. The data indicated a general trend of decreasing N03 concentration in
groundwater with increasing well depth, as was reported in other areas of Iowa. The data also
indicated pesticide residues in shallow wells, coexisting with high nitrate concentrations (Iowa
ONR, USDA SCS Open File Report 87-3, 1987).

01752659.93 2
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The premise of separate circulation zones is supported by geologic study and analytical result
of groundwater sampling conducted at IMP. Approximately 130 monitoring wells and
piezometers have been installed and sampled at IMP ranging In depth from 11 to 120 feet. At
sub·sites within IMP which exhibited significant surficial contamination (ie: former Une 6
production area) monitoring wells 'ljere nested to study potential contamination in the drift and
bedrock aquifers (monitoring wells~T·1 through T-36). Analytical result of groundwater sampling
at the monitoring wells indicates that no contamination of the bedrock aquifer has occurred. An
idealized hydrogeologic section depicting the recharge, movement, and discharge relations at
the site is presented as Figure 2.

There are four primary groups of aquifers present at IMP: alluvial aquifers, buried channel
aquifers, drift aquifers, and bedrock aquifers. The alluvial aquifers consist of river deposited sand
and gravel in the floodplain and adjacent terraces. Buried channel aquifers are comprised of
sand and gravel which was deposited in pre·existing stream valleys that were later covered by
glacial drift. Data from the drift aquifer and buried channel aquifer are often combined and
summarized as the Quaternary aquifer deposits.

The small discontinuous sand and gravel bodies in the unconsolidated glacial materials and
dissection by surlace drainage ways develops localized groundwater flow direction which is
highly variable. The groundwater is generally confined from the lower bedrock unit by the
presence of Pennsylvania shales or dolomitic shales and cherty lithologies of the Warsaw
Formation. The sand and gravel aquifer is also overlain and confined by clay rich till in many
areas. In discharge areas, some wells exhibit artesion flow due to these confining conditions.

The shallowest bedrock aquifer, the Mississippian, is mainly comprised of carbonate rocks,
limestone and dolomite. The depth to the Mississippian aquifer ranges from 50 to 140 feet at
IMP. The Silurian·Devonian Aquifer is found below the Mississippian aquifer and is separated
from the Mississippian by a thick unit comprised predominantly of shale. The depth to the
Silurian·Devonian Aquifer at IMP is approximately 600 feet.

2.0 MONITORING WElL DESIGN, DRILLING METHODS, SOIL BORING

Geologic studies and groundwater sampling results were reviewed to develop a monitoring well
design and drilling approach to characterize the potential for groundwater contamination at IMP.
Since the drift aquifer is the first zone that would be affected by the downward movement of
contamination, shallow monitoring wells will be completed in the shallow drift aquifer immediately
underlying the site. At sub·sites where the bedrock is approximately 50' or less, shallow bedrock
wells will also be installed to investigate possible contamination of the bedrock aquifer. Rock
core samples will be obtained at the soil·bedrock interlace for classification. Deep bedrock
monitoring wells are proposed for ten locations to verify bedrock conditions at depth. Soil
borings are proposed to further define the limit of soil contamination identified during Phase I
RifFS.

A site map depicting the proposed monitoring well locations for each sub·site at IMP will be
provided with the final copy of this report as At1achment 2. The monitoring well installation and
soil borings are scheduled to be completed within three 10-day cycles commencing 12 April
1993, and ending 19 May 1993. Development and groundwater sampling will be conducted
from 26 April to 2 June, 1993.

0175265993 3



RECHARGE, MOVEMENT. AND DISCHARGE RELATIONS ARE SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT IN THE

SUBCROP AND OUTCROP AREAS OF THE AQUIFER

Recharge characteristics inferred from the adjacent hydrographs, discharge
characteristics and general movement shown by the potentiometric con
tours, and inferences drawn from geologic and chemicat qualily data all tead

to the conclusions that follow:

Subcrop Area: The aquiler is recharged along its north·
western periphery by downward seepage 01 water from
the sandstones of the Cretaceous System. The water
moves through the aquifer. which is confined by overtying
and underlying confining beds, in a southerly and south

easterly direction. Some water moves into Missouri as u~

derflow, but a large part is discharged into the Des Moines
River. Movement through the subcrop area probably is

extremely slow, because the transmissivity of the aquiler

in this area is considered to be very low.

Qutcrop Area: The inferred hydrologic relations for
southeastern part are summarized in the diagram be'
In the north-central part, however, the flow system is
believed to be separated, because the Warsaw Shal,

not present. Thus, in that area, water enters the sys
under the upland areas and moves toward and dischar
into the nearby principal streams. Movement through
outcrop area, partiCUlarly in the north-central part, we

be much faster than through the subcrop area, beca
transmissivities are considered to be much higher.

IDEALIZED HYDROLOGIC SECTION OF MISSISSIPPIAN AQUIFER IN MAHASKA COUNTY

The hypothesis of separate circulation zones, shown In idealized form, is supported by chemical-quality
data in southeastern Iowa (Coble, 1971. p, 71-72).

Source: U.S.G.S. Open File Report 87-3, 1987

Figure 2



2.1 Shallow Monitoring Wells (2' Diameter)

The shallow monitoring wells will be drilled and sampled continuously using 4- 1/4' inside
diameter (1.0) hollow stem augers and a continuous sampling system to an average depth of 30'.
Monitoring wells construction will consist of 2' flush threaded PVC riser with .0I'·slotted 10'
screens, 3' stick-up, and locking anti·freeze well caps. A fine sand filter (#2) will be placed to
at least 2' above the screen with at least 2' of bentonite seal (pellets) hydrated in place.

Well head protection will consist of a 6' by 6' lidded steel well cover (square) grouted in place.
A 3' by 3' concrete pad 4-inches thick will be constructed and labeled guard posts will be
installed.

Grout will be composed by weight of 20 parts cement (Portland type II or V) up to 1 part
bentonite with a maximum of 8 gallons of approved water per 94 pound bag of cement. All
grouting will be pressure grouted with a rigid tremmie pipe to the ground surface with a
mechanical mixer and pump. Pressure grouting will be conducted after allowing bentonite seal
to hydrate in place so as not to displace the bentonite seal.

The shallow monitoring wells are intended to be completed in the drift aquifer with a total depth
of approximately 6'to 7' below static water level. Drift aquifers are intercepted relatively close to
the ground surface and will preclude a 5' sand pack and bentonite seal as suggested in
USATHAMA guidelines. However, in no case will less than a 2' sand pack or bentonite seal be
utilized.

2.2 Shallow Bedrock Wells (4' Diameter)

Shallow bedrock wells will be drilled and continuously sampled using 6-1/4 ' I. D hollow stem
augers to the top of the bedrock interface. At well locations to be determined in the field, 10'
NX diamond cores of the bedrock will be obtained and secured as per USATHAMA geotechnical
requirements. The bore-hole will then be reamed out utilizing air rotary drilling techniques. Only
an approved water source will be utilized for all coring or drilling activities. The wells will be
completed 10' into the bedrock if there is sufficient groundwater at the soil/rock interface. The
number of bedrock cores obtained during drilling will be sufficient to classify hydrogeologic units
present.

The shallow bedrock wells will be completed as 4-inch PVC riser with .01' slotted 10' screens
with the top of screen placed approximately 5' above the bedrock interface. If sufficient
groundwater is not encountered at the soil bedrock interface, air rotary drilling will continue until
the water table is intercepted. The total depth of shallow bedrock wells is anticipated to average
45' deep. The shallow bedrock wells will not be completed below any confining lithologies
encountered at the soil bedrock interface.

2.3 Deep Bedrock Wells (4' Diameter)

Deep bedrock wells will be drilled using 6 1/4' I.D hollow stem augers to the top of the
weathered bedrock. Air rotary drilling methods will be utilized if auger refusal is encountered or
to drill to completion depth if sufficient waler is not present at the deep soil bedrock interface.

0\752659.93 4



The deep bedrock wells are anticipated to be approximately 120' deep. Rock core samples (NX
10 foot) may be laken at lithologic breaks as specified by the on-sile geologist.

The use of air rotary drilling methods assists the on-site geologist to more accurately define
lithologic breaks and allows immediate recognition of water bearing zones. These units may be
masked somewhat by the use of altemative drilling methods such as water or mud circulation.
Water circulation may be lost in the limestone bedrock which at IMP typically contains crevices
and cavities in the upper 10' resulting in down time or possible drilling tool loss down the
borehole. The use of air drilling is also beneficial in that it substantially reduces on·site drilling
time and costs associated with mud and water supply to the well site, containerization and
disposal.

2.4 Soil Borings (4-1/4' Diameter)

Soil borings are proposed to further define the vertical and horizontal extent of soil contamination
at sub-sites. The borings will be sampled continuously to an average depth of IS'. The soil will
be screened with an organic vapor analyzer and a soil sample taken at depth for analytical
result.

3.0 DRILLING EQUIPMENT

In consideration of the large scope of work and the extensive geographic area, two drilling
companies were awarded contracts to perform subsurface drilling at IMP. The drilling
companies listed below were selected according to appropriate federal subcontracting
requirements and technical merit.

Aquadrill
717 East Second Avenue
Coralville, Iowa 52241

Layne-Western
705 South Duff Avenue
Ames, Iowa 50010

4.0 SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLING

4.1 Soil Classification

The attached standard operating procedure (SOP) for description of weathering zones in
unconsolidated (Quaternary) sediments was developed by the Iowa Geologic Survey. This SOP
is widely used in the Midwest region of the U.S and directly applicable to planned subsurface
investigation at IMP.

The descriptive system is a convenient, abbreviated method for accurate standardization of
Quaternary weathering zone description. The Quaternary materials at the IMP consist primarily
of loess, glacial till and erosional sediments,and alluvium. Application of the SOP to bore-hole
logging should provide valuable information for several interpretive areas. The assessment of
Quaternary stratigraphy at IMP will aid in the development of base-wide and site-specific
stratigraphic models. The models will provide information for extrapolation of geologic and
hydrogeologic interpretations within and among the various watersheds at IMP. For example,

01752659.93 5



the depth to the shallow aquifer may be estimated from the depth to gray mottles in a boring.
The SOP is provided as Al1achment 3.

The soils will also be classified in accordance with the Unified Soil Classification System as
described in ASTM 02487.. Standard soil boring logs have been compiled according to the
CERCLA Compendium of Superiund Field Operations Methods and RCRA Groundwater
Monitoring Technical Enforcement Guidance Document for soil boring logs. The soil boring log
form, ASTM 02487, and classification procedure to be utilized to log the bore-holes at IMP is
provided in Attachment 4.

4.2 Soil Permeability Sampling

Thin wall soil samples will be obtained during drilling from undisturbed intervals. The samples
will be sealed, labeled, and shipped via Federal Express to Environmental Science and
Engineering on same date. The samples will analyzed for sieve analysis, laboratory
identification, and Allerberg Limits. Tb~oil samples will be obtained from at least ten
percent of the monitoring wells.

4.3 Soil Analy1ical Sampling

Soil samples will be collected continuously during drilling and classified in accordance with
ASTM methodology. A field geologist will record and define the stratigraphy in the borings and
field screen each soil sample with an organic vapor analyzer (OVA). A soil sample exhibiting
elevated OVA readings will be sent for laboratory analysis along with an additional soil sample
taken at depth to determine vertical extent of contamination. If no OVA reading is detected, the
sample nearest to the water table will be sent for analysis.

5.0 MONITORING WELL DEVELOPMENT AND PRESAMPLE PURGING

Monitoring wells development and presample purging shall be conducted according to
USATHAMA geotechnical requirements and the Quality Assurance Program. The monitoring
wells will be developed by use of a decontaminated bailer or submersible pump. The bailer or
pump will be raised and lowered repeatedly to agitate fines from the screen and sand pack. The
well shall be considered developed when the development water.is clear or maintains a clarity
value of least 30 NTU as measured with a turbidity meter. All development and purging water
shall be drummed until analylical results of samples are received and reviewed for proper
disposal.

6.0 GROUNDWATER SAMPLING

Groundwater sampling will be conducted in accordance to USATHAMA Quality Assurance
Program. It is proposed that sample extraction time after well development be reduced from 14
days to 7 days to follow EPA Region VII requirements and allow adequate time to complete all
sampling.' The monitoring wells at each sub·site will be analyzed for constituents identified in
the Preliminary Site Characterization Reports (PSC). The PSC reports identify contaminants of
concern which have been found to be above applicable and relevant regulatory levels.

01752659.93 6



7.0 GROUNDWATER lEVEL MONITORING

Groundwater levels will be measured bi-weekly at each sub-site monitoring well with an
electronic interfacing probe accurate to 0,01 feet. A water table gradient map and flow net will
be derived from the data using computer modeling and provided in the final Phase II RI/FS site
characterization reports,

Surface water levels will be taken at measuring stations in streams adjacent to sub-sites bi
weekly to study communication with nearby monitoring wells. Hydrographs of local dissecting
streams and monitoring wells will be prepared and correlated with precipitation data to determine
relationships between surface run-off and infiltration.

8.0 DECONTAMINATION PROTOCOL

All drilling equipment will be decontaminated by steam cleaning before and after each borehole
is installed. Due to the large size of the IMP facility, decontamination of the drill rig itself
following each bore-hole at remote sites becomes cost prohibitive. Therefore, it is proposed that
in remote monitoring well locations, steam-cleaned and poly-wrapped protected augers and drill
rods be stored at the sub-site and utilized to drill the nearby « 50') bore-hole at the same sub·
site prior to decontamination of the drill rig itself.

No drilling equipment which was exposed or down hole will be re-used to drill the nearby
borehole. If contamination is noted in any bore-hole through visual inspection or is detected by
on-site monitoring equipment (HNU, OVA), the drill rig will not be allowed to drill the next hole
prior to decontamination. No drill rig will be allowed to drill more than two bore-holes or mobilize
to another sub-site without decontamination of all equipment and rig.

All soil sampling equipment decontamination procedures will consist of a alconox (or equivalent)
brush wash followed by a triple rinse with approved water, a final rinse with deionized water, and
allowed to air dry followed by a triple poly-wrap to protect before utilization.

9.0 INVESTIGATION DERIVED WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN

The investigation derived waste (lOW) management plan provides the proposed management
of lOW generated during Phase II RI/FS activities. These wastes include soil cuttings, pre
sampling development and purged groundwater, and decontamination water. The IDW
management plan complies with applicable or relevant and appropriate requirements (ARARs).
The siie-specific ARARs have been derived through the PA, SI, and Phase I RI/FS investigations
in consensus with EPA. The management of soil cuttings during Phase II drilling operations has
been discussed and approved by Region VII EPA. The management plan is supported by the
analytical results of previous investigations which indicate that little to no volumes of hazardous
waste as defined by RCRNCERCLA would be generated by the investigation. In addition, many
proposed monitoring well locations are located near existing piezometers that do not indicate
contamination. However, for the purposes of estimating Phase II costs and according to the
contract terms, 10 percent of ihe cuttings and 10 percent of development and purge water is
assumed io require off-site disposal. According tocontract terms, IMP will provide temporary
RCRA storage of contaminated lOW until ii can be manifested off-site or treated on-site.
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9.1 Soil Cuttings

Soil cuttings generated from monitoring well installations located in areas not indicating
contamination in previous investigations will be spread on the ground down-gradient of the
monitoring well. Soil cuttings generated in areas where negligible soil contamination has been
identified will be temporarily stockpiled on a flexible membrane liner with a staked cover until the
disposal fate of the soil can be determined_ This will prevent the migration of water or soil. into
or out of the stockpiles. Composite soil samples will be collected from soil cutting piles
generated from borings according to the cone and quarter method. Samples from separate soil
cutting piles within the same SUb-site will be composited and sent to ESE, Gainesville, Florida
and analyzed for site-specific ARARs. Soil sample results for explosives will be confirmed by
second column analysis. The soil cuttings will also be field screened with an OVA and HNU for
volatile organics. If analytical results indicate concentrations below ARARs, the stockpiled soil
will be spread out around the well and the site will be returned to its original condition.

Soil cuttings generated from monitoring well borings in an area that has been identified as
containing contaminants above the site specific ARAR or soils exhibiting elevated OVA or HNU
readings will be drummed and labeled. Drum identification will consist of the date of generation,
SUb-site, depths contained in the drum, the monitoring well number, and the date a composite
soil sample was taken from the drum.

A soil sample will be taken from each drum associated with a specific boring and composited
according to appropriate ASTM methodology. The composite sample will be submit1ed to ESE
for expedited relevant analysis. Soil cuttings exhibiting analytical result above ARARs will be
placed in an approved landfill on-site such as the on-site Inert Disposal Facility or fly ash landfill.

Soil cuttings excavated from shallow soil boring locations will be back-filled and tamped down
the open borehole. The total depth of the soil borings is estimated to be 15 feet in the
unconsolidated overburden. The spoil pile will be placed on a. plastic impermeable liner to
prevent any possible surficial contamination before being back-filled.

9.2 Decontamination Water

Two temporary decontamination stations will be constructed in the northern and southern
portions of the facility to reduce travel and decontamination time between well sites. The
northern station is proposed to be located directly south of the truck wash, and the southem
station at the demolition area. The truck wash building will also be utilized to decontaminate
smaller drilling equipment. The Decontamination water generated as a result of steam-cleaning
is proposed to be processed at one of IMP's treatment systems such as the unit at Une 2. The
treatment consists of a seWing basin, flocculation, and activated carbon filtration prior to
discharge. It is estimated that approximately 20,000 gallons of water would be generaled
through decontamination, development and pre-sample purging water.

The decontamination station construction will consist of a 6 to 12 inch, 12 by 35 foot base, of
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crushed limestone with a gravity drain to a prefabricated sump pit or 55 gallon drum. A wooden
framework will be built on three sides of the station using 4 by 4 wooden posts which penetrate
the ground by three feet and extend above ground as high as necessary (usually about 8 feet).
The vertical 4 by 4 posts are tied together using 2 by 4 wooden horizon members. The finished
framework is covered with an impermeable hypolon ,. liner. The hypolon is breached
immediately above the sump pit to allow fluids to collect into it. The breach is large enough to
allow a submersible pump to be installed in the sump which is used to pump the water into an
approved holding tank. A sketch of the decontamination station is provided as Figure 3.

9.3 Development and Presample.Purging Groundwater

All development and presample purging water will be containerized in labeled 55-gallon drums.
The drums will be placed on wooden pallets to prevent subsidence and temporarily stored at the
well site until disposal fate is determined. The drums will be identified by date of generation,
monitoring well number and sub-site number. The drums will be sampled and analysis results
expedited for quick turn-around and disposition of the drums. Based on the analytical resuit,
drums with groundwater concentrations below ARARs will be discharged to the ground surface.
Groundwater with concentrations above ARARs will be processed through one of IMP's
Decontamination water generated as a result of steam-cleaning is proposed to be processed at
one of IMP's treatment systems such as Line 2.
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APPENDIX Q
DRIWNG SAFElY

Training

The drillers working on site, like all other site personnel, shall have the 40 hour OSHA
training as specified in 29 CFR 1910.120. Certificates of training for the drill teams will be
maintained on file at the JAYCOR site office by the HSO. The HSO will also have the
responsibility for conducting site inspections at the drill sites on a regular basis in order
to ensure that the HASP and all pertinent regulations are being followed. All drilling
subcontractor personnel will read and sign off on the Iowa AAP HSP.

Site Clearance

Prior to any drilling activities, the Drilling Task Manager, Mr. Brendan McGuinness, and
an assistant will stake and number all proposed monitoring well locations. Iowa MP
facilities personnel will Recon the well locations with Mr. McGuinness and pre-approve the
placement. Drilling will be avoided in areas within 15 feet of overhead lines. Drilling
teams should survey the sites for all overhead lines and potential overhead hazards
before setting up drill equipment. All pertinent regulations will be discussed with
appropriate Plant personnel and required work permits will be obtained before drilling
proceeds. IMP personnel with the help of Army UXO experts will investigate any drilling
sites where UXO may be present. It is anticipated that UXO clearance will be required
at the demolition area. Drill teams shall stay within the cleared areas approved by the
UXO experts when operating on site.

Each well location also will be cleared for the presence of buried utilities by Iowa MP
personnel before any intrusive activities are conducted.

Site Monitoring

Soil boring and monitoring well installation activities are potentially the most hazardous
tasks planned. The primary exposure hazards to personnel will be via inhalation and/or
dermal contact with potentially contaminated surface soil, subsurface soils, and ground
water. Some of the boreholes and monitoring wells will be located near suspected
sources. Continuous air monitoring with an HNJl and visual observation of subsurface
materials during drilling will indicate the need (if any) to upgrade levels of protection. The
potential exists for exposure to metals and explosive compounds. Respirators will be
provided to workers during all drilling operations and any other activities as determined
by the Site HSO.

The drilling teams are required to don PPE as determined by the HSO during all drilling
activities. The drillers must wear protective clothing and safety equipment including a
hard hat, steel-toed shoes, and eye and hearing protection regardless of level of
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protection required. Loose clothing will not be allowed around drilling equipment to
prevent entanglement in the moving mechanisms.

Heavy Equipment

Heavy equipment, such as the drill rig, used on-site is under the direct control of the
subcontractor periorming the work. The subcontractor is responsible for maintaining the
equipment in good working order and operating it safely. All heavy equipment must have
suitable back-up alarms in working condition. Field personnel shall not work near
equipment that they judge to be unsafe because of deterioration, missing parts, obvious
defects, or improper operation. Field personnel shall report these condition to the Site
HSO. It will be the responsibility of the Site HSO to have potential problems corrected.
The subcontractor will be responsible for making provisions to ensure the safety of the
equipment operator and other personnel in any sampling areas having steep
embankments or unstable ground. Operation of heavy equipment in these areas should
be avoided, if possible. All personnel shall be familiar with the locations of "kill switches"
for the emergency shut down of drilling equipment prior to being involved, in any
capacity, with the drilling team.

Hearing Protection

Hearing Protection should be worn by field personnel when they are exposed to noise
levels of 85 decibel A scale (dBA) or greater. Noise measurements should be conducted
by field personnel and should be periormed with sound level meters in slow response
mode, or with noise dosimeters having a beginning collection point established at 80
dBA. Heavy equipment, when in operation, generally results in exposure levels that
exceed the 85 dBA for personnel working at or near the equipment. Field personnel
should wear hearing protection in these areas.

Should field personnel not conduct noise monitoring to determine the noise levels being
produced, field personnel will wear hearing protection as a precaution anytime heavy
equipment is in operation.

Surveying

Surveying activities should present the lowest hazard to personnel since these operations
result in minimal disturbance of contaminated areas.

Smoking, eating, or drinking is prohibited during drilling activities or around contaminated
drilling equipment. No adjustments to the PPE is allowed to accommodate these
activities.

0-2



Conflict Resolution

Anyone on the site will have the right to question, without fear of reprimand, UXO, drilling,
or any other related health and safety issue if they believe these issues are being
compromised. The HSO will be notified of these concerns and will make a decision on
whether or not drilling operations should be stopped based on the merit of the concerns.
The corporate Health and Safety Director will ultimately have the authority to resolve any
issues that cannot be resolved satisfactorily in the field.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The objective of this Technical Plan is to provide the proposed geotechnical plan for monitoring
well insfallation and subsequent groundwater sampling scheduled for Iowa Army Ammunition
Plant (IMP). The drilling approach is intended to provide data to more accurately define SITe
specific hydrogeology and contaminant transport potential. The proposed monitoring well and
soil boring sites have been located to further define the vertical and horizontal limit of
contamination at each sub-site at IMP.

U.S. Army Toxic and Hazardous Materials Agency (USATHAMA) Technical Requirements and
Quality Assurance Plan have been applied to the drilling methods to ensure acceptable technical
data. A revised Phase II RI/FS Drilling Safety Plan has been amended to the RI/FS Health and
Safety Plan as Appendix Q and is provided with this report as Attachment 1.

1.1 Site Location

The IMP is located in Des Moines County, immediately south of Middletown and 10 miles west
of Burlington, Iowa. The site contains approximately 20,000 acres and is bordered by U.S.
Highway 34 to the north, upland agricultural farms to the east and west, and the Skunk River
Valley to the south.

1.2 Site History

The IMP located at Middletown, Iowa, is a U.S. Government owned facility operated by Mason
& Hanger-Silas Mason Company, Inc. to load, assemble, and pack various types of ammunilion.
The facility has been in operation, with varying degrees of activity, since 1941. The production
operations have resulted in discharges of explosives and by-products to the land and water at
the facility. The discharges, as waste·water, entered various holding ponds, lagoons, or
waterways. Other types of discharges or emissions emanated from areas at the facility used to
burn explosives, conduct detonation tests, and dispose of miscellaneous materials.

Environmental investigations have been pertormed at various sub-sites and stream basins at
IMP including a RCRA Facility Assessment (RFA) and Site Investigation (SI). As a result of the
RFA, and SI studies, certain sub-sites at IMP were identified and retained for further evaluation
in a Remedial Investigation and Feasibility Study (RI/FS). Phase I RI/FS studies included
Preliminary Site Characterizations (PSC) of the sub-sites. The PSC reports identify areas at each
sub-site where further soil and groundwater evaluation is recommended for Phase Ii RifFS Final
Site Characterizations.

1.3 Geologic Setting

The IMP is located in the dissected till plain section of the Central Lowland Province of the
Southern Iowa Drift Plain Region. This area of southeastern Iowa was glaciated by continental
glaciation. Areas of continental glaciation exhibit broad, flat to gentle undulating terrain, which
at this site is exhibited in the upland topography. The terrain is dissected by shallow drainage
systems and parts of three large drainage basins; the Des Moines, Skunk and Iowa Rivers. The
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basins drain into the Mississippi River which forms the eastem boundary of the region. The
shallow drainage consists of three creeks and their tribularies which trisect IMP and discharge
into the Skunk and Mississippi Rivers. The Long Creek basin drains the western portion of the
IMP and flows into the Skunk River system. Brush Creek also flows to the Skunk River and
drains the central portion of IMP. Spring Creek basin drains the eastern portion of the IMP and
flows to the Mississippi River. The topographic elevations within IMP range from 730 feet above
mean sea level in the north to 530 feet in the south.

IMP is typically underlain by deposits of wind blown non-stratified silts and clays (loess).
Underlying the loess is a glaciallill consisting of clay and sil1 with primarily discontinuous sand
and gravel seams. The Kellerville Till member of the Glasford Formation is the uppermost till unij
in the area. The contact of the glacial overburden with the bedrock is distinctive and often
contains a basal sand and gravel layer. Underlying the glacial deposits is the Warsaw Formation
which is characterized by intercalated shale, dolomitic shale, limestone, dolomite, and
chalcedonic chert lithologies. Pennsylvania"shales have also been identified at the base of the
glacial till but is discontinuous in nature and are not encountered throughout IMP.

Underlying the Warsaw Formation is the Keokuk Limestone. The Keokuk Limestone is
characterized by mottled gray bioclastics and chert. The carbonate is argillaceous and the
formation contains shale beds throughout the area. No sharp boundary marks the contact with
the overlying Warsaw Formation. The Burlington Limestone underlies the Keokuk Limestone and
is divided into three members. The Dolbee Creek Member at the base and the Cedar Fork
Member at the top are mainly recrystallized crinoidal bioclastic limestone. The Haight Creek·.
member in the middle is very cherty and contains much dolomite. Glauconite at the base of the
Haight Creek and disseminated in the Cedar Fork is a persistent horizon marker (Harris, Parker,
1964). A geologic siie map is included as Figure 1.

1.4 Hydrogeologic Setting

As many Iowa studies have shown, when an aquifer is covered by less than 50 feet of glacial
deposits it may be susceptible to contamination. However, where it has a mantle of more than
50 feet of glacial material, or a shale aquitard is present, the aquifer typically shows lillie
contamination from man made materials (Hallberg and Hoyer, 1982; Hallberg et aI., 1983; Libra
et al., 1985; Mitchum et aI., 1986). A groundwater quality study of the Skunk River Basin
conducted by the Iowa Department of Natural Resources and the USDA-Soil Conservation
Service evidenced similar results. The study focused on the relationship of nitrate (N03)
contamination in private water supplies with the total depth of the well and bedrock. The study
was conducted to determine if drinking water quality had degraded as a result of surficial
contamination. The data indicated a general trend of decreasing N03 concentration in
groundwater with increasing well depth, as was reported in other areas of Iowa. The data also
indicated pesticide residues in shallow wells, coexisting with high nitrate concentrations (Iowa
DNR, USDA SCS Open File Report 87-3,1987).
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The premise of separate circulation zones is supported by geologic study and analytical result
of groundwater sampling conducted at IMP. Approximately 130 monitoring wells and
piezometers have been installed and sampled at IMP ranging in depth from 11 to 120 feet. At
sub-sites within IMP which exhibited significant surficial contamination (ie: former Une 6
production area) monitoring wells '!Jere nested to study potential contamination in the drift and
bedrock aquifers (monitoring wells~T·l through T-36). Analytical result of groundwater sampling
at the monitoring wells indicates that no contamination of the bedrock aquifer has occurred. An
idealized hydrogeologic section depicting the recharge, movement, and discharge relations at
the site is presented as Figure 2.

There are four primary groups of aquifers present at IMP: alluvial aquifers, buried channel
aquifers, drift aquifers, and bedrock aquifers. The alluvial aquifers consist of river deposited sand
and gravel in the floodplain and adjacent terraces. Buried channel aquifers are comprised of
sand and gravel which was deposited in pre-existing stream valleys that were later covered by
glacial drift. Data from the drift aquifer and buried channel aquifer are often combined and
summarized as the Quaternary aquifer deposits.

The smalt discontinuous sand and gravel bodies in the unconsolidated glacial materials and
dissection by surface drainage ways develops localized groundwater flow direction which is
highly variable. The groundwater is generally confined from the lower bedrock unit by the
presence of Pennsylvania shales or dolomitic shales and cherty lithologies of the Warsaw
Formation. The sand and gravel aquifer is also overlain and confined by clay rich till in many
areas. In discharge areas, some wells exhibit artesion flow due to these confining conditions.

The shallowest bedrock aquifer, the Mississippian, is mainly comprised of carbonate rocks,
limestone and dolomite. The depth to the Mississippian aquifer ranges from 50 to 140 feet at
IMP. The Silurian-Devonian Aquifer is found below the Mississippian aquifer and is separated
from the Mississippian by a thick unit comprised predominantly of shale. The depth to the
Silurian-Devonian Aquifer at IMP is approximately 600 feet.

2.0 MONITORING WELL DESIGN, DRILLING METHODS, SOIL BORING

Geologic studies and groundwater sampling results were reviewed to develop a monitoring well
design and drilling approach to characterize the potential for groundwater contamination at IMP.
Since the drift aquifer is the first zone that would be affected by the downward movement of
contamination, shallow monitoring wells will be completed in the shallow drift aquifer immediately
underlying the site. At sub-sites where the bedrock is approximately 50' or less, shallow bedrock
wells wilt also be installed to investigate possible contamination of the bedrock aquifer. Rock
core samples will be obtained at the soil·bedrock interface for classification. Deep bedrock
monitoring wells are proposed for ten locations to verify bedrock conditions at depth. Soil
borings are proposed to further define the limit of soil contamination identified during Phase I
RifFS.

A site map depicting the proposed monitoring well locations for each sub·site at IMP will be
provided with the final copy of this report as Artachment 2. The monitoring well installation and
soil borings are scheduled to be completed within three 10-day cycles commencing 12 April
1993, and ending 19 May 1993. Development and groundwater sampling will be conducted
from 26 April to 2 June, 1993.

01752659.93 3



RECHARGE, MOVEMENT, AND DISCHARGE RELATIONS ARE SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT IN THE

SUBCROP AND OUTCROP AREAS OF THE AQUIFER

Recharge characteristics Inferred from the adjacent hydrographs, discharge
characteristics and general movement shown by the potentiometric con
tours, and inferences drawn from geologic and chemical quality data all lead
to the conclusions that follow:

Subcrop Area: The aquifer is recharged along its north
western periphery by downward seepage of water from
the sandstones of the Crelaceous System. The water
moves through the aquifer, which is confined by overlying
and undertying confining beds, in a southerly and south

easterly direction. Some water moves into Missouri as un
delilow, but a large part is discharged into the Des Moines
River. Movement through the subcrop area probably is

extremety slow, because the transmissivity of the aquifer

in this area is considered to be very low.

--':::"

Outcrop Area: The inferred hydrologic relations for

southeastern part are summarized in the diagram bel
In the north-central part, however, the flow system is
betieved to be separated, because the Warsaw Shal,
not present. Thus, in that area, water enters the sys
under the upland areas and moves toward and dischar
into the nearby principal streams. Movement through

outcrop area, particularly in the norlh~central part, wo
be much faster than through the subcrop area, beca

transmisslvities are considered to be much higher.

. :":-.-::.:-- '.---:.: \--.-

IDEALIZED HYDROLOGIC SECTION OF MISSISSIPPIAN AQUIFER IN MAHASKA COUNTY

The hypothesis of separate circulation zones, shown In idealized form, is supported by chemical-quatity
data in southeastern Iowa (Coble, 1971, p. 71-72).

Source: U.S.G.S. Open File Report 87-3, 1987

Figure 2



2.1 Shallow Monitoring Wells (2' Diameter)

The shallow monitoring wells will be drilled and sampled continuously using 4- 1/4' inside
diameter (1.0) hollow stem augers and a continuous sampling system to an average depth of 30'.
Monitoring wells construction will consist of 2' flush threaded PVC riser with .01'·slotted 10'
screens, 3' stick·up, and locking anti-freeze well caps. A fine sand filter (#2) will be placed to
at least 2' above the screen with at least 2' of bentonite seal (pellets) hydrated in place.

Well head protection will consist of a 6' by 6' lidded steel well cover (square) grouted in place.
A 3' by 3' concrete pad 4-inches thick will be constructed and labeled guard posts will be
installed.

Grout will be composed by weight of 20 parts cement (Portland type II or V) up to 1 part
bentonite with a maximum of 8 gallons of approved water per 94 pound bag of cement. All
grouting will be pressure grouted with a rigid tremmie pipe to the ground suliace with a
mechanical mixer and pump, Pressure grouting will be conducted after allowing bentonite seal
to hydrate in place so as not to displace the bentonite seal.

The shallow monitoring wells are intended to be completed in the drift aquifer with a total depth
of approximately 6'to 7' below static water level. Drift aquifers are intercepted relatively close to
the ground suliace and will preclude a 5' sand pack and bentonite seal as suggested in
USATHAMA guidelines. However, in no case will less than a 2' sand pack or bentonite seal be
utilized.

2.2 Shallow Bedrock Wells (4' Diameter)

Shallow bedrock wells will be drilled and continuously sampled using 6-1/4 ' 1.0 hollow stem
augers to the top of the bedrock interface. At well locations to be determined in the field, 10'
NX diamond cores of the bedrock will be obtained and secured as per USATHAMA geotechnical
requirements. The bore-hole will then be reamed out utilizing air rotary drilling techniques. Only
an approved water source will be utilized for all coring or drilling activities. The wells will be
completed 10' into th'e bedrock if there is sufficient groundwater at the soil/rock interface. The
number of bedrock cores obtained during drilling will be sufficient to classify hydrogeologic units
present.

The shallow bedrock wells will be completed as 4-inch PVC riser with .01' slotted 10' screens
with the top of screen placed approximately 5' above the bedrock interface. If sufficient
groundwater is not encountered at the soil bedrock inteliace, air rotary drilling will continue until
the water table is intercepted. The total depth of shallow bedrock wells is anticipated to average
45' deep. The shallow bedrock wells will not be completed below any confining lithologies
encountered at the soil bedrock interface.

2.3 Deep Bedrock Wells (4' Diameter)

Deep bedrock wells will be drilled using 6 1/4' 1.0 hollow stem augers to the top of the
weathered bedrock. Air rotary drilling methods will be utilized if auger refusal is encountered or
to drill to completion depth if sufficient water is not present at the deep soil bedrock inteliace.

0175265993 4



The deep bedrock wells are anticipated to be approximately 120' deep. Rock core samples (NX
10 foot) may be taken at lithologic breaks as specified by the on-site geologist.

The use of air rotary drilling methods assists the on-site geologist to more accurately define
lithologic breaks and allows immediate recognition of water bearing zones. These units may be
masked somewhat by the use of altemative drilling methods such as water or mud circulation.
Water circulation may be lost in the limestone bedrock which at IMP typically contains crevices
and cavities in the upper 10' resulting in down time or possible drilling tool loss down the
borehole. The use of air drilling is also beneficial in that it substantially reduces on-site drilling
time and costs associated with mud and water supply to the well site, containerization and
disposal.

2.4 Soil Borings (4·1/4' Diameter)

Soil borings are proposed to further define the vertical and horizontal exlent of soil contamination
at sub-sites. The borings will be sampled continuously to an average depth of 15'. The soil will
be screened with an organic vapor analyzer and a soil sample taken at depth for analytical
result.

3.0 DRILLING EQUIPMENT

In consideration of the large scope of work and the extensive geographic area, two drilling
companies were awarded contracts to periorm subsuriace drilling at IMP. The drilling
companies listed below were selected according to appropriate federal subcontracting
requirements and technical merit.

Aquadrill
717 East Second Avenue
Coralville, Iowa 52241

Layne-Western
705 South Duff Avenue
Ames, Iowa 50010

4.0 SUBSURFACE SOIL SAMPLING

. 4.1 Soil Classification

The at1ached standard operating procedure (SOP) for description of weathering zones in
unconsolidated (Quaternary) sediments was developed by the Iowa Geologic Survey. This SOP
is widely used in the Midwest region of the U.S and directly applicable to planned subsurface
investigation at IMP.

The descriptive system is a convenient, abbreviated method for accurate. standardization of
Quaternary weathering zone description. The Quaternary materials at the IMP consist primarily
of loess, glacial till and erosional sediments, and alluvium. Application of the SOP to bore-hole
logging should provide valuable information for several interpretive areas. The assessment of
Quaternary stratigraphy at IMP will aid in the development of base-wide and site-specific
stratigraphic models. The models will provide information for exlrapolation of geologic and
hydrogeologic interpretations within and among the various watersheds at IMP. For example,
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the depth to the shallow aquifer may be estimated from the depth to gray mottles in a boring.
The SOP is provided as Attachment 3.

The soils will also be classified in accordance with the Unffied Soil Classification System as
described in ASTM 02487. Standard soil boring logs have been compiled according to the
CERCLA Compendium of Superiund Field Operations Methods and RCRA Groundwater
Monitoring Technical Enforcement Guidance Oocumentfor soil boring logs. The soil boring log
form, ASTM 02487, and classification procedure to be utilized to log the bore-holes at IMP is
provided in Attachment 4.

4.2 Soil Permeability SatTIQ!lo.g

Thin wall soil samples will be obtained during drilling from undisturbed intervals. The samples
will be sealed, labeled, and shipped via Federal Express to Environmental Science and
Engineering on same date. The samples will analyzed for sieve analysis, laboratory
identification, and At1erberg Limits. Tb~oil samples will be obtained from at least ten
percent of the monitoring wells.

4.3 Soil Analytical Sampling

Soil samples will be collected continuously during drilling and classified in accordance with
ASTM methodology. A field geologist will record and define the stratigraphy in the borings and
field screen each soil sample with an organic vapor analyzer (OVA). A soil sample exhibiting
elevated OVA readings will be sent for laboratory analysis along with an additional soil sample
taken at depth to determine vertical extent of contamination. If no OVA reading is detected, the
sample nearest to the water table will be sent for analysis.

5.0 MONITORING WELL DEVELOPMENT AND PRESAMPLE PURGING

Monitoring wells development and presample purging shall be conducted according to
USATHAMA geotechnical requirements and the Quality Assurance Program. The monitoring
wells will be developed by use of a decontaminated bailer or submersible pump. The bailer or
pump will be raised and lowered repeatedly to agitate fines from the screen and sand pack. The
well shall be considered developed when the development water. is clear or maintains a clarity
value of least 30 NTU as measured with a turbidity meter. All development and purging water
shall be drummed until analyiical results of samples are received and reviewed for proper
disposal.

6.0 GROUNDWATER SAMPLING

Groundwater sampling will be conducted in accordance to USATHAMA Quality Assurance
Program. It is proposed that sample extraction time alter well development be reduced from 14
days to 7 days to follow EPA Region VII requirements and allow adequate time to complete all
sampling. The monitoring wells at each sub-site will be analyzed for constituents identified in
the Preliminary Site Characterization Reports (PSG). The PSG reports identify contaminants of
concern which have been found to be above applicable and relevant regulatory levels.
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7.0 GROUNDWATER LEVEL MONITORING

Groundwater levels will be measured bi-weekly at each sub-site monitoring well with an
electronic interfacing probe accurate to 0,01 feet. A water table gradient map and flow net will
be derived from the data using computer modeling and provided in the final Phase II RI/FS site
characterization reports.

Surface water levels will be taken at measuring stations in streams adjacent to sub-sites bi
weekly to study communication with nearby monitoring wells. Hydrographs of local dissecting
streams and monitoring wells will be prepared and correlated with precipitation data to determine
relationships between surface run-off and infiltration.

8.0 DECONTAMINATION PROTOCOL

All drilling equipment will be decontaminated by steam cleaning before and after each borehole
is installed. Due to the large size of the IAAP facility, decontamination of the drill rig itself
following each bore-hole at remote sites becomes cost prohibitive. Therefore, it is proposed that
in remote monitoring well locations, steam-cleaned and poly·wrapped protected augers and drill
rods be stored at the sub-site and utilized to drill the nearby « 50') bore-hole at the same sub
site prior to decontamination of the drill rig itself.

No drilling equipment which was exposed or down hole will be re-used to drill the nearby
borehole. If contamination is noted in any bore-hole through visual inspection or is detected by
on-site monitoring equipment (HNU, OVA), the drill rig will not be allowed to drill the next hole
prior to decontamination. No drill rig will be allowed to drill more than two bore-holes or mobilize
to another sub-site without decontamination of all equipment and rig.

All soil sampling equipment decontamination procedures will consist of a alconox (or equivalent)
brush wash followed by a triple rinse with approved water, a final rinse with deionized water, and
allowed to air dry followed by a triple poly-wrap to protect before utilization.

9.0 INVESTIGATION DERIVED WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN

The investigation derived waste (lOW) management plan provides the proposed management
of IDW generated during Phase II RI/FS activities. These wastes include soil cuttings, pre
sampling development and purged groundwater, and decont\,mination water. The lOW
management plan complies with applicable or relevant and appropriate requirements (ARARs).
The site-specific ARARs have been derived through the PA, SI, and Phase I RI/FS investigations
in consensus with EPA. The management of soil cuttings during Phase 11 drilling operations has
been discussed and approved by Region VII EPA. The management plan is supported by the
analy1ical results of previous investigations which indicate that little to no volumes of hazardous
waste as defined by RCRNCERCLA would be generated by the investigation. In addition, many
proposed monitoring well locations are located near existing piezometers that do not indicate
contamination. However, for the purposes of estimating Phase II costs and according to the
contract terms, 10 percent of the cuttings and 10 percent of development and purge water is
assumed to require off-site disposal. According to contract terms, IMP will provide temporary
RCRA storage of contaminated lOW until it can be manifested off-site or treated on-site.

01752659,93 7
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9.1 Soil Cuttings

Soil cuttings generated from monitoring well installations located in areas not indicating
contamination in previous investigations will be spread on the ground down-gradient of the
monitoring well. Soil cuttings generated in areas where negligible soil contamination has been
identified will be temporarily stockpiled on a flexible membrane liner with a staked cover unlilthe
disposal fate of the soil can be determined. This will prevent the migration of water or soil, into
or out of the stockpiles. Composite soil samples will be collected from soil cutting piles
generated from borings according to the cone and quarter method. Samples from separate soil
cutting piles within the same sub-site will be composited and sent to ESE, Gainesville, Florida
and analyzed for site-specific ARARs. Soil sample results for explosives will be confirmed by
second column analysis. The soil cuttings will also be field screened with an OVA and HNU for
volatile organics. If analytical results indicate concentrations below ARARs, the stockpiled soil
will be spread out around the well and the site will be returned to its original condition.

Soil cuttings generated from monitoring well borings in an area that has been identified as
containing contaminants above the site specific ARAR or soils exhibiting elevated OVA or HNU
readings will be drummed and labeled. Drum identification will consist of the date of generation,
sub-site, depths contained in the drum, the monitoring well number, and the date a compcsite
soil sample was taken from the drum.

A soil sample will be taken from each drum associated with a specific boring and composited
according to appropriate ASTM methodology. The composite sample will be submitted to ESE
for expedited relevant analysis. Soil cuttings exhibiting analytical result above ARARs will be
placed in an approved landfill on-site such as the on-site Inert Disposal Facility or fly ash landfill.

Soil cuttings excavated from shallow soil boring locations will be back-filled and tamped down
the open borehole. The total depth of the soil borings is estimated to be 15 feet in the
unconsolidated overburden. The spoil pile will be placed on a plastic impermeable liner to
prevent any possible surficial contamination before being back-filled.

9.2 Decontamination Water

Two temporary decontamination stations will be constructed in the northern and southern
portions of the facility to reduce travel and decontamination time between well sites. The
northern station is proposed to be located directly south of the truck wash, and the southern
station at the demolition area. The truck wash building will also be utilized to decontaminate
smaller drilling equipment. The Decontamination water generated as a result of steam-cleaning
is proposed to be processed at one of IMP's treatment systems such as the unit at Une 2. The
treatment consists of a settling basin, flocculation, and activated carbon filtration prior to
discharge. It is estimated that approximately 20,000 gallons of water would be generated
through decontamination, development and pre-sample purging water.

The decontamination station construction will consist of a 6 to 12 inch, 12 by 35 foot base, of

01752659.93 8



crushed limestone with a gravity drain to a prefabricated sump pit or 55 gallon drum. A wooden
framework will be built on three sides of the stalion using 4 by 4 wooden posts which penetrate
the ground by three feet and extend above ground as high as necessary (usually about 8 feet).
The vertical 4 by 4 posts are tied together using 2 by 4 wooden horizon members. The finished
framework is covered with an impermeable hypolon ,. liner. The hypolon is breached
immediately above the sump pit to allow fluids to collect into it. The breach is large enough to
allow a submersible pump to be installed in the sump which is used to pump the water into an
approved holding tank. A sketch of the decontamination station is provided as Figure 3.

9.3 Development and Presample Purging Groundwater

All development and presample purging water will be containerized in labeled 55-gallon drums.
The drums will be placed on wooden pallets to prevent subsidence and temporarily stored at the
well site until disposal fate is determined. The drums will be identified by date of generation,
monitoring well number and sub-site number. The drums will be sampled and analysis results
expedited for quick turn-around and disposition of the drums. Based on the analytical result,
drums with groundwater concentrations below ARARs will be discharged to the ground surface.
Groundwater with concentrations above ARARs will be processed through one of IMP's
Decontamination water generated as a resuit of steam-cleaning is proposed to be processed at
one of IMP's treatment systems such as Line 2.
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ABSTRACT

Weathering zone terminology is the "shorthand" phrases or symbols used
to describe Quaternary sediments, exclusive of solum or paleosolum. It is
just as important to standardize descriptions of materials, as it is to stand
ardize labcratory techniques, because all lab data are inextricably linked
to the description of the materials.

Standard weathering zone terminology is quantified in terms of specific
associations of moist Munsell colors, iron segregations, and the presence or
absence of carbonates. The basic terms are: oxidized, deoxidized in loess,
reduced in till, unoxidized; leached and unleached; with modifiers to indi
cate seyere mottling, secondary carbonates, and jointing (in till). Symbol
abbreviations and their order are also specified.

There are conceptual problems with these terms because deoxidized, re
duced, and unoxidized are not synoni~ous with a reduced chemical state. Chem
ical data document differences in the distribution of iron oxides, and also
show a progressive increase in the amount of ferrous iron "as colors change
from oxidized to unoxidized. As long as these relations are understood the
color-related "oxidation" terms are useful descriptive tools.

Various lines of research indicate that weathering zones are related to
hydrologic conditions. Research is continuing ih this area.

'Journal Paper No. J-9334 of the Iowa Agriculture
and Home Economics Experiment Station, Ames, Iowa.
Project No. 2100.
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INTRODUCTION

"Weathering zone" terminology refers to the short~~

phrases which are used to describe Quaternary sediments in terms

of their color and the presence or absence of soluble carbonate

minerals. In Iowa this terminology is used to summarize the

description of material below the solum (A and B horizons). For

soil descriptions, modern, relict, or buried, standard descrip-

tive terminplogy and nomenclature are used (Soil Survey Staff

1951, 1975). Horizon designations such as AI, A2, B22t, B23g,

etc., form a standard shorthand notation to convey to the in-

formed reader what the properties of that horizon are, when it

is not possible to present a full description. Weathering zone

terminology provides a short-hand for C horizon materials.

Wherever possibl~ detailed descriptions should be provided.

This is often not practical, especially in publications. Thus,

the proper use of these shorthand descriptors is imperative.

Just as it is important to standardize our methods of analyses
•

to provide comparative laboratory data, it is perhaps more impor-

tant to begin with a standard description of the material-- be-

cause all our data eventually are related to this.

It also is important to understand fully the nature of

weathering zones. Very abrupt cOntacts between these zones may

coincide with stratigraphic breaks. However, the more gradual

transitions between these zones in natural progression should

not be confused with stratigraphic boundaries.
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Historical Development

Weathering zones in unconsolidated sediments have been de

scribed on the basis of the presence or absence of carbonates

and interpreted oxidation states (from color).

The terminology of weathered zones in Quaternary deposits

in Iowa has a long history (Kay, 1916b; Kat and Pearce, 1920:

Kay and Apfel, 1929, p. 162). In other areas of the Upper Mis

sissippi valley numbers have been applied to designate weathering

zones (Leighton and MacClintock, 1930). More recently, mineral

zonations have been successfully used to differentiate weathering

zonation (Frye, Glass, and Willman, 1962, 1968; Kleiss and Fehren

bacher, 1973). The standard terminology discussed in this paper

concentrates on simple terms that can be applied by field ob

servations. Table 1 shows the references for the first detailed

use of various terms in Iowa.

Carbonate Status - Leached and Un leached Zones

Smith (1942), Hutton (1947), Frye and Leonard (1952, p. 129),

and others have shown that loess particles were originally de

posited in a calcareous matrix. Similar assumptions have been

made for till deposits in Iowa (Kay, 1916b; Kay and Pearce, 1920;

Kay and Apfel, 1929: Kay and Graham, 1943). Therefore, the terms

leached and un leached provide utility for descriptive purposes.

The zones are determined by the usual simple test for a reaction

with dilute hydrochloric acid. Only the presence or absence of

the more soluble bases, calcium and magnesium carbonates, are des

cribed by these terms.
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Table 1. Reference to initial use of weathering zone terms in

Iowa.

OL - oxidized and leached (Kay and Apfel, 1929, p. 109).

ou - oxidized and un leached (Kay and Apfel, 1929, p. 109).

DL - deoxidized and leached (Kay and Graham, 1943, p. 170; Ruhe,

1954b ).

DU - deoxidized and unleached (Ruhe, 1954b).

UU - unoxidized and un leached (Kay and Apfel, 1929, p. 109).

The leaching process commences with the removal of carbon

ates. The process involves the reaction of carbon dioxide with

water) forming carbonic acid within the sediment matrix. This

in turn reacts with the carbonate minerals releasing the highly

mobile calcium ion and forming bicarbonate.

The rate of leaching is a complex process and is dependent on

a series of physical and chemical parameters (Ruhe, 1969a, p. 8).

For example, increases in the carbon dioxide partial pressure on

the soil solution will increase the hydrogen ion concentration

and the rate of carbonate solution (Krauskopf, 1967, p. 108).

Oxidation Zones

The use of oxidation states to describe characterlstics of

soils and their parent materials was introduced by Russell (1889,

p. 15) in his study of soils from a variety of rock formations

in the southeastern United States. The terms oxidation and de

oxidation were introduced by Van Hise (1904, p. 204, 461-573)

in his classical treatise regarding the belt of weathering. He

discussed oxidation states in terms of the chemical status of iron.
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Oxidation in sediments relates to the state of aeration. Oxi-

dized sediments exist in an environment where the oxygen supply

is high and/or the oxygen supply exceeds the biological oxygen

demand. In the oxidation process of unconsolidated sediments,

iron is the most commonly oxidized element (Carroll, 1970, p. 113).

The oxidation of iron, from the ferrous to the ferric state, in

the weathering of common rock-forming minerals disrupts the elec

trostatic neutrality of the crystal lattice. This disruption

allows for the collapse of the crystal lattice and promotes an

additional weathering process, in the presence of oxygenated

water; it allows for the formation of an oxide, Fe 20
3

(hematite),

or hydrous oxides such as Fe 203 .H 2 0 (goethite), and 2Fe 20
3

.3H 2 0

(limonite). The oxidation of manganese is more complex because

of the number of oxidation states it processes. However, manganese

is readily weathered to an oxidized form in an aerated environ-

ment.

black.

The products of manganese oxidation are dark brown or

Reduction or deoxidation occurs in an environment where the

oxygen supply is limited or the biological oxygen demand is high.

This process occurs where the sediments are in an environment

of saturation or near-saturation. The occurrence of these mois

ture regimes is related to either permanent or temporary high

water tables and the presence of organic materials and micro-

organisms. In a deoxidized environment the iron is reduced to

a highly mobile ferrous form (Cate, 1964). The ferrous iron

may be lost from the sediments if there is a net movement of

the ground water. If, on the other hand, the ferrous iron remains
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in the sediment matrix it may move into crevices or channels

within the sediment and be oxidized or remain in the matrix and

react with sulfides in the reduced state.

An unoxidized state occurs, in theory, when the sediment

matrix has not been exposed to oxygen or oxygenated waters. In

the unweathered common rock-forming minerals the iron exists in

the ferrous state.

The matrix colors of sediments have generally been related

to the state of oxidation and the chemical status and distribu-

tion of iron. The oxides or lron have optical properties

that may be determined by the distance between iron

atoms. These properties are a function of the allochromatic

nature of the iron compound. For example Fe 20 3 , hematite, has
o

an iron-iron distance of 2.88A and has a red color (Pauling,

1960, p. 438). The hydrated iron oxides, such as goethite and

limonite tend to be lighter in color. A reduced form of iron,
o

iron sulfide, has an iron-sulfide distance of 2.27 A and has a

very light color (Pauling, 1960, p. 248). The bluish and dark

gray colors of ferrous oxides are evidently the result of iron

existing in two valence states in the reduced form (Mason and

Berry, 1968, p. 111). Color is not then a true guide to oxida-

tion states because color is dependent on chemical subdivisions,

minor impurities, the distribution of these secondary iron com-

pounds within the matrix, as well as the degree of hydration

Krauskopf, 1967, p. 108). This will be discussed in later sec-

tions also.
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As discussed previously, field studies in the Upper Mis

sissippi Valley region and especially in Iowa have made use of

terms that have presumed a relationship between color and oxi

dation states. In these studies the color ranges for the oxi

dized zone include reddish-brown, yellowish-brown, and olive

brown (Kay and Pearce, 1920; Kay and Apfel, 1929; Kay and Graham,

1943; Ruhe, 1954b; Ruhe, Prill, and Riecken, 1955; Ruhe, 1969a).

Fenton (1966) defined the matrix of the oxidized zone as having

hues of 2.5Y or redder with values of 3 or higher and chroma

of 2 or higher. Gray mottlings could make up 10 to 40% of the

matrix.

The color range for the matrix of the deoxidized zone has

been centered on a gray or light gray hue (Kay, 1916; Ruhe, 1954b;

Ruhe et al., 1955; Ruhe and Scholtes, 1956; Daniels, Simonson,

and Handy, 1961; Fenton, 1966; Ruhe, 1969a). Fenton (1966) de

fined the colors of the deoxidized matrix. His criteria required

that at least 60% of the sediment matrix contain hues of 2.5Y

and 5Y having values of 5 and 6 with chroma of 1 and 2. Segre

gated iron exists in the deoxidized zone in the form of concre

tions and tubules. The color of these segregations would be

similar to the colors observed in the matrix of the oxidized

zone (Fenton, 1966).

The colors observed for an unoxidized matrix include dark

gray, dark greenish gray, greenish gray, green, blue, and bluish

gray (Kay, 1916; Kay and Pearce, 1920; Kay and Apfel, 1929; Kay

and Graham, 1943; Ruhe, 1954b; Ruhe and Scholtes, 1956; Daniels

et al., 1961; Fenton, 1966; Ruhe, 1969a). Fenton (1966) defined
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the colors of the unoxidized matrix to include hues of 5Y, 5GY,

5SG, and 5G having values of 4 and 5 with chroma of 0 and 1.

Segregation of iron into nodules or tubules does not occur in

the unoxidized zone.

The actual chemical status of iron in the oxidation zones

has been studied only recently. Oxidized zones have free iron

oxide contents, determined chemically by extraction with sodium

hydrosulfite and expressed as an oxide, which varies from 1.5 to

3.5% (Ruhe, 1969a, p. 49). Extraction of free iron oxide by

the sodium dithionite-sodium citrate method (Holmgren, 1967)

from oxidized zones in loess has yielded values from 0.8 to

1. 7% (Fenton, 1966; Huddleston, 1969; McKim, 1972). In the oxi-

dized zone, the ferrous iron content expressed as an oxide varies

from 1 x 10- 4 to 5 x 10- 4% (Daniels, et a1., 1961).

Data for free iron oxide and ferrous iron in deoxidized

matrices are also available (Daniels, et al., 1961). These re-

sults were obtained from samples in deoxidized zones of both

loess and till from western and central Iowa. Their results

indicated that the reduced iron content is low in the deoxidized

-4zone, ranging from 1 to 5 x 10 % for the gray sediment matrix.

However, the gray matrix of the deoxidized zone yielded lo~

ferric oxide values, also. These values were in the range of

0.3 to 0.6%. The free iron-oxide content of the vertical tubules

or pipestems, which were segregated in the deoxidized zone,

varied from 9 to 26%. Free iron oxide values (sodium dithionite-

sodium citrate) of 0.4% were reported for the gray sediment matrix

in samples form deoxidized loess from east-central Iowa
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(Fenton, 1966). Daniels, et al., (19611 reported ferrous iron

-4values for the unoxidized zone ranging from 4 x 10 to 2.3 x

Free iron oxide values from the same samples varied

from 0.1 to 0.6%. They also reported that the solar of the un

oxidized sediment changed upon exposure to the air. Free iron

oxide values of 0.4% were reported for the matrix of unoxidized

loess from east-central Iowa (Fenton, 1966, p. 201).

These data present a dilemma for oxidation terminology in

that deoxidized and even unoxidized are not wholly synonymous

with reduced. The deoxidized matrix colors are more a function

of low total free iron than the presence of abundant ferrous

iron.

The change in color from oxidized through unoxidized does

show a progressive increase in the amount of ferrous iron pres-

ent, though. Data in figures 1 and 2 show the amount of fer-

rous iron as a percentage of total dithionate extractable iron,

plotted versus Munsell color. Figure 2 contains data from Daniels

et aI, (1961) and from the present study, from soil and sediment

samples. Data in figure 1 are from Bradbury, Graham, and Ruhe

(1977) from soils and sediments which have been submerged under

a reservoir. Because of submergenc~ these soils are being al-

tered, the free iron compounds are being reduced, and the colors

are moving toward the "unoxidized" colors. As the colors shift

from 10YR to 2.SY to SY, N, SGY, and SG-SBG,the percentage of

ferrous iron does indeed increase.

There are other conceptual problems with the oxidation ter-

minology. The concept of the unoxidized zone (being that the
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sediment matrix has never been exposed to oxygen or oxygenated

waters) may be applicable to till deposits; till being deposited

from ice as a wet slurry. However, this concept isn't really

appropriate for loess. Loess, being a wind-blown sediment,

was certainly in an oxidized state while in transport in the

atmosphere. Certainly it may have been (and was) deposited into

a poorly drained environment, which produced the unoxidized

zones in loess that we see today. But originally these deposits

must have been oxidized.

Even though the oxidation terms do not wholly fit with

their historical concepts, the chemical data do support the

relative chemical status between the zones. All the zones have

about the same range of free iron, on the bulk level. As we

progress from oxidized to deoxidized, or especially the re

duced zone in till deposits (described in the next section),

to unoxidized the relative amount of ferrous iron increases

(up to 90% of total free iron or greater). Also, the deoxi

dized zone, as it implies, does show the effects of the mobili

zation and movement of iron compounds. The light gray matrix

has very low reduced iron values but mainly exhibits low total

free iron. The iron, outside silicate mineral structures is

concentrated into secondary segregations of ferric oxides, such

as mottles, tubules (pipestems), and nodules.

TERMINOLOGY

In the past, the same terms (Table 1) have been applied

to loess, till, and other sediments. The deoxidized criteria
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for loess are not wholly appropriate for till and added descrip-

tors are also necessary. Two sets of terminology will there-

fore be presented here. The numerical values for color refer

to mo~st Munsell colors as determined on fresh samples. If

samples are allowed to dry in the laboratory, they may change

color irreversibly (Daniels, et al., 1961).

As discussed, there are conceptual problems with the use

of "oxidation" terms, inferred from sediment colors. Miller

(1974) discussed the possible replacement of these terms with

color-related connotative names: "brunambric" for oxidized;

"pallic" for deoxidized. and "glaucic" for unoxidized. However,

we have chosen to retain the use of the classical "oxidation"

terms. in spi te of their technica 1 mi sconceptions. because of

their long historical usage. When the conceptual problems and

the nature and distribution of the iron compounds are understood.

the color-related oxidation terms can be useful descriptive tools.

Loess

Standard symbols, terms. and their defined use for loess

are:

First Symbol - color reference.

o - oxidized; 60% of matrix has hues of 2.5Y or redder.

values of 3 or higher. and may have segregation of

secondary iron compounds into mottles. tubules, or

nodules.

D - deoxidized; 60% of matrix has hues of 10YR. 2.5Y, andl

or 5Y. values of 5 and 6. and chromas of 1 or 2 with
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segregation of iron (ferric oxides) into tubules

(pipestems) or nodules.

U - unoxidized; matrix has hues of 5Y, 5GY, 5GB, and 5G,

values of 4, 5, or 6, and chromas of 1 or less (except

5Y 6/1 is deoxidized), with no segregation of iron into

tubules or nodules. May include hues of N or values

of 3 or less with the presence of zones with abundant

organic matter; these are often described as organic

bands.

Second Symbol - leached or un leached state.

U - unleached; primary carbonates present.

L - leached; no carbonates detectable (with dilute Hel).

L2 - leached; primary carbonates absent, secondary car-

bonates present.

Modifier Symbols - when used precedes first symbol.

M - mottled; refers to zones containing 20-50% contrasting

mottles.

Examples: OL - oxidized, yellowish brown

or strong brown matrix, and leached.

DU - unoxidized, dark greenish gray matrix and unleached.

MOL - mottled, oxidized - yellowish brown or strong

brown matrix with gray mottles, leached.

MDU - mottled, deoxidized - grayish brown matrix with

strong brown pipestems and strong brown mottles,

unleached.
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Till

Standard symbols, terms, and their defined use for till

are:

First Symbol - color reference

o - oxidized; 60% of matrix has hues redder than 2.SY (ex.

10YR, 7.SYR); hues of 2.SY, with values of S or higher,

but including 2.SY 4/4: may have segregation of second

ary compounds into mottles, tubules, or nodules, etc.

R - reduced: 60% of matrix has hues of 2.SY, with values

of 3 or less, hues of 2.SY, with value of 4, with

chromas of 2 or less; hues of SY, N, SGY, SG, SBG, and

SG, values of 4 or higher (usually values in this

zone are S or higher). Colors in this zone are nearly

always mixed as weak mottles, diffuse blends of color,

or as discrete bands. Discrete vertical bands of re

duced colors may occur for some distance adjacent to

joints. These bands may eventually grade into uniform

unoxidized material. In this zone there may be con

siderable segregation of secondary iron compounds (with

oxidized colors) into mottles, nodules, or sheets along

cleavage planes, or joints.

U - unoxidized; matrix uniform; has hues of SY and N, values

of S or less, SGY, SG, SBG, SG, with values of 6 or

less; with no segregation of iron compounds into mottles,

nOdules, etc.
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Second Symbol - if used

J - jointed, describes the presence of well-defined verti

cal joints in the till; joints often show oxidized and

reduced colors, often have coatings or rinds of secon

dary iron-oxides; occasionally other secondary miner

als such as calcite or gypsum.

Second or Third Symbol - leached or un leached state; same

as for loess.

U - unleached.

L - leached.

L2 - leached of primary carbonates, but secondary carbon-

ates present.

Modifier Symbols - when used precede first symbol, as

with loess.

M - mottled; zones with 20-50% contrasting mottles; when

used with the ~~oxidized zone designation it infers

20% or less mottles of reduced colors.

Examples: JRU-jointed reduced unleached-mixed olive (5Y4/4

and 5Y4/3) and very dark grayish brown (2.5Y 3/2), with

common gray (5Y5/1) and light olive brown (2.5Y

5/4) mottles; prominent vertical joints, with 1 em

strong brown (7.5Y 5/8) segregations along the joint;

unleached.

JUU - jointed, unoxidized, unleached-uniform dark greenish

gray (5GY 4/1) matrix, with few thin vertical joints,

which have mottled light olive brown (2.5Y 5/6) and

olive gray (5Y 5/2) faces, and a 3 cm rind of greenish

gray (5GY 5/1); unleached.
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MUL - mottled, unoxidized, leached - dark greenish gray

(5GY 4/1) matrix with few, small gray (5Y 5/1) mottles;

leached.

Other Materials

Other materials, such as alluvium, lacustrine sediments,

etc., can also be described by these terms. Dependent upon

the texture and density of these materials the terms for loess

or till may be more appropriate.

Discussion

As with any system of classification of natural entities,

the boundaries between these "pigeonholes" are very trans i-

tional. Table 2 shows a vertical sequence of weathering zone

abbreviations that might be encountered in a transitional but

complete sequence in loess or till. The subdivisions and color

"quanti fica tion" of these zones have evo 1ved from n1ilmerous des-

criptions of outcrops and core-samples from depths of 5 to 400

feet. As with any classification, judgements must be made on

transitional samples.

Table 2. Vertical sequence of weathering zones that might be

encountered in a complete transitional sequence.

LoesS Till

OL OJL
OL2 MOJL
MOU MOJL2
MDU MOJU
DU MRJU
UU RJU

~1UJU

UJU
UU
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The deoxidized zone terms have been replaced by the re-

duced zone in till deposits primarily because this intermediate

zone exhibits a much wider range of colors in till than in th~

loess. Also, the secondary segregations of iron in till gener

ally do not occur as the thin tubules or pipestems that are so

classically a trait of deoxodized loess.

There is also a great deal of overlap in the Munsell colors

defined for the reduced and unoxidized till zones. These zones

are often much more transitional than the deoxidized and unoxi

dized zones in loess. As expressed in their definitions, the

reduced zone usually has higher values and chromas than the un

oxidized zone. Another typical characteristic is that the re

duced zone is highly variegated, and may have oxidized segrega

tions such as mottles, nodules, and joint coatings. By contrast,

the unoxidized zone is very uniform, except possibly along narrow

bands adjacent to vertical joints.

Another difference between the till and loess terms is

that values of 2 and 3 are allowed in the unoxidized till but

not in unoxidized loess. When values this low are encountered

in loess (ex. N2/0, 5Y 3/1), they occur as "organic bands"

within the unoxidized zone,and are described as such. In till,

organic material can be incorporated to impart these dark colors

but it generally does not occur as distinct bands and obviously

does not have the same significance as in the loess. Conse

quently, these colors are lumped in the unox!idized zone. Prob

lems also arise in deoxidized loess. Where organic bands or

the basal loess paleosol occur in deoxidized loess, they often
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exhibit lOYR, or 2.5Y hues, with 4/2 value and chroma. These

are sometimes mistakenly described as oxidized. As shown by

McKim (1972) these 4/2 colors reflect the increase in organic

carbon content and should be noted as organic bands also.

The jointed modifier in till is also of significance.

Joints affect the hydrologic and engineering properties of till.

Work in progress suggests that they also influence stream valley

development. Joints are significant features and should be part

of a complete description.

SIGNIFICANCE OF WEATHERING ZONES

A great deal of research is in progress concerning the

nature of weathering zones. Some pertinent hydrologic obser

vations can be summarized here.

Drainage classes of soils have historically been separated

using color criteria and degree of mottling. Well drained soils

have red (or YR) hues, analogous to the oxidized zone; poorly

and very poorly drained soils show strong mottling and gleyed

hues, like the deoxidized zones. Figure 3 shows a statistical

summary of several thousand monthly observations of water table

conditions, taken over a period of several years, from allover

Iowa. These observations document the color-related interpre

tations of drainage conditions.

Similar relations can be shown in regard to weathering

zones below the soil profiles, as well. Ruhe (1969b) and Wor

cester (1973) have shown that as the Wisconsinan loess system

atically thins away from the Missouri River in southern Iowa,
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the water table, which is perched on the underlying Yarmouth

Sangamon paleosol, comes progressively closer to the land sur

face. This water table rises, in a relative sense, as the

loess thins and the deoxidized zone gets closer to the surface

in response.

As examples of these relations, figures 4 and 5 show inter

fluve and divide transects in Marion County (Girgus, 1976).

These cross-sections show the relationships of the high, low,

and average water table recorded from July 1974 through Septem

ber 1975. This study and others indicate that the deoxidized

colors occur in zones of fluctuating water table conditions-

being saturated long enough to reduce and mobilize iron com

pounds, yet these zones are unsaturated long enough to allow

migration and crystallization of the iron compounds in second

ary segregations of ferric oxides-- such as the pipestems.

Also, as the iron oxides become more segregated, the percentage

of gray fabric increases, and the aeration porosity decreases

(McKim, 1972).

Figures 6 and 7, from Girgus' study, show that relationships

between water table conditions and more subtle features such

as depths to yellowish brown mottles and depths to gray mottles

and colors can also be described.

For the past four years, bulk density and field moisture

contents have been measured during investigations of engineering

properties of loess and till. The samples range from 6 to 88

feet in depth. From these data the percent saturation can be

calculated. As these data have been collected from sites all
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over Iowa during all seasons but mid-winter, they form a sta

tistical sampling of conditions similar to the water table data

in figure 3. These data are summarized in figure 8 by weathering

zones. These measurements also support the relations between

hydrologic regime and weathering zones. The modal class of per

cent-saturation increases from 60-70% for oxidized zones; to

80-90% for mottled oxidized; to 90-97% for deoxidized; 90-100%

for reduced; and 97-100% for jointed unoxidized till and for un

oxidized till and loess. As would be expected, the range of per

cent saturation observed decreases from oxidized to unoxidized,

indicating more permanent saturation in the unoxidized zone. In

the unoxidized zones, only 21% of the observations were less than

100% saturated. Of these, 18% were either mottled-unoxidized

or samples from Yarmouth-Sangamon paleosols that were included

in the data.

Figure 9 shows a summary plot of the percent saturation

at 1/3 bar moisture content. If we make the general assumption

that 1/3 bar moisture approximates field capacity, then the per

centage of saturation at the mode of field capacity (70-80%)

for medium density till (1.68-1.82 glee) is between the modes

for the oxidized and mottled-oxidized zone measurements (fig. 8).

This seems to indicate that oxidized conditions can be obtained

even without much desiccation below field capacity. Conversely,

figure 9B shows that modal field capacity for heavy textured

(45-61% clay) Yarmouth-Sangamon paleosols and a few samples

of high-density till (1.92-1.98 glee) is 90-97% of saturation.

Even where these deposits are exhumed by erosion in a relatively
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well-drained environment, they have maintained their reduced

to unoxidized colors. The reason may be that when

drained to field capacity these materials are still 90-97% sat

urated and there is essentially no aeration porosity to allow

oxidation.

Figure 10 shows a transect through a till landscape in

Buchanan County. The diagram shows the stratigraphy and the

abbreviations for the weathering zones. The water table obser

vations were taken in late summer of 1977, after 2 years of

drought conditions when many water levels were at record lows.

Even at this time the water table is encountered in the very

bottom of the jointed-unoxidized zone. The interesting point

of this site is that the land surface crosscuts the stratigraph

ic units; the water table, as expected, tends to parallel the

land surface. The weathering zones in turn parallel the land

surface and the water table -- regardless of the stratigraphic

units.

Enigma of the Deoxidized Zone

All the available evidence points to consistent rela

tionships between hydrologic conditions and weathering zones. Re

search continues to further document these relationships.

Certain problems still exist with our understanding of the

deoxidized zones in loess. In general, in thick loess sequences

overlying very low permeability Yarmouth-Sangamon paleosols,

the deoxidized zone occurs as a transition zone above unoxidized

loess. This seems to be a result of the fluctuation of the
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water table in the deoxidized zone over the permanently satu

rated unoxidized zone. In thin loess sequences where the water

table may fluctuate throughout the entire thickness of loess,

there may be no appreciable unoxidized zone (such as in figs.

4 and 5). In these areas, the deoxidized zone may be exhumed

on side slopes, where Holocene hillslope erosion has eroded the

loess to expose the deoxidized material in what is now a well

drained environment.

The deoxidized zone may also occur as the basal weathering

zone where the loess overlies the Late Sangamon soil or glacial

till on erosion surfaces and narrow interfluves. In these posi

tions water is only perched temporarily at the lithologic con

tact with the underlying less permeable till or paleosols.

In eastern Iowa deoxidized zones may also occur "perched"

between oxidized zones where deoxidized loess overlies oxidized

eolian sand. The likely explanation is that moisture tension

perches water in the smaller pores of the finer-textured loess

versus the larger pores of the coarser textured sand. Water is

held up by tension in the finer pores until enough head is de

veloped to overcome this tension and then the water can flow into

me larger pores in the sand. Neutron probe data (fig. 11) sup

port this interpretation. Similar situations were documented

by Vreeken (1968).

In western Iowa, however, deoxidized loess occurs between

oxidized loess with no apparent difference (as with the sand

zone above) to cause perching of water. This has been inter

preted as a relict condition caused by once higher water tables
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The classical "oxidation" terms oxidized, deoxidized, and

unoxidized present conceptual and technical problems because

deoxidized and unoxidized are not wholly synonymous with a re

duced chemical state. Deoxidized colors, for example, are more

a function of low total free iron than the presence of abundant

ferrous iron. Also, the concept of unoxidized, indicating never

having been oxidized is certainly not appropriate for loess.

Chemical data do show that, as colors change from oxidized,

to deoxidized in loess, or reduced in till, to unoxidized there

is a progressive increase in the amount of ferrous iron present.

When the conceptual problems and the nature and distribu

tion of the iron compounds are understood, these color-related

oxidation terms can be useful descriptive tools.

With this in mind, standard terminology is defined and

quantified in terms of specific moist Munsell colors and iron

segregations, and the presence or absence of carbonates. The

basic terms are: oxidized, deoxidized in loess, reduced in till,

unoxidized, leached and unleached; with modifiers to indicate

mottling, secondary carbonates, and jointing in till. Symbol

abbreviations and their sequence are also specified.

Just as mottling and gleyed colors are indications of

drainage and water table conditions in soils, abundant research

indicates that weathering zones are related to hydrologic condi

tions. In general, the deoxidized and reduced zones are marked

by fluctuating water tables and saturated conditions. Unoxi

dized zones are related to nearly permanent saturation. Re

search continues to investigate these relationships.
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STANDARD SOIL BORING LOGS (FIGURE 1)

• These soil boring logs have been compiled to follow the CERCLA A
Compendium of Superfund Field Operations Methods and RCRA Ground
Water Monitoring Technical Enforcement Guidance Document requirements
for soil/field boring logs. They should also be applicable for various other
types of subsurface soil characterizations.

• Perform in accordance with the Unified Soil Classification system (USCS)
descnbed in ASTM D2487 (Attachment 1).

• Approach and format should be similar to ASTM D2488 (Attachment 2).

• Although ASTM DI586 calls for an I8-inch split-spoon sampler, we normally
use a 24-inch split spoon. Record all four 6-inch intervals when recording the
Standard Penetration Test (SPT) blow counts. However, record only the
blow counts for the 6- to I2-inch plus 12- to IS-inch intervals when recording
the N-value.

• Most importantly, descriptions should be given in a consistent order and
format. The recommended order is as follows:

1. USCS name and symbol. Use the basic name of the predominant
constituent and a single-word modifier indicating the major subordinate
constituent (e.g, silty clay). If the soil is extremely poorly graded, it may
be appropriate to use a two-word modifier (e.g., clayey sandy silt). The
name should be followed by the appropriate USCS symbol (Table 1): for
example, silty sand (SM). If desired, the following terms may be used to
describe the percentages of subordinate constituents:

Trace:

Few:
Little:
Some:

particles are present but estimated to be less
than 5%
5 to 10%
15 to 25%
30 to 45%

2. Color. Describe the basic color of the soil using the Munsell color
system. Color charts for field use are available through Geological
Society of America and National Water Well Association.

3. Description of major constituent. Grain size of major constituent only
using the terminology listed on Table 2. Angularity should also be
described as follows (see Figure 2):

1



Angular:

Subangular:

Subrounded:

Rounded:

particles have sharp edges and relatively plane
sides with unpolished surfaces
particles are similar to angular description but
have rounded edges
particles have nearly plane sides but have well·
rounded corners and edges
particles have smoothly curved sides and no
edges

References for field use are available through Geological Society of
America and National Water Well Association.

4. Grading/sorting/plasticity. Sorting and grading are measures of
uniformity of or distribution of grain sizes in a sedimentary material
(generally for sand or gravel). The following sorting/grading descriptions
may be used:

Well sorted/poorly graded:
Poorly sorted/well graded:

Gap or skip graded:

Bimodal sorting:

small range of grain sizes
wide range of grain sizes (coarse to fine)

wide range of grain sizes with
intermediate sizes missing
two predominant grain sizes

Plasticity, the ability to undergo permanent deformation without rupture
or volume change, is generally ·descnbed for silts or clays as follows:

Nonplastic: a liS-inch thread cannot be rolled at any water
content

Low plasticity: the thread can barely be rolled and the lump
cannot be formed when drier than the plastic
limit

Medium plasticity: the thread is easy to roll and not much time is
required to reach the plastic limit. The thread
cannot be reroDed after reaching the plastic
limit. The lump crumbles when drier than the
plastic limit.

High plasticity: it takes considerable time rolling and kneading
to reach the plastic limit. The thread can be
rerolled several times after reaching the plastic
limit. The lump can be form~d without
crumbling when drier than the plastic limit.
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5. Moisture content. Describe the moisture condition as follows:

Dry:
Moist:
Wet:

absence of moisture, dusty, dry to the touch
damp, but no visible water
visible free water, usually soil is below water table

6. Relative density or consistency. An estimate of the soil density (sand and
gravel) or consistency (silt and clay) should be descnoed as listed in
Table 3. Descriptions based on SPT N-values are preferred; however, the
field test may be used when N-values are unavailable.

7. Soil texture and structure. Discuss any cementation of particles into
aggregates, bedding structure, roots or root holes, debris, etc. Bedding
structure may be descnoed as follows:

Laminated:
Thin bedded:
Medium bedded:
Massive:

layers <0.1" thick
layers 0.1" to 1.2" thick
layers 1.2" to 12" thick
no discernJole internal bedding or bedding> 12"
thick

8. Odor. Descnoe the odor if organic or unusual.

9. Staining. Describe any unusual staining, both natural and foreign.

3
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OISI:RVATION WELL INSTALLATION REPORT

Monitor Well No.
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Table 1.

UNIFIED SOIL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM (USCS)

MAJOR DIVISIONS
GROUP

SYMBOLS
GROUP NAME TYPICAL NAMES

Clayey sands, sand-clay mooures

Well-graded sands and gravelly

sands, little or no fines

Poorly graded sands and

gravelly sands, llitie or no fines

Silty sands, sand-silt mixtures

Clayey gravels, gravel-send-clay

mixtures

Poorly graded gravels end gravel

sand mixtures, little or no fines

Well-graded gravels and gravel

sand mixtures, little or no fines

Poorly graded sand

Silty sand

Clayey sand

Well-greded sand

Cleyey grevel

Well-graded gravel

Poorly graded gravel

SP

SC

SM

GC

GP

GW

ZC/)
«0
WZ-'«
OC/)

C/) Silty gravels, gravel-sand-sill
ill :c C/) GM Silty gravel mixtures
> f-- W l-----+----------I--------------J
;f~~
CJ

~_-_-_I__----L---4-----+_-------+------------

-------------------+-----------...,
Organic clays of medium to high

plasticity

Inorganic clays ot high plasticity,

fat clays

Organic silts, and organic silty

clays of low plasticity

Inorganic silts, very fine sands,

rock flour, sitty or clayey fine sands

OH Organic clay, sill

CH Elastic sill

CL Sill

OL Organic clay, sill

ML Lean Clay

MH Fat clay

lnorganic clays of low to medium

plasticity, gravelly clays, sandy

clays, silty clays, leen c1eys
1-------I----------+---'..:...~...!..:.---~--__1

Inorganic silts, micaceous or

diatomaceous fine sands or

sitts, elastic sitts
f-..c-----t------------+---'-------------i

Q)

>
Q)

'en
o
o
C\l

~ ~
(5 .r::;
C/) OJ

"63 e
z -5
~ ~
(!J ~
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Z Q)
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E
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HIGHLY ORGANIC SOILS PT Peat
Peat, muck, and other highly

organIc soils
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Table 2.
GRAIN SIZE SCALES FOR SEDIMENTS

0968-2.O$e

US Standard
Millimeters Microns

Phi (q) Wentworth Size ClassSieve Mesh # (um)

4096 -12
..J1024 -10

Boulder (-8 to -1211)256 -8 IJJUse
Cobble (-6 to -8p)Wire --!-- 64 -6 >

Squares 16 -4 Pebble (-2 to -6¢) ~5 4 -2 a:6 3.36 -1.75
7 2,83 -1 :5 Granule C)
8 2.38 -1.25

-10 2.00 -1.0
12 1.68 -0.75
14 1.41 -0.5 Very coarse sand
16 1.19 -0,25

-18 1.00 0.0
20 0.84 0.25 a25 0.71 0.5 Sand
30 0.59 0.75 Z-35 --- 1/2 -- 0.50 - - 500 1.0 --- ---
40 0.42 420 1.25

~45 0.35 350 1.5 Medium sand
50 0.30 300 1.75 (/)--60 --- 1/4 - 0,25 250 - -2.0
70 0.21 210 2.25
80 0.177 177 2.5 Fine sand

100 0.149 149 2.75
-120 1/8 - 0.125 125 3.0

140 0,105 105 3,25
170 0.088 88 3.5 Very fine sand
200 Om4 74 3.75

-230 1/16 - 0.0625 62.5 4.0
270 0.053 53 4.25
325 0.044 44 4.5

0,037 37 4.75 SiltAnalyzed 1/32 0.031 31 5.0 a
1/64 0.0156 15.6 6,0

By 1/128 0,0078 7.8 7.0 :>
Pipene

- 1/256 - 0,0039 3.9 8.0
0.0020 2.0 9.0 ~

or 0.00098 0.98 10.0
0,00049 0.49 11.0 Clay

Hydrometer 0.00024 0.24 12.0
0.00012 0.12 13.0
0.00006 0.06 14.0

- --~



TABLE 3.

RELATIVE DENSITY OF NONCOHESIVE SOIL

0-4 Very Loose Easily penetrated with 1/2" steel rod pushed by hand

5-10 Loose Easily penetrated with 1/2" steel rod pushed by hand

11-30 Medium Easily penetrated with 1/2" steel rod driven with 5-lb
hammer

31-50 Dense Penetrated a foot with 1/2" steel rod driven with 5-lb
hammer

>50 Very Dense Penetrated only a few inches with 1/2" steel rod
driven with 5-lb hammer

CONSISTENCY OF COHESIVE SOIL

<2 Very Soft Easily penetrated several inches by fist

2-4 Soft Easily penetrated several inches by thumb
----

5-8 Firm Can be penetrated several inches by thumb with
moderate effort

----
9-15 Stiff Readily indented by thumb but penetrated only

with great effort

16-30 Very Stiff Readily indented with thumbnail--- ---
>30 Hard Indented with difficulty by thumbnail

---- ----
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~t Designation: D 2487 - 85<1

Standard Test Method for
Classification of Soils for Engineering Purposes1

This standard is issued under the fixed designation D 2481; the Dumber immediately foUowing the designation indicates the year of
original adoption or, in the case of revision. the year oftast revision. A number in pareothCS¢$ indicates the year of last reapprovaJ. A
su-perscript epsilon (t) indicates an editorial change sioo: the last revision or reapprovaL

Thu test method ha.s beel! approved/or use by agencies afthe Deparfmeru ofD4enst and fm listing in the DOD JruJex ofS~ificatioru
and Standards.

u NOTE-Sectioo 15 was added editorially in January 1989,

I. ScOpe
1.1 This test method describes a system for classifying

mineral and organo-mineral soils for engineering purposes
based on laboratory determination of particle-size character
istics, liquid limit, and plasticity index and shall be used
when precise classification is required.

NOTE l-U~ of this standard will result in a single dassifiC3tion
group symbol and group name except when a soil contains 5 to 12 %
fiDes or when the plot of the liquid limit and plasticity index values falls
into the crosshatched area of the plasticity chart. In these two cases, a
dual symbol is used, for eJUlDlple, GP-0M, CL-ML When the labora
tory test results indicate that the soil is close to another soil classification
group. the borderline condition can be indicated with two symbols
separated by a slash. The lirn symbol should be the one based on this
sundard, for eJUlDlple, CL/CH, GM/SM, SC/CL Borderline symbols
are particularly useful when the liquid limit value of clayey soils is close
to 50. These soils can have expansive characteristics and the use of a
borderline symbol (CL/CH, Gl/CLl will alert the user of the assigned
clas.si.fjcations of expansive potential

1.2 The group symbol portion of this sytem is based on
laboratory tests performed on the portion of a soil sample
passing the 3-in. (75-mm) sieve (see Specification Ell).

\.3 As a classification system, this test method is limited
to naturally occurring soils.

NOTE 2-The group names and symbols used in this test metboo
may be used as a descriptive system applied to such materials as shale,
claystone, shells, crushed rock, etc. See App:oclix Xl.

\.4 This test method is for qualitative applic2tion only.

NOTE 3-When quantitative information is required for detailed
designs of important structures., this test method must be supplemented
by laboratory tests or other quantitative data to determine performance
characteristics under expected field cooditions.. .

\.5 The system is based on the widely recognized Unified
Soil Oassification System which was adopted by several U.S.
Government agencies in 1952 as an outgrowth of the Airiield
Oassific.ation System developed by A. Casagrande.'

\.6 This standard may involve hazardous materials, oper
ations, and equipment. This standard does not purport to
address all ofthe safety problems associated with its use. It is

I This test method is under the ju.ri5d.iction of ASTM Committee [).18 00 Soil
and Rock and is the direct responsibility of Subcommittet: DI8.07 on Ideotifica
tion and Classification of SlJils.

Current edition approved Oct. 1.5. 1985. Published December 1985. Origin.a1ly
publiWed lU D 2487 - 66 T. Last pw.ious edition D 2487 - 83.

2 Cas.a,gnnde, A:, "Oassification and Identification of Soils.. .. TrOJUacrioltS.
ASCE. 1948, p. 901.

the responsibility ofwhoever uses this standard to consult and
establish appropriate safety and health practices and deter
mine the applicability of regulatory limitations prior to use.

2. Referenced Documents

2.1 ASTM Standards:
C 117 Test Method for Materials Finer Than 75-l.ln1 (No.

200) Sieve in Mineral Aggregates by Washing'
C 136 Method for Sieve Analysis of Fine and Coarse

Aggregates' .
C 702 Practice for Reducing Field Samples of Aggregate

to Testing Size'
D 420 Practice for Investigating and Sampling Soil and .

Rock for Engineering Purposes'
D 421 Practice for Dry Preparation of Sou Samples for.

Particle-Size Analysis and Determination of Soil Con
stants·

D 422 Method for Particle-5ize Analysis of Soils'
D 653 Terminology Relating to Soil, Rock, and Con

tained Fluids'
D 1140 Test Method for Amount of Material in Soils

Finer than the No. 200 (75-l.lm) Sieve'
D 2216 Method for Laboratory Determination of Water

(Moisture) Content of Soil, Rock, and SoU-Aggregate
Mixtures'

D 2217 Practice for Wet Preparation of Soil Samples for
Particle-Size Analysis and Determination of Soil Con'
stants'

D 2488 Practice for Description and IdentifiC3tion of Soils
(Visual-Manual Procedure)'

D 4318 Test Method for Liquid Limit, Plastic Limit, and
Plasticity Index of Soils' -

E 11 Specification for Wire-Cloth Sieves for Testing Pur
poses)

3_ Summary of Test Method

3.1 As illustrated in Table I, this classifiC3tion system
identifies three major soil divisions: coarse-grained soils,
fine-grained soils, and highly organic soils. These three
divisions are further subdivided into a total of 15 basic soil
groups.

) AnnlJtl1 Book ol,.tSTM Stand.aJ-ds, VoIO"W2.
4 AltI'Iu.aI Book ofASTM Stan.d.ards, Vol 04.08.
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TABLE 1 Soli CIJl••ification Chart

Gravels with FllieS More FlfleS dassi1y as ML or MH
than 12 'J; fines c

FtOeS dassify as Cl ()( CH

Group Name-

GM Silty grave:',Q,.H.

GC Clayey grawi.'·O.H

Cu < 4 end/or 1 > Cc > 3£

Clean Gravels
Less than 5 % mes C

Gra_
Mol"e than 50 X of coarse
fraction retained on No, •.......

Coarse-&ained Soils
More than 50 " retained on No.
200 sieV9

Sands 'Ni'ttl Fines Fnes tiassify as ML·or MH
More than 12 'J; mesD

Foes c!aSSify as CL or CH

Sands
50 'l. or more 01 coarse
fraction pas.s.es No.4 s.'eve

Clean Sands
Less than 5 'J; fines 0

Cu;;: 6 and 1 s Cc :s 3£

Co < 6 arv:jJor 1 > Cc > 3~

sw
SP

SM

SC

W~sand

P1 plots 00 or above •A· line

Lean dayx.LM

Fat dayK..L..MCH

OH

OL

MH

CL

ML

Liquid limit - oven dried
Uquid limit _ not dried < 0.75

PI plots below 'A' ......

PI> 7 and plots 00 or above "A" h,l

Uqu;d imit - oven dMed
Liquid Ilmrt - oot dried < 0.75

. organic

Fine.Gralned Sois
50 % or more passes the .No.
200 .......

Highly organic SoCA1s

A Based_on the material p.a.ssing the J..in. rtS-<nm)

sieve.
S If fie1d sampl-e cootaiflOO o:>bbIes or tx:xAders, or

both. add' -with c:obb!es or boulders, 0( bottl· to
group name.

c GraV'64s with 5 to 12 'J; fne:s require dual

symbC<s:
GW.cM~ 9'1''''' with sit
GW-GC~~ gca,$I with doy
GP.cM poorly gradod gca'" with sit
GP-GC poorly gradod 9"'''' \;it!> doy

o San::!s wi1tI 5 to 12 OX fines require: dual
symbC<s:
SW-$M walJ.-gradOO s.and with silt
SW.SC~ sand with doy
SP-SM poorly gradod sand with sit
SP-$C poorly gradod sand with doy

, Cu - 0.,10" 0 ID""i
10 x 60

F If soil o:x'Itains ~ '5 ,. sand, add 'votith sand· to
group name.

G If fines~ as Ct.-ML. use dual symbol GC
GM, or SC-SM.

H If fineS are organic, add "wrth~ fines" to
groop name.

/ It soli torltems ~ 15 X gravel, &del "'Hfth gravel"
to group name.

J If A!1er\:l9rg imits plot in hatd'led area, soil Is a
CL....L. ~1ty doy.

K If soil cex-rtains 15 to 29 %, plus No. 200, aOd
"V\fith sand" Of -with gravel,· whichever is pre.
dominant

L tf SOil contains 2=. 30 ~ plus No. 200, pre.
dominantty sancl', BOd .sandy. to group l'\8fl"'Ie.

PT Peat

hi If soil contains 2: 30 'l. plus No. 200. pr&-
domU1antly 9"'''', add '9"'''"''Y' 10 group name.

H PI 2: .( and plots 00 <:x abcrve •A· ins.
OPt < 4 ()( pActs below 'A" ina.
,. PI plots on CX' ll.bove •A· line.
o PI plots beloN •A' ina.
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GROUP
SYMBOL

c@l 02487

GROUP NAME

LL<50

LL~50

FlG. 1a Flow Chart for Classifying Fine-Grained Soil (SO ~ Of More Passas No. 200 Sieve)

3.2 Based on the results of visual observations and pre
scribed laboratory tests, a soil is catalogued according to the
basic soil groups, assigned a group symbol(s) and name, and
thereby classified. The flow charts, Fig. I for fine-grained
soils, and Fig. 2 for coarse-grained soils, can be used to assign
the appropriate group symbol(s) and name.

4. SignlfiC1Ulce and Use

4.1 This test method classifies soils from any geographic
location into categories representing tbe results of prescribed
laboratory tests to determine the particle-size characteristics,
the liquid limit, and the plasticity index.

4.2 The assigning of a group name and symbol(s) along
with the deSCliptive information required in Practice D 2488
can be used to describe a soil to aid in the evaluation of its
significant properties for engineering use.

4.3 The various groupings of this classification system
have been devised to correlate in a general way with the
engineering bebavior of soils. This test metbod provides a
useful first step in any field or laborntory investigation for
geotechniCll engineering l'urposes.

4.4 This test method may also be used as an aid in
training personnel in the use of Practice D 2488.

5. Terminology

5.1 Definitions-Except as listed below, all definitions are

in accordance with Terms and Symbols D 653.

NOTE 4-For particles rewoed 00 a 3-io. (75-rnrn) U.S. staodard
sieve, the foUo......-ing definitions are suggested:

Cobbles-particles of rock that will pass a 12-;0. (3()().rnrn) squ=
opemng and be retained on a 3-in, (75·mm) U.S. standard sieve, and

Boulders--particles of rock that will no' pass a 12in. (3()().mm)
square opening

5.1.1 gravel-particles' of rock that will pass a 3-in.
(75-mm) sieve and be retained on a No.4 (4.75-mm) U.S.
standard sieve with the following subdivisions:

Coarse-passes 3-in. (75-mm) sieve and retained on '/.-in.
(I9-mm) sieve, and

Fine--passes '/.-in. (l9-mm) sieve and retained on No.4
(4.75-mm) sieve.

5.1.2 sand-particles of rock that will pass a No. 4
(4,75-mm) sieve and be retained on a No. 200 (75-11m) U.S.
standard sieve with the following subdivisions:

Coarse-passes No.4 (4.75-mm) sieve and retained on'
No. 10 (2.00-mm) sieve,

Medium-passes No. 10 (2.00-mm) sieve and retained on
No. 40 (425-11m) sieve, and

Fine--passes No. 40 (425-11m) sieve and retained on No.
200 (75-11m) sieve.

5.1.3 clay--soil passing a No. 200 (75-11m) U.S. standard
sieve that can be made to exhibit plasticity (putty-like
properties) within a range of water contents and that exhibits
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GROUP SYMBOL

C@l D 2487

GROUP NAME

OH

FIG. lb Flow Chart for Cla..ifying Organic F1ne-araine<l Soli (Sll % Of Mora Pa...a No. 200 Sleve)

GROUP SYMBOL GROUP NAME
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considerable strength when air dry. For classification. a clay
'I a fine-grained soil. or the fine-grained portion of a soil,

hh a plasticity index equal to or greater than 4, and the plot
of plasticity index versus liquid limit falls on or above the
"An line.

5.1.4 silt-soil passing a No. 200 (75-jlm) U.S. standard
sieve that is nonplastic or very slightly plastic and that
exhibits little or no strength when air dry. For classification,
a silt is a fine-grained soil, or the fine-grained portion of a
soil. with a plasticity index less than 4 or if the plot of
plasticity index versus liquid limit falls below tbe "A" line.

5.1.5 organic c1ay-a clay witb sufficient organic content
to influence the soil properties. For classification, an organic
clay is a soil that would be classified as a clay except that its
liquid limit value after oven drying is less than 75 % of its
liquid limit value before oven drying.

5.1.6 organic silt-a silt with sufficient organic content to
influence the soil properties. For classification, an organic silt
is a soil that would be classified as a silt except that its liquid
limit value after oven drying is less than 75 % of its liquid
limit value before oven drying.

5.1.7 peat-a soil composed of vegetable tissue in various
stages of decomposition usually with an organic odor. a
dark-brown to black color. a spongy consistency, and a
texture ranging from fibrous to amorphous.

5.2 Descriptions of Terms Specific to This Standard:
5.2. J coefficient ofcurvature, Cc-the ratio (D3O)'/(D,o x

D60), where D60, D30• and D,o are the particle diameters
~orresponding to 60. 30, and 10 % finer on the cumulative

article-size distribution curve. respectively.
5.2.2 coefficient 01 unifonnity. eu-the ratio DwfDlO.

. where D60 and D,o are the particle diameters corresponding

to 60 and 10 % finer on the cumulative particle-size distri
bution curve, respectively.

6. Apparatus

6.1 In addition to the apparatus that may be required for
obtaining and preparing the samples and conducting the
prescribed laboratory tests. a plasticity chart. similar to Fig.
3, and a cumulative particle-size distribution curve, similar
to Fig. 4, are required.

NOTE 5-The "u" line shown on Fig. 3 bas been empirically
determined to be the approximate "upper limit" for natural soils, It is a
good check against erroneous data, and any test results that plot above
or to the left of it should be verified.

7. Sampling

7.1 Samples shall be obtained and identified in accord
ance .with a method or methods, recommended in Recom
mended Practice D 420 or by other accepted procedures.

7.2 For accurate identification, the minimum amount of
test sample required for this test method will depend on
wbich of the laboratory tests need to be performed. Where
only the particle·size analysis of the sample is required,
specimens having the following minimum dry weights are
required:

Ma'\imurn Particle Siu:, Minimum Specimen Size.
Sieve Opening Dry Wdghl

4,75 mID (No.4) 100 g (0.25 Ib)
9.5 mm (1(. in.) 200 g (0.5 Ib)

19.0 mm (¥. in.) 1.0'" (n Ib)
38.1 mm{llhin.) 8.0kg(18Ib)
75.0 rom (3 in.) 60.0 kg (l32lb)

Whenever possible, the field samples sbould bave weights
two to four times larger than sbown.
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SIEVE ANALYSIS
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7.3 when the liquid and plastic limit tests must also be
performed, additional material will be required sufficient to
provide 150 g to 200 g of soil finer than the No. 40 (425-flm)
sieve.

7.4 If the field sample or test specimen is smaller than the
min.imum recommended amoun.t, the report shall include an
appropriate remark.

8. Oa5sification of Peat

8.1 A sample composed primarily of vegetable tissue in
various stages of decomposition and has a fibrous to amor
phous texture, a dark-brown to black color, and an organic
odor should be designated as a highly organic soil and shall
be classified as pe3t, PT, and not subjected to the classifica
tion procedures described hereafter.

9. I'reparn.tion for Oassilication

9.1 Before a soil can be classified according to this test
method, generally L'le particle-size distribution of the minus
3-in. (75-mm) material and the plasticity charncteristics of
the minus No. 40 (425-flm) sieve material must be deter
mined. See 9.8 for the specific required tests.

9.2 The preparntion of the wil specimen(s) and the testing
for particle-size distribution and liquid limit and plasticity
;ndex shall be in accordance with accepted standard proce
Jures. Two procedures for preparation of the soil specimens
for testing for soil classification purposes are given in
Appendixes X3 and X4. Appendix X3 describes the wet
preparation method and is the preferred method for cohesive
soils that have never dried out and for organic soils.

9.3 When reporting soil classifications determined by this
test method, the preparation and test procedures used sball
be reported or referenced.

9.4 Although tbe test procedure used in determining the
particle-size distribution or other considerations may require
a'hydrometer analysis of the material, a hydrometer analysis
is not necessary for soil classification.

9.5 The percentage (by dry weight) of any plus 3-in.
(75-mm) material must be determined and reported as
auxiliary information.

9.6 The maximum particle size sball be detennlned (mea
sured or estimated) and reported as auxiliary information.

9.7 When the cumulative particle-size distribution is re
quired, a set of sieves shall be used which include the
following sizes (with the largest size commensurate with the
maximum particle size) with other sieve sizes as needed or
required to define the particle-size distribution:

3-ln. (75-mm)
'1.-ln.(l9.O-mm)
No.4 (4.75-mm)
No. 10 (2.00-mm)
No. 40 (425-I,m)
No. 200 (75-~m)

9.8 The tests required to be performed in preparation for
classification are as follows:

9.8.1 For soils estimated to contain less than 5 % fines, a
plot of the cumulative particle-size distribution curve of the
fraction coarser than tbe No. 200 (75-f1m) sieve Is required.
The cumulative particle-size distribution curve may be
plotted on a graph similar to that shown in Fig. 4.
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9.8.2 For soils estimated to contain S to IS % fines, a
cumulative particle-size distribution curve, as described in
9.8.1, is required, and the liquid limit and plasticity index are
required.

9.8.2.1 If sufficient material is not available to determine
the liquid limit and plasticity index, the fines should be
estimated to be either silty or clayey using the procedures
described in Practice 0 2488 and so noted in the report.

9.8.3 For soils estimated to contain IS % or more fines, a
determination of the percent fines, percent sand, and percent
gravel is required, and the liquid limit and plasticity index
are required. For soils estimated to contain 90 % fines or
more, the percent fines, percent sand, and percent gravel
may be estimated using the procedures described in Practice
o 2488 and so noted in the report.

10. Preliminary Classification Procedure

10.1 Oass the soil as fine-grained if SO % or more by dry
weight of the test specimen passes the No. 200 (7S-llm) sieve
and follow Section 11.

10.2 Oass the soil as coarse-grained if more than SO % by
dry weight of the test specimen is retained on the No. 200
(7S-jJ.m) sieve and follow Section 12.

11. Procedure for OassifiClltion of Fine-Grained S<lils (SO %
or more by dry weight passing the No. 200 (7S-llm)
sieve)

Il.l The soil is an inorganic clay if the position of the
plasticity index versus liquid limit plot, Fig. 3, falls on or
above the "A" line, the plasticity index is greater than 4, and
the presence of organic malter does not influence the liquid
limit as determined in 11.3.2.

11.1.1 Oassify the soil as a lean clay, CL, if the liquid
limit is less than SO. See area identified as CL on Fig. 3.

11.1.2 Oassify the soil as afar clay, CH, if the liquid limit.
is SO or greater. See area identified as CH on Fig. 3.

NOTE 6-10 cases where the liquid limit exceeds ItO or the plasticity
index. exceeds 60, the plasticity chart may be expanded by maintaining
the same scale on both v.es and extending the .. A" line at the indicated
slope.

11.1.3 Oassify the soil as a silty clay, CL-ML, if the
position of the plasticity index versus liquid limit plot falls
on or above the "A" line and the plasticity index is in the
range of 4 to 7. See area identified as CL-ML on Fig. 3.

11.2 The soil is an inorganic silt if the position of the
plasticity index versus liquid limit plot, Fig. 3, falls below the
"A" line or the plasticity index is less than 4, and presence of
organic malter does not influence the liquid limit as deter
mined in 11.3.2.

11.2.1 Oassify the soil as a silt, ML, if the liquid limit is
less than SO. See area identified as ML on Fig. 3.

11.2.2 Oassify the soil as an elastic silt, MH, if the liquid
limit is SO or greater. See area identified as MH on Fig. 3.

11.3 The soil is an organic silt or clay if organic malter is
present in sufficient amounts to influence the liquid limit as
determined in 11.3.2.

11.3.1 If the soil has a dark color and an organic odor
when moist and warm,. a second liquid limit test shall be
performed on a test specimen which has heen oven dried at
110 ± SOC to a constant weight, typically over night.

11.3.2 The soil is an organic silt or organic clay if the
liquid limit after oven drying is less than 7S % of the liquid
limit of the original specimen determined before oven drying
(see Procedure B of Practice 0 2217).

11.3.3 Oassify the soil as an organic silt or organic clay,
OL, if the liquid limit (not oven dried) is less than SO %.
Oassify the soil as an organic silt, OL, if the plasticity index
is less than 4, or the position of the plasticity index versus
liquid limit plot falls below the "A" line. Oassify the soil as
an organic clay, OL, if the plasticity index is 4 or greater and
the position of the plasticity index versus liquid limit plot
falls on or above the "A" line. See area identified as OL (or
CL-ML) on Fig. 3.

11.3.4 Oassify the soil as an organic clay or organic silt,
OH, if the liquid limit (not oven dried) is SO or greater.
Oassify the soil as an organic silt, OH, if the position of the
plasticity index versus liquid limit plot falls below the "A"
line. Oassify the soil as an organic clay, OH, if the position
of the plasticity index versus liquid-limit plot falls on or
above the"A" line. See area identified as OH on Fig. 3.

11.4 If less than 30 % but IS % or more of the test
specimen is retained on the No. 200 (7S-I'm) sieve, the words
"with sand" or "with gravel" (whichever is predominant)
shall be added to the group name. For example, lean clay
with sand, CL;silt with gravel, ML. If the percent of sand is
equal to the percent of gravel, use "with sand."

11.5 If 30 % or more of the test specimen is retained on
the No. 200 (7S-jJ.m) sieve, the words-"sandy" or "gravelly"
shall be added to the group name. Add the word "sandy" if
30 % or more of the test specimen is retained on the No. 200
(7S-llm) sieve and the coarse-grained portion is predomi
nantly sand. Add the word "gravelly" if 30 % or more of the
test' specimen is retained on the No. 200 (7S-}lm) sieve and
the co:me-grained portion is predominantly gravel. For
example, sandy lean clay, CL; gravelly fat clay, CH; sandy
silt, ML. If the percent of sand is equal to the percent of
gravel, use "sandy."

12. Procedure for C1assifiClltion of Coarse-Grained Soils
(more than SO % retained on the No. 200 (7S-llm) sieve)

12.1 Oass the soil as gravel if more than SO % of the
coarse fraction [plus No. 200 (7S-llm) sieve] is retained on
the No.4 (4.7S-mm) sieve.

12.2 Oass the soil as sand if 50 % or more of the coarse
fraction [plus No. 200 (7S-}lm) sieve] passes the No.4
(4.7S-mm) sieve.

12.3 If 12 % or less of the test specimen passes the No.
200 (7S-llm) sieve, plot the cumulative particle-size distribu
tion, Fig. 4, and compute the coefficient of uniformity, Cu,
and coefficient of curvature, Cc, as given in Eqs I and 2.

eu = D.JD1O (I)

Cc = (D)O)'I(DIO x Dwl (2)

where:
D,o, D"" and D60 = the particle-size diameters corre
sponding to 10, 30, and 60 %, respectively, passing on the
cumulative particle-size distribution curve, Fig. 4.

NOTE 7-It may be necessary to extrapolate the curve to obtain the
D IO diameter.

12.3.1 [fless than S % of the test specimen passes the No.
200 (7S-llm) sieve, classify the soil as a well-graded grayel,
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qW, or well-graded sand, SW, if Cu is greater than 4.0 for
~I or gi-eater than 6.0 for sand, and Cc is at least 1.0 but

!l~, more than 3.0.
12.3.2 If less than 5 % of the test specimen passes the No.

200 (75-flm) sieve, classify the soil as poorly graded gravel,
GP, or poorly graded sand, SP, if either the Cu or the Cc
criteria for well-graded soils are not satisfied.

12.4 If more than 12 % of the test specimen passes the
No. 200 (75-flm) sieve, the soil shall be considered a
coarse-grained soil with fines. The fines are determined to be
either clayey or silty based on the plasticity index versus
liquid limit plot on Fig. 3. (See 9.8.2.1 if insufficient material
available for testing).

12.4.1 Oassify the soil as a clayey gravel, GC, or clayey
sand, SC, if the fines are clayey, that is, the position of the
plasticity index versus liquid limit plot, Fig. 3, falls on or
above the "A" line and the plasticity index is greater than 7.

12.4.2 Oassify the soil as a silty gravel, GM, or silty sand,
SM, if the fines are silty, that is, the position of the plasticity
index versus liquid limit plot, Fig. 3, falls below the "A" line
or the plasticity index is less than 4.

12.4.3 If the fines plot as a silty clay, CL-ML, classify the
soil as a silty, clayey gravel, GC-GM, if it is a gravel or a silty,
clayey sand, SC-SM, if it is a sand.

12.5 If 5 to 12 % of the test specimen passes the No. 200
(75-flm) sieve, give the soil a dual. classification using two
group symbols.

12.5.1 The first group symbol shall correspond to that for
'avel or sand having less than 5 % fines (GW, GP, SW,

~. ), and the second symbol shall correspond to a gravel or
sand having more than 12 % fines (GC, GM, SC, SM).

12.5.2 The group name shall correspond to the first group
symbol plus "with clay" or "with silt" to indicate the
plasticity characteristics of the fines. For example, well
graded gravel with clay, GW-GC; poorly graded sand with
silt, SP-SM (See 9.8.2.1 if insufficient material available for
testing).

NOTE 8-lf the fines plot as a silry clay, CL-ML, the second group
symbol mould be either GC or SC. For example, a poorly grnded sand
'.Vith 10 %fiDes, a liquid limit af20, and a plasticity index of 6 would be

classified as a poorly graded sand with silty clay. SP-SC.

12.6 If the specimen is predominantly sand or gravel but
contains 15 % or more of the other coarse-grained constit
uent, the words "with gravel" or "with sand" shall be added
to the group name. For example, poorly graded gravel with
sand, clayey sand with gravel.

12.7 If the field sample contained any cobbles or boulders
or both, the words "with cobbles," or "with cobbles and
boulders" shall be added to the group name. For example,
silty gravel with cobbles, GM.

13. Report

13.1 The report should include the group name, group
symbol, and the results of the laboratory tests. The particle
size distribution shall be given in terms of percent of gravel,
sand, and fines. The plot of the cumulative particle-size
distribution curve shall be reported if used in classifying the
soil. Report appropriate descriptive information according to
the procedures in Practice D 2488. A local or commercial
name or geologic interpretation for the material may be
added at the end of the descriptive information if identified
as such. The test procedures used shall be referenced.

NOTE 9-Example: Clayey Gravel wirh Sand and Cobbles (GC)
46 % fine to coarse, hard. subrounded gravel; 30 %fine to coarse, hard.,
subrounded sand; 24 % clayey fines, LL ~ 38, PI = 19; weal reactioo
with HO; original field sample had 4 % hard, subrounde<l cobbles;
maximum dimension 150 rom.

In~P!ace Conditions-firm, homogeneous, dry, brown.
Geologic Lnterpretation-alIuviaJ fan.
NOTE JO--Other examples of soil descriptions are given in Appendix

Xl.

14. Precision 8.nd Bias

14.1 This test method provides qU2litative data only;
therefore, a precision and bias stalement is nonapplicable.

15. Index Terms

15.1 Oassification, soil classification, laboratory classifi
cation, gradation, Atterberg limits, soil tests, clay, silt, sand,
gravel, organic soils.

APPENDIXES

(Nonmll1ldatory Information)

XI. EXAJl.lPLES OF DESCRIPTIONS USING SOIL CLASSIFICATION

X 1.J The following examples show how the infonnation
required in 13.1 can be reported. The appropriate descriptive
infonnation from Practice D 2488 is included for illustrative
purposes. The additional descriptive tenns that would ac
company the soil classification should be based on the
intended use of the classification and the individual circum-
"~':l,nces.

(I.l.I Well-Graded Gravel with Sand (Glt7-73 % fine
t6 coarse, hard, subangular gravel; 23 % fine to coarse, hard,
subangular sand; 4 % fines; Cc = 2.7, Cu = 12.4.

X 1.1.2 Silty Sand wilh Gravel (SM)--61 % predomi
nantly line sand; 23 % silty fines, LL = 33. PI = 6; 16 % fine,

bard, subrounded gravel; no reaction with HCl; (field S2mple
smaJler than recommended). In-Place Conditions-Fmn,
stratified and contains lenses of silt I to 2 in. thick, moist,
brown to gray; in-place density = 106 lb/ft' and in-place
moisture = 9 %.

XI.I.3 Organic Clay (OL)--IOO % fines, LL (not dried)
= 32, LL (oven dried) = 21, PI (not dried) = 10; wet, dark
brown, organic odor, weak reaction with HCl.

X I.\.4 Silty Sand with Organic Fines (SM)--74 % fine to
coarse, hard, subangular reddish sand; 26 % organic and silty
dark-brown fines, LL (not dried) = 37, LL (oven dried) = 26,
PI (not dried) = 6, wet, weak reaction with HO.
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X 1.1.5 Poorly Graded Gravel with Silt. Sand. Cobbles and
Boulders (GP-GM)-78 % fine to coarse, hard, subrounded
to subangular gravel; 16 % fine to coarse, hard, subrounded
to subangular sand; 6 % silty (estimated) fines; moist, brown;

no reaction with HG; original field sample bad 7 % hard,
subrounded cobbles and' 2 % hard, subrounded boulders
with a maximum dimension of 18 in.

X2. USING SOIL CLASSIFICATION AS A DESCRIPTIVE SYSTEM FOR SHALE, CLAYSfONE, SHELLS,
SLAG, CRUSHED ROCK, ETC.

X2.1 The group names and symbols used in this test
method may be used as a descriptive system applied to
materials that exist in situ as shale, claystone, sandstone,
siltstone, mudstone, etc., but convert to soils after field or
laboratory processing (crushing, slaking, etc.).

X2.2 Materials such as shells, crushed rock, slag, etc.,
should be identified as such. However, the procedures used
in this method for describing the particle size and plasticity
characteristics may be used in the description of the material.
If desired, a classification in accordance with this test method
may be assigned to aid in describing the material.

X2.3 If a classification is used, the group symbol(s) and
group names should be placed in quotation marks or noted
with some type of distinguishing symbol. See examples.

X2.4 Examples of how soil classifications could be incor
porated into a description system for materials that are not
naturally occurring soils are as follows:

X2.4.1 Shale Chunks-Retrieved as 2 to 4-in. pieces of
shale from power auger hole, dry, brown, no reaction with
Ho. After laboratory processing by slaking in water for 24 h,
material classified as "Sandy Lean Gay (CL)"-61 % clayey
fines, LL = 37, PI = 16; 33 % fine to medium sand; 6 %
gravel-size pieces of shale.

X2.4.2 Crushed Sandstone-Product of commercial
crushing operation; "Poorly Graded Sand with Silt (SP
SM)"-91 % fine to medium sand; 9 % silty (estimated)
fines; dry, reddish-brown, strong reaction with HO.

X2.4.3 Broken Shells-62 % gravel-size broken shells;
31 % sand and sand-size shell pieces; 7 % fines; would be
classified as "Poorly Graded Gravel with Sand (GP)".

X2.4.4 Crushed Rock-Processed gravel and cobbles
from Pit No.7; "Poorly Graded Gravel (GP)"-89 % fine,
hard, angular gravel-size particles; II % coarse, hard, angular
sand-size particles, dry, tan; no reaction with HG; Cc = 2.4,
Cu = 0.9.

X3. PREPARATION AA'D TESTING FOR CLASSIFICATION PURPOSES BY,THE WET METHOD

X3.1 This appendix describes the steps in preparing a soil
sample for testing for purposes of soil classification using a
wet-preparation ,procedure..

X3.2 Samples prepared in accordance with this procedure
should contain as much of their naturai water content as
possible and every effort should be made during obtaining,
preparing, and transportating the samples to maintain the
naturai moisture.

X3.3 The procedures to be followed in this test method
assume that the field sample contains fines, sand, gravel, and
plus 3-in. (75-mm) particles and the cumulative particle·size
distribution plus the liquid limit and plasticity index values
are required (see 9,8). Some of the following steps may be
omitted when they are not applicable to the soil being tested.

X3.4 If the soil contains plus No. 200 (75->,m) particles
that would degrade during dry sieving, use a test procedure
for determining the paIticle-size characteristics that prevents
this degrad"tion.

X3.5 Since this classification system is limited to the
portion of a sample passing the 3-in. (75-mm) sieve, the plus
3-in. (75-mm) material shall be removed prior to the
determination of the particle-size charllcterist;cs and the
liquid limit and plasticity index.

X3.6 The portion of the field sample finer than the 3-in.
(75-mm) sieve shall be obtained as follows:

X3.6.1 Separate the field sample into two fractions on a
3-in. (75-mm) sieve, being careful to maintain the naturai
water content in the minus 3-in. (75-mm) fraction. Any
particles adhering to the plus 3-in. (75-mm) particles shall be

brushed or wiped off and placed in the fraction passing the
3-in. (75-mm) sieve.

X3,6.2 Determine the air-dry or oven-dry weight of the
fraction retained on the 3-in. (75-mm) sieve. Determine the
total (wet) weight of the fraction passing the 3-in. (75-mm)
sieve.

X3.6.3 Thoroughly mix the frnction passing the 3-in.
(75-mm) sieve. Determine the water content, in accordance
with Method D 2216, of a representative specimen with a
minimum dry weight as required in 7.2. Save the water
content specimen for determination of the particle·size
analysis in accordance with X3.8.

X3.6.4 Compute the dry weight of the fraction passing the
3-in. (75-mm) sieve based on the water content and total
(wet) weight. Compute the total dry weight of the sample and
calculate the percentage of material retained on the 3-in.
(75-mm) sieve.

X3.7 Determine the liquid limit and plasticity index as
follows:

X3.7.1 If the soil disaggregates readily, mix on a clean,
hard surface and select a representative sample by quartering
in accordance with Methods C 702.

X3.7.1.1 If the soil contains coarse·grained particles
coated with and bound together by tough clayey material,
take e.treme care in obtaining a representative portion of the
No. 40 (425->,m) frnction. Typically, a larger portion than
normal has to be selected, such as the minimum weights
required in 7.2.

X3.7.1.2 To obtain a representative specimen of a basi
cally cohesive soil, it may be advantageous to pass the soil
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through a '/.-in. (l9-mm) sieve or other convenient size so
material can be more easily mixed and then quartered or

to obtain the representative specimen.
X3.7.2 Process the representative specimen in accordance

with Procedure B of Practice D 2217.
X3.7.3 Perform the liquid-limit test in accordance with

Test Method D 4318, except the soil shall not be air dried
prior to the test.

X3.7.4 Perform the plastic-limit test in acx:ordance with
Test Method D 4318, except the soil shall not be air dried
prior to the test, and calculate the plasticity index.

X3.8 Determine the particle-size distribution as follows:
X3.8.1 If the water content of the fraction passing the

3-in. (75-mm) sieve was required (X3.6.3), use the water
content specimen for determining the particle-size distribu
tion. Otherwise, select a representative specimen in accord
ance with Methods C 702 with a minimum dry weight as
required in 7.2.

X3.8.2 If the cumulative particle-size distribution in-

cluding a hydrometer analysis is required, determine the
particle-size distribution in accordance with Method D 422.
See 9.7 for the set of required sieves.

X3.8.3 If the cumulative particle-size distribution without
a hydrometer analysis is required, determine the particle-size
distribution in accordance with Method C 136. See 9.7 for
the set of required sieves. The specimen should be soaked
until all clayey aggregations have softened and then washed
in accordance with Test Method C 117 prior to performing
the particle-size distribution.

X3.8.4 If the cumulative particle-size distribution is not
required, determine the percent fines, percent sand, and
percent gravel in the specimen in accordance with Test
Method C 117, being sure to seak the specimen long enough
to soften all clayey aggregations, followed by Method C 136
using a nest of sieves which shall include a No.4 (4.75-mm)
sieve and a No. 200 (75-flm) sieve.

X3.8.5 Calculate the percent fines, percent sand, and
percent gravel in the minus 3-in. (75-mm) fraction for
classification purposes.

X4. AlR-DRIED METHOD OF PREPARATION OF SOILS FOR TESTL"IG FOR CLASSIFICATION PURPOSES

X4.1 This appendix describes the steps in preparing a soil
sample for testing for purposes of soil classification when
air-drying the soil before testing is specified or desired or
when the natural moisture content is near that of an air-dried

"te.
X4.2 If the soil contains organic matter or mineral

colloids that are irreversibly affected by air drying, the
wet-preparation method as described in Appendix X3 should
be used.

X4.3 Since this classification system is limited to the
portion of a sample passing the 3-in. (75-mm) sieve, the plus
3-in. (75-mm) material shall be removed prior to the
determination of the particle-size characteristics and the
liquid limit and plasticity index.

X4.4 The portion of the field sample finer than the 3-in.
(75-mm) sieve shall be obtained as follows:

X4.4.1 Air dry and weigh the field sample.
X4.4.2 Separate the field sample into two fractions on a

3-in. (75-mm) sieve.
X4.4.3 Weigh the two fractions and compute the per

centage of the plus 3-in. (75-mm) material in the field
sample.

X4.5 Determine the particle-size distribution and liquid
limit and plasticity index as follows (see 9.8 for when these
tests are required):

X4.5.1 Thoroughly mix tbe fraction passing the 3-in.
(75-mm) sieve.

X4.5.2 If the cumulative particle-size distribution in
cluding a hydrometer analysis is required, determine the
particle-size distribution in accordance with Method D 422.
See 9.7 for the set of sieves that is required.

X4.5.3 If the cumulative particle-size distribution without
a hydrometer analysis is required, determine the particle-size
distribution in a=rdance with Test Method D 1140 fol
lowed by Method C 136. See 9.7 for the set of sieves that is
required.

X4.5.4 If the cumulative particle-size distribution is not
required, determine the percent fines, percent sand, and
percent gravel in the specimen in accordance with Test
Method D 1140 followed by Method C 136 using a nest of
sieves which shall include a No.4 (4.75-mm) sieve and a No.
200 (75-flm) sieve.

X4.5.5 If required, determine the liquid limit and the
plll.Sticity index of the test specimen in accordance with Test
Method D 4318.

The~ SocJety for Testlng and MI1fMsh tak/;!$ no posltk>n l"$Sf.*Ctlnfl th6 validity c! any pe!ent rights assarrod In confJfl>CtJ.on
wiftl tJny Item rrIMt!onf:,d In this standard. USI)('S of this tt8ildard~ I'!1.Xpro$SIy advls$d ltilrf derormlM!ioo 01 th8 validity of any such
petMJ. rights, and tho risk of frrfrff'rQ6ffi8f1l "luch rights, are ent.1r&fy th-ai, own feS.{XX"ISlbillty.

This r;tandM1 is SUbject to rwislon st My time by the rospomfbfe tochnic8J comm/ftoo and ml.J$t 00 revfev.r&d lWef)' five j'$8fS and
if /'K)( NNlsad, either re.appr-ovOO or withdrewtr. Your~ are irrvltlXi &ir.her for rwfslotl of this stand8fd Of for addltior.sJ standards
fVld should bs addr&ssoo to ASTM HtMdqtJ.lY1an. Your COO1I11fj{r(s will~ C$ff;{uf~ at " /'rieI$t1ng of th.& re.sponslbJe
tochnlcaJ committe-e, which you rMy att&t'ld. If you fool fhs:t YOVf COfntne!lt3 have t>Ot~ s talr hfwing roo should maAe yoor
~ krlcr#n to f.hIJ ASTM Cornmll.too on Standards, 1916 Race St., Phff8d&lpl1la, PA 19103.
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~t Designation: 0 2488 - 84'1

Standard Practice for
Description and Identification of Soils (Visual-Manual
Procedure)1

~i~ sundard ,is issu~ under the fu~ ~esignil.tion· D 2488; th~ .number im.m~teJY following the dcs.ig.nation indicates the year of
onglnaJ ~doptl~n or, I~ t.h~ ca.se of fe':S1o.n, the year oflast reVISion. A number 10 parentheses indicates the year of last reapproval. A
superscnpt eps1Jon (t) mdlcates an editorial change since the last revision or rt::approval.

fl NOTE-Section 18 was added editorially in January 1989.

1. Scope
1.1 This practice covers procedures for the description of

soils for engineering purposes.
1.2 This practice also describes a procedure for identifying

soils, at the option of the user, based on the classification
system described in Test Method D 2487. The identification
is based on visual examination and manual tests. It must be
clearly stated in reporting an identification that it is based on
visual.manual procedures.

1.2.1 Wben precise classification of soils for engineering
purposes is required, the procedures prescribed in Test
Method D 2487 shall be used.

1.2.2 In this practice, the identification portion assigning
a group symbol and name is limited to soil particles smaller
than 3 in. (75 mm).

1.2.3 The identification portion of this practice is limited
to naturally occurring soils. .

Non 1-This practice may b: used as a descriptive system applied
to such materials as shale, daystone, shells.. cru.oJ1ed rock, etc. (See
Appendix Xl).

1.3 The descriptive information in this practice may be
used with other soil classification systems or for materials
other than naturally occurring soils.

1.4 This standard may involve hazardous malerials, oper·
ations, and equipment. This standard does not purport to
address all ofthe safety problems associaJed with its use. It is
the responsibility ofwhoever uses this standard to consult and
establish appropriate safety and health prlUtices and deter·
mine the applicability of regulatory limilalions pn'or to use.
For specific precautionary statements see Section 8.

1.5 The values stated in inch·pound units are to be
regarded as the Standard.

2. Refereocro Documents

2.1 ASTM Standards:
D 653 Terminology Relating to Soil, Rock, and Contained

Fluids'
D 1452 Practice for S<lil Investigation and Sampling by

Auger Borings'

I This practice is under the: jurisd.iction of ASTM Committee D- 18 on Soil and
Rock and is the direct responsibility of Subcornrnitte:t: 018.01 00 Identification
end OASSil1cation of Soils..

Cun-ent edition approved Oct.. 3. 19$4, PubJis.hed December J984. Originally
pubfuhed &s D 24&8 ~ 66 T. w previous edition D 2488 - 69 097S).

1Annual Book ofASTM SIa.rid.ardJ. Vol 04.0&.

D 1586 Method for Penetration Test and Split·Barrel
Sampling of Soils' .

D 1587 Practice for Thin·Wal.led Tube Sampling of Soils'
D 2113 Practice for Diamond Core Drilling for Site

Investigation'
D 2487 Test Method for Oassification of S<lils for Engi.

neering Purposes'

3. Defmitions

3.1 Except as listed below, all definitions are in accord.
ance with Terminology D 653.

N<JrE 2-For particles retained on a 3·in. (75-mm) US Sl<UJdard
sieve, the following definitions are suggested:

Cobbles-particles of rock that will pass a 12·in. (3()().mm) square
opening and be retained on a 3~in. (75-mm) sieve, and

Boulders-particles of rock that will not pass a 12·io. (3()().mm)
square opening..

3.1.1 clay--soil passing a No. 200 (75'llm) sieve that can
be made to exhibit plasticity (putty·like properties) within a
range of water ronlents, and that exhibits considerable
strength when air-<lIy. For classification, a clay is a fine·
grained soil, or the fine·grained portion of a soil, with a
plasticity index equal to or greater than 4, and the plot of
plasticity index versus liquid limit falls on or above the "A"
line (see Fig. 3 of Test Method D 2487).

3.1.2 gravel-particles of rock that will pass a 3·in.
(75·mm) sieve and be retained on a No.4 (4.75·mm) sieve
with the following subdivisions:

coarse-passes a 3·in. (75·mm) sieve and is retained on a
'(.·in. (19·mm) sieve. .

fine..-passes a '(.·in. (l9·mm) sieve and is retained on a
No.4 (4.75·mm) sieve.

3.1.3 organic clay--a clay with sufficient organic rootent
10 influence the soil properties. For classification, an organic
clay is a soil that wou.ld be classified as a clay, except that its
liquid limit value after oven drying is less than 75 % of its
liquid limit value before oven drying.

3.1.4 organic silt--a silt with sufficient organic content 10
influence the soil properties. For classification an organic silt
is a soil thaI wou.ld be classified as a silt exce;t thaI its liquid
limit value after oven drying is less than 75 % of its liquid
limit value before oven drying.

3.1.5 peat--a soil composed primarily of vegetable tissue
in various stages of decomposition usually with an organic
odor, a dark brown to black color, a spongy consistency, and
a texture ranging from fihrous to amorphous.
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GROUP NAME

< <30'% ~UI No. 200~ <15% plul No. 200 .. lun clay
----..... 15-25% plus No. 200~ % S6nd:?:% Ofanl --... lun clay with £.and

CL -----.... '" und <'% ilewl-----.. lean c~y wrth gruel

-<::::: %taM ~% of gnV'O'~ <15% l;fIV'OI .. $.indy lun clay
~30'% pltJl No. 200 -----....... ~lS% ar ..... 1 II s..ndy lun day with annl

'" und <% graffi~ <15% "nod 51 Gravelly "'.n elly
------.,... ';:;;15% "rid .. Gravelly lun cuy with $.trod

« 3:0'% plUt No. 200~ <15'4-plul No. 200 .. Sih
1&-.25'4 plu. No. 200 --=:::::::::::: % $.Ind ~% grwel It> Silt with und

ML % t.&nd <% gram --. Sil-t with va~
~ % t&nd ~% of gf~l -..:::::::::::: <15% wnel • Sandy $itt

~3C% pfUI No. 200 ------..... ' L'5% va"1 .. Sandy &lit with vut'
%und <% j)f1l"WG't -=::::::::::::: <15% sand II> G,. ....Uy silt

~15% m'ld to Gtll't>1!lIy Nit with sand

NOT'E-P~ are based 00 estimating amounts of l\oes, sand, and gravel to the ooarest 5 ~.
. AG. 'a Flow Chart for Iderrttlying Inorganic Flne-Grained $<><1 (SO .. or more fin••)

3.1.6 sand-particles of rock that will pass a No. 4
(4.75-mrn) sieve and be retained on a No. 200 (75-flrn) sieve
,,'ith the following sulxlivisions:

coarse-passes a No.4 (4.75-rnm) sieve and is retained on
a No. 10 (2.GO-mm) sieve.

medium-passes a No. 10 (2.00-mm) sieve and is retained
on a No. 40 (425-flm) sieve.

fine-passes a No. 40 (425-flm) sieve and is retained on a
No. 200 (75-flm) sieve.

3.1.7 silt-soil passing a No. 200 (75-llm) sieve that is
nooplastic or very sHgbtly plastic and that exhibits little or no
strength when air dry. For classification, a silt is a fine
grained soil, or the fine-grained portion of a soil, with a
plasticity index less than 4, or the plot of plasticity index
versus liquid Hmit falls below the U A" line (see Fig. 3 of Test
Method D 2487).

GROUP SYMBOL

4. SI1JIll1lJlrY 0 r Practice

4.1 Using visual examination and simple manual tests,
this practice gives standardized criteria and procedures for
describing and identifying soils.

4.2 The soil can be given an identification by assigning a
group symbol(s) and name. The flow cbarts, Figs. la and Ib
for fine-grained soils, and Fig. 2, for coarse-grained soils, can
be used to assign the appropriate group symbol(s) and name.
If the soil has properties which do not distinctly place it into
a specific group, borderline symbols may be used, see
Appendix X3.

NOTE 3--1t is suggtsterl that a distinction be made between dual
symbols and borderline symbols.

Dual Symbol-A du.J symbol is two symbols separated by a bypben,
for example, GP-GM, SW..sc1 CJ.....ML used to indicate that the soil bas
been identified as having the properties of a classification in accordance
with T<Sl Method D 24&7 wbere two symbols are required. Two

GROUP NAME
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GROUP SYMBOL GROUP NAME

::;S'll,li"'U~'II'I!~o.d«l-------------~••GW_--=,"==-~<1S'4ut'>Cl __ 'I'hll-i.»ded ttl~
~---2:'5'"~<'Id __ w.n-irooded tl'l~1 w;11'1 und

Pootly lJ'od.d ------------,GP-~"'=_==__~<15'l;,wNf __ Pt>QrJy •• Ddt<:! f"U'"
-------";:::15':1', UM __ I'o<>rly "ada<:! ftinl ..... 'th und

GRA.VEl
,., irlY't1 >
'uod

SAND
,., ~nd 2:

'Jl. g....1

NOTE-Percentages are based on estimating amounts of fines, sand, and grave! to !he nearest 5 s.

FlG. 2 Flow Chart for Identifying Coarse-Grained Soils (less than 50 % finea)

symbols are required when the soil has between 5 and 12 % fines or
when the liquid limit and plasticity index values plot in the CL-ML area
'of the plasticity chart.

Borderline Symhol-A borderline symbol is two symbols ",panted
by a slash, for example, CL/CH, GM/SM. CL/ML A borderline symbol
shouJd be used to -indicate that the soil has been identified as having
properties that do Dot distinctly place the soil ioto a specific group (see
Appendix X3).

5. SignifiDll1ce and Use

5.1 The descriptive information required in this practice
can be used to describe a soil to aid in the evaluation of its
significant properties for engineering use.

5.2 The descriptive information required in this practice
should be used to supplement the classification of a soil as
determined by Test Method D 2487.

5.3 This practice may be used in identifying soils using the
classification group symbols and names as prescribed in Test
Method D 2487. Since the names and symbols used in this
practice to identify the soils are the same as those used in
Test Method D 2487, it shall be clearly stated in reports and
all other appropriate documents, that the c1assifiC'ltion
symbol and name are based on visual-manual procedures.

5.4 This practice is to be used not only for identifiC'ltion
of soils in the field, but also in the office, laboratory, or
wherever soil samples are inspected and described.

5.5 This practice has particular value in grouping similar
soil samples SO that only a minimum number of laboratory
tests need be run for positive soil classification.

NOTE 4-The ability to describe and identify soils correctly is learned
more read.iJy under the guidance of experienced. personnel, but it may

also be acquired systematically by comparing numericallaooratory test
results for typical soils of each type with their visual and manual
characteristics.

5.6 When describing and identifying soil samples from a
given boring, test pit, or group of borings or pits, it is not
necessary to follow all of the procedures in this practice for
every sample. Soils which appear to be similar C'ln be
grouped together, one sample completely described and
identified with the others referred to as similar. based on
performing only a few of the descriptive and identification
procedures described in this practice.

6. Apparatus

6.1 Required Apparatus:
6.1.1 Pocket Knife or Small Spatula.
6.2 Useful Auxiliary Apparatus:
6.2.1 Small Test Tube and Stopper (or jar with a lid).
6.2.2 Small Hand Lens.

7. Reagents

7.1 Purity of Water-Unless otherwise indicated, refer
ences to water shall be uoder.;tood to mean water from a city
water supply or natural source, including non-potable water.

7.2 Hydrochloric Acid-A small bottle of dilute hydro
chloric acid, HCl, one part HCl (10 N) to three parts waler
(This reagent is optional for use with this practice). See
Section 8.

8. Safety Preautions

8.1 When preparing the dilute HCl solution of one part
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(al Rounded

(c) Subrounded

(b)"""""

FIG. 3 Typical Angularity of BUlky Grains

SUbanguiar

concentrated hydrochloric acid (10 N) to three parts of
distilled water, slowly add acid into water following necessary
safety precautions. Handle with caution and store safely. if
solution comes into contact with the skin, rinse thoroughly
with water.

8.2 Caution-Do not add water to acid.

9. Sampling
9.1' The sample shall be considered to be representative of

the stratum from which it was obtained by an appropriate,
accepted, or standard procedure.

Non 5-Preferably, the sampling pro=lure should be identified as
having been conducted in accordance with Practices D 1452, D 1587, or
D 2113. or Method D 1586.

9.2 The sample shall be carefully identified as to origin.

NOTE 6-Remarks as to the origin may take the form of a boring
number and sample number in conjunction with a job number, a
geologic stratum, a pedologic· horizon or a location description with
respect to a permanent monument.., a grid system or a. station numb<:r
and offset with respect to a stated centerline and a depth or elevation.

9.3 For accurate description and identification, the min
imum amount of the specimen to be examined shall be in
accordance with the following schedule:

TABLE 1 Criteria for De$criblng Angularity of Coarse-Grained
Perticl•• (eoo Fig. 3)

_--:D,::escnp::. tion~.-:..-_______--:cnteria
Angular Partides have sharp eoges and relatively plane skies with

unpolished surfaces
Partrles are similar to art9ular 6esoiption but have

rounded edges
Partldes have ooarty fXane sides bout have welkounded

comecs and edges
Pa.rtides have $.m()QthIy CUfVed sides and no e<Sgss
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Maximum Particle Size, Minimum Specimen Size,
Sieve Opening Dry Weight

4.7.5 mm (No.4) 100 g (0.25 Ib)
9.5 mm (:VI in.) 200g (0.5 lb)
19.0 mm (¥4 in.) 1.0 kg (2.2Ib)

38.1 mm (Ph in.) _ 8.0 kg (18 Ib)
15.0 rom (3 in.) 60.0 .. (l32Ib)

NOTE 7-If random isolated particles are encountered that are
significantly larger than the particles in the soil matrix, the soil matrix
can be accurately described and ident.i£ed in accordance with the
pr=e<Jjng scbedule.

9.4 If the field sample or specimen being examined is
smaller than the minimum recommended amount, the
report shall include an appropriate remark.

10. Descriptive Infol111Jltion for Soils
10.1 Angularity-Describe the angularity of the sand

(coarse sizes only), gravel, cobbles, and boulders, as angulir,
subanguJar, subrounded, or rounded in accordance with the
criteria in Table I and Fig. 3. A range of angularity may be
stated, sucb as: subrounded to rounded.

10.2 Shape-Describe the shape of the gravel, cobbles,
and boulders as flat., elongated, or nat and elongated if they
meet the criteria in Table 2 and Fig. 4. Otherwise, do not
mention the shape. Indicate the fraction of the particles that
have the silllpe, such as: one-third of the gravel particles are
flat.

10.3 Color-Describe the color. Color is an important
property in identifying organic soils, and within a given
locality it may· also be useful in identifying materials of

TABLE 2 e,iteria for D••cdbing Particle Shape (s.. Fig. 4)

The partide shape shaJ 00 Oesoibed as tooows where length, wid1.tI, and
thickness refer to the grea~t. inlerroodiate, and least dimensiorls of a partide.
respect:ivcly.

F1at Partide-s with widtl)fthick.rl8ss > 3
EJo:x-<:la!ed Port\des with l«>gth/Void!h > 3

---,F1a~!...:and::.:::.,::alocog:::.:!:a.:::!ed:::-.-__.:-P::IV.:1ides:::::::c-::_::::t criteria fo( bot1l nat Md ~ated
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PARTICLE SHAPE TABLE 4 Crtteria to( Deocriblng the Reaction With HCl

W=WIDTH
T= THICKNESS
L =LENGTH

None
We"
Strong

TABLE 5

No visible reaetlcrl
Some reaction. _ bubblesf~ sJow1yV"'""', reaction. _ bubbles fonr>ir<l """",,iately

Crtteria for Deocriblng Consiat&r>C"/

TABLE 6 Criteria for Des<::riblng Gefn.entaOOn

Desctipt'i<:Jo CrIteria

Weak Cru!n/::ttes or breaks with herJdling Ct Ifttle f.~ p"6SSlX6

Mc:Oarate Crurnb!&s IX break! """1tl C(;if)~ finge'" pressure
Strong Will not~ Q( troak with lingeir pre$-"U"'I

Thumb 'o0l! peoetrate soi fl"'l(XS than 1 h {25 tm'l}
Thumb wiJi penetrate soil about 1 in. (25 mm)
Th\.rnb wi! indent soil s!:xlut 1/4 In. (6 nvn)
Thumb will: not h6ant soil but readity indented with~
Thumbn.ai' ri not Indent sci.

10.7 Consistency-For intact fine-grained soil, describe
the consistency as very soft, soft, firm, hard, or very hard, in
accordance with the criteria in Table 5. This observation is
inappropriate' for soils with significant amounts of gravel.

10.8 Cementation-Describe the cementation of intact
coarse-grained soils as weak, moderate, or strong, in accord
ance with the criteria in Table 6.

10.9 Structure--Describe the structure of intact soils in
accordance with the criteria in Table 7.

10.10 Range ofPanicle Sizes-For gravel and sand com
ponents, describe the range of particle sizes within each
component as defined in 3.l.2 and 3.1.6. For example, about
20 % fine to coarse gravel, about 40 % fine to == sand.

10.11 Maximum Panicle Size-Describe the maximum
particle size found in the sample in accordance with the
following information:

10.1 I.l Sand Size-If the maximum particle size is a
sand size, describe as fine, medium, or coarse as defined in
3.1.7. For example: maximum particle size, medium sand.

10.11.2 Gravel Size-If the maximum particle size is a
gravel size, describe the maximum particle size as the
smallest sieve opening that the particle will pass. For
example, m;uimum particle size, 1'/2 in. (will pass a 1'/2-in.
square opening but not a 'I.-in. square opening).

10.11.3 Cobble or Boulder Size-If the maximum particle
size is a cobble or boulder size, describe the maximum
dimension of the largest particle. For example: maximum
dimension, 18 in. (450 mm).

10.12 Hardness-Describe the hardness of coarse sand
and larger particles as bard, or state what happens wben the
particles are hit by a hammer, for example, gravel-size
particles fracture with considerable hammer blow, some
gravel-size particles crumble with hammer blow. "Hard"
means particles do not crack, fracture, or crumble under a
hammer blow.

10.13 Additional comments shall be noted, such as the
presence of roots or rool holes, difficulty in drilling or
augering hole, caving of trench or hole, or the presence of
mica.

Very soft
Soft
Fnn
Hartl
Very tlard

AbsenCe '" """"tun>. dusty. dry to .... loudl
De.rnp but no visible water
Visi!::*3 free water, usuaJy SOIl Is below water tabie

FlG. 4 Crfferio 10< Particle Shap<l

FLAT: W/T>3
ELONGATED: LI W > 3
FLAT AND ELONGATED:

-meets both criterio

.TABlE 3

similar geologic origin. If the sample contains layers or
patches of varying colors, this shall be noted and all
representative colors shall be described. The color shall be
described for moist samples. If the color represents a dry
condition, this shall be stated in the report.

10.4 Odor-Describe the odor if organic or unusual. Soils
containing a significant amount of organic material usually
have a distinctive odor of decaying vegetation. This is
especially apparent in fresh samples, but if the samples ate
dried, the odor may often be revived by heating a moistened
sample. If the odor is unusual (petroleum product, chemical,
and the like), it shall be described.

10.5 Moisture Condition-Describe the moisture condi
tion as dry, moist, or wet, in accordance with the criteria in
Table 3.

10.6 HCI Reaction-Describe the reaction with HO as
none, weak., or strong, in accordance with the critera in
Table 4. Since calcium carbonate is a common cementi.ng
agent, a report of its presence on the basis of the reaction
with dilute hydrochloric acid is important.
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TABLE 12 Identification of Inorge.nic Fine--G..rnined Selb from
Manual Tests

NOTE 12-1n some cases, through practice and experience, it may be
possible to further identify the organic soils as org.a.n.ic silts or organic
clays., OL or OR Correlations bet\lr'een the dilatancy, dry strength.
toughness tests, and laboratory tests can tx: made to identify orga.nic soils
in certain deposits of similar materials of known geologic origin.

ToughnesS

Slow to rapidNQ()8 to lOw Low or thread ~t be
fom;ed

Med.ium to high NcrIe to SlOw Medium
Low to rnedit.m None to slow Low to medil.xn
H;go to vecy,-NgoC·'-h_-'-Nooe=:'- Higl~ _

CL
MH
CH

So<!
Symbol

ML

14.9 If the soil is estimated to have 15 to 25 % sand or
gravel, or both, the words "with sand" or "with gravel"
(whichever is more predominant) shall be added to the group
name. For example: "lean clay with sand., CL" or "silt with
gravel, ML" (see Figs. la and Ib).lfthe percentage ofsand is
equal to tbe percentage of gravel, use "with sand."

14.10 If the soil is estimated to have 30 %or more sand or
gravel, or both, the words "sandy" or "gravelly" shall be
added to the group name. Add the word "sandy" if there
appears to be more sand than gravel. Add the word
"gravelly" if there appears to be more gravel than sand. For
example: "sandy lean clay, CL", "gravelly fat clay, CH", or
"sandy silt, ML" (see Figs. Ia and Ib). If the percentage of
sand is eqWll to the percent of gravel, use "sandy."

14.8 Identification ojOrganic Fine-Grained Soils:
14.8.1 Identify the soil as an organic soil, OL/OH, if the

soil contains enough organic particles to influence the soil
properties. Organic soils usually have a dark brown to black
color and may have an organic odor. Often, organic soils will
change color, for example, black to brown, when exposed to
the air. Some organic soils will lighten in eDlor significantly
when air dried. Organic soils normally will not have a high
toughness or plasticity. The thread for the toug.hness test will
be spongy.

14.6 Decide whether the soil is an inorganic or an organic
fine-grajned soil (see 14.8). If inorganic, follow the steps
given in 14.7.

14.7 Identification ofInorganic Fine·Grained Soils:
14.7.1 Identify the soil as 't!.~q.n..c/ay, D., if the soil has

medium to high dry strength, no or slow dilatancy, and
medium toughness and plasticity (see Table 12).

14.7.2 Identify the soil as aUat day,'CH, if the soil has
bigh to very high dry strengtn,-rio dilatancy, and high
toughness and plasticity (see Table 12).

14.7.3 Identify the soil as a sill, ML, if the soil has no to
low dry strength, slow to rapid dilatancy, and low toughness
and plasticity, or is nonplastic (see Table 12).

14.7.4 Identify the soil as an elastic silt, MH, if the soil has
low to medium dry strength, no to slow dilatancy, and low to
medium toughness and plasticity (see Table 12).

Non II-These properties are similar to those for a lean da)'.
However, the silt will dry quickly on the hand and have a smooth, silk)"
feel when dry. Some soils that would classify as MH in accordance 'o'lrith
the criteria in Test Method D 2487 are visually difficult to distinguish
from lean clays, CL It may be necessary to perform laboratory testing
for proper identification.

TABLE 11 Criteria for Des.cribing Plasticity

Description Criteria._-_---.:==-------
Low Only slight pressure is I'eQ\Ji<ld to roll the thread near the

fUstic limit The thread and the Unp are Weak and soft
Medium MOOium pressure is required to roll the thread to near the

plastic limit. The thread and the Iurnp have rneo::kum stiffness
H"lQh Cons.IderabIe pressure is required to rolf the Ihread to near the

plastic limit The lIv"'" and the Iunp have v&<y higI1
stiffness

TABLE 9 Criteria for D&s.criblng Dilatancy

O<=ription Crit"""",· _

No:1p!astiC A liMn. (3-mm) threoo cannot be ro&ed at My water content
Low The thread can barely be roBed end the lump cannot be

fanned when drier than the p!estic li'nit
Me<liurn The Weed is easy to roll and not ml,..l(;t) time is t6qlJi.re<1 to

reach the plastic limit. The thread c.anoot 00 /lY.O!:\ed after
roaching the plasoc 5mit. The k.rnp aumt»es when doer
than the pies tic limit

High It takes ccnsk1efa.t,)l.e time rolling and kneading to reach the
plastic limit. The thread can be rf:)(oIlOO $€Veral tir'ne-s after
reactling the p!astic limit. The kJmp can 00 lo:Tf)€;<j withOut
crumbling V>'t'\8f\ drier thart the p(as tic !i!nit

None No visible ci"Iange in the specimen
Slow Water appears sJowty on tt".e surface of the spedmen during

Shaking and does not disappear Of disappears slowty upon
sque<""l

Rapid Water appears quid<Jy on the surface of the spocrnen durng
shaking and disappears quld<.1y upon squeezing

DescriptiOn Critena

TABLE 10 Criteria for Describing Toughneu

striking the side of the hand vigorously against the other
band several times. Note the reaction of water appearing on
the surface of the soil. Squeeze the sample by closing the
hand or pinching the soil between the fingers, and note the
reaction as none, slow, or rapid in accordance with the
criteria in Table 9. The reaction is the speed with which
water appears while shaking, and disappears while squeezing.

14.4 Toughness:
14.4.1 Following the completion of the dilatancy test, the

test specimen is shaped into an elongated pat and rolled by
hand on a smooth surface or between the palms into a thread
about 'I, in. (3 mm) in diameter. (If the sample is too wet to
roll easily, it should be spread into a thin layer and allowed
to lose some water by evaporation.) Fold the sample threads
and reroU repeatedly until the thread crumbles at a diameter
of about 'I, in. The thread will crumble at a diameter of '(.
in. when the soil is near the plastic limit. Note the pressure
required to roll the thread near the plastic limit. Also, not.e
the strength of the thread. After the thread crumbles, the
pieces should be lumped together and kne<lded until the
lump crumbles. Note the toughness of the material during
kne<lding.

14.4.2 Describe the toughness of the thread and lump as
low, medilim, or high in accordance with the criteria in
Table 10.

14.5 Plasticity-On the basis of observations made during
the toughness test, describe the plasticity of the material in
accordance with the criteria given in Table II.
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15. Procedure for Identifying Cnarse-Grained Soils (Con
tains less than 50 % fines)

15.1 The soil is a gravel if the percentage of gravel is
estimated to be more than the percentage of sand.

15.2 The soil is a sand if the percentage of gravel is
estimated to be equal to or less than the percentage of sand.

15.3 The soil is a clean gravel or clean sand if the
percentage of fines is estimated to be 5 % or less.

15.3.1 Identify the soil as a well-graded gravel, GW, or as
a well-graded sand, SW, if it has a wide range of particle sizes
and substantial amounts of the intemlediate particle sizes.

15.3.2 Identify the soil as a poorly graded gravel, GP, or as
a poorly graded sand, SP, if it consists predominantly of one
size (uniformly graded), or it has a wide range of sizes with
some intermediate sizes obvrously missing (gap or skip
graded).

15.4 The soil is either a gravel with fines or a sand with
fines if the percentage of fines is estimated to be 15 % or
more.

15.4.1 Identify the soil as a clayey gravel, GC, or a clayey
sand, SC, if the fines are clayey as determined by the
procedures in Section 14.

15.4.2 Identify the soil as a silty gravel, GM, or a silty
sand, SM, if the fines are silty as determined by the
procedures in Section 14.

15.5 If the soil is estimated to contain 10 % fines, give the
soil a dual identification using two group symbols.

15.5.1 The first group symbol shall correspond to a clean
;ravel or sand (GW, GP,SW, SP) and the second symbol
shall correspond to a gravel or sand with fines (GC, GM, SC,
SM).

15.5.2 The group name shall correspond to the first group
symbol plus the words "with clay" or "with silt" to indicate
the plasticity characteristics of the fines. For example:
"well-graded gravel with clay, GW-GC" or "poorly graded
sand with silt, SP-SM" (see Fig. 2).

15.6 If the specimen is predominantly sand or gravel but
contains an estimated 15 % or more of the other coarse
grained constituent, the words "with gravel" or "with sand"
shall be added to the group name. For example: "poorly
graded gravel with sand, GP" or "clayey sand with gravel,
sen (see Fig. 2). .

15.7 If the field sample contains any cobbles or boulders,
or both, the words "with cobbles" or "with cobbles and
boulders" shall be added to the group name. For example:
"silty g;ravel with cobbles, GM.".

16. Report

16.1 The report shall include the information as to origin,
and the items indicated in Table 13.

NOTE 13-Example: Clayey Gravel wirh Sand and Cobbles, GC
About 50 % fine to coarse, subroundcd to subangular gravel; about 30 %

TABLE 13 Checklist for Description of Soils

,. Group name
2. Group symbol
3. Perc:El(l1 of c::obbIes Of 1::lovIders, or both (by volume)
4. Percent of grave(, sand, or fines. or all three (by dry weight)
5. Particle-Size range:

Gravei-f1rte, c::oa.rse
Sand-firle, medium, coarse

6. Partide angu!arityo angoJar. ~u1". subrounded. """"""
7. Partide s!1ape: (~appropnateillat. elongated, lIa. and elongated
8. Maximum partide size or dirnen:$k:ln
9. Hardness of """'" sam and large< pertides

10. Plasticity of fines: noopIastJc. low. medium, ttigh
11. Dry ,trength: r<ne, low. me<>um. tugh. vary high

. 12. DiIateney: r<ne . slow, rapld
13. T~: low, mediun, hlgh
14. Cdoc (<l moist corditioo)
15. Odor lmontioo ooIy ff orl1"f'ic " unusual)
16. MoIs"",: dry. mois~ ....t
17. Reac1>on _ Ha: r>ooe. woak, S1100g
Fotlntaet~

18. Consist"""! (f<>e-g'ained ",,, ooIy!: V<q soft. soh. linn. halO. vary hard
19. StT1.Jetl.xe: stratified, larrIlnated, f!ssu"ed. sIido:.eoslded. lensed, h0mo-

geneous
20. CGmenU!itio:"l: weak. lTI06eI'ate, stroog
21. loca1 r.e.me
22. GooIog'.c n'''P'l'latioo
23. Addrocir\aI o.xrments:~ of roots (X root holes, pre:set"'JCe of mica.

gypsum. etc., _ ooathgson~_ pertides. caw.g 0<

s.!oughiog of auger hole (X treoch sides, dIffiCI.Jty k"ia~ C£ e..xcavatTig,
etc.

fine to coarse, subrounded sand; about 20 % fines with medium
plasticity, high dry strength, no diIaUUlcy, medium toughness; weak
reaction ..,;th HCl; origiDal fiold sample had about 5 % (by volume)
subrounded cobbles. maximum dimension, 150 mm.

In·Place Conditions-Fum, homogeneous., dry, brown
Geologic Interpretation-Alluvial fan
NOTE l4--Ot..ber examples of soil descriptions and identification are

given in Appendixes Xl and X1.
Nan: 15-lfdesired, the pem:ntages of gravel, sand, and fines may

be stated in terms indicating a range of percentages, as follows:
Trace-Particles are present but estimated to be less than 5 %
Few-5 to 10 %
Lillie-IS to 25 %
Some-3D to 45 %
Mostly-50 to 100 %

16.2 If, in the soil description, the soil is identified using a
classification group symbol and name as described in Test
Method D 2487, it must be distinctly and c1eMly stated in log
forms, summary tables, reports, and the like, that the symbol
and name are based on visual-manual procedures.

17. Precision and Bias

17.1 This practice provides qualitative information only,
therefore, a precision and bias statement is not applicable.

18. Index Terms

18.1 Oassification, soil classification, visual classification,
soil description, clay, silt, sand, gravel, organic soils.
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APPENDIXES

(Nonmandatory Information)

XI. EXAMPLES OF VISUAL SOIL DESCRIPTIONS

X l.l The following examples show how the information
required in 16.1 can be reported. The information that is
included in descriptions should be based on individual
circumstances and need.

Xl.l.l Well-Graded Gravel wilh Sand {GW)-About
75 % fine to coarse, hard, subangular gravel; about 25 % fine
to coarse, hard, subangular sand; trace of fines; maximum
size, 75 mm, brown, dry; no reaction with HO.

Xl.1.2 Silty Sand with Gravel {SM}-About 60 % pre
dominantly fine sand; about 25 % silty fines with low
plasticity, low dry strength, rapid dilatancy, and low tough
ness; about 15 % fine, hard, subrounded gravel, a few
gravel-size particles fractured with hammer blow; maximum
size, 25 mm; no r"'lction with HO (Note-Field sample size
smaller than recommended).

In-Place Conditions-Firm, stratified and contains lenses
of silt 1 to 2 in. (25 to 50 mm) thick, moist, brown to gray;
in-place density 106 lb/ft'; in-place moisture 9 %.

XI.1.3 Organic Soil (OL/OH)-About 100 % fines with
low plasticity, slow dilatancy, low dry strength, and low
toughness; wet, dark brown, organic odor; weak reaction
with HCI.

X1.1,4 Silty Sand with Organic Fines {SM}-About 75 %
fine to coarse, hard, subanguJar reddish sand; about 25 %
organic and silty dark brown nonplastic fines with no dry
strength and slow dilatancy; wet; maximum size, coarse
sand; weak reaction with HO.

X1.1.5 Poorly Graded Gravel with Silt, Sand, Cobbles and
Boulders (GP-GM}-About 75 % fine to coarse, hard,
subrounded to subangular gravel; about 15 % fine, hard,
subrounded to subanguJar sand; about 10 % silty nonplastic
fines; moist, brown; no reaction with HO; original field
sample had about 5 % (by volume) hard, subrounded
cobbles and a trace of hard, subrounded boulders, with a
maximum dimension of 18 in. (450 mm).

X2. USING TIfE IDENTIFlCA'DON PROCEDURE AS A DESCRlPTTVE SYSTEM FOR SHALE, CLAYSTONE,
SHELlS, SLAG, CRUSHED ROCK, ANTI TIfE LIKE

X2.! The identification procedure may be used as a
descriptive system applied to materials that exist in-situ as
shale, claystone, -sandstone, siltstone, mudstone, etc., but
convert to soils after field or laboratory processing (crushing,.
slaking, and the like).

X2.2 Materials such as shells, crushed rock, slag, and the
like, should be identified as such. However, the procedures
used in this practice for describing the particle size and
plasticity characteristics may be used in the description of the
material. If desired, an identification using a group name and
symbol according to this practice may be assigned to aid in
describing the material.

X2.3 The group symbol(s) and group names should be
placed in quotation marks or noted with some type of
distinguishing symbol. See examples.

X2,4 Examples of how group names and symbols can be
incororated into a descriptive system for materials that are
not naturally occurring soils are as follows:

X2.4.1 Shale Chunks-Retrieved as 2 to 4-in. (50 to
lOO-mm) pieces of shale from power auger hole, dry, brown,
no r""ction with HO. After slaking in water for 24 h,
material identified as "Sandy Lean Oay (CL)"; about 60 %
fines with medium plasticity, high dry strength, no dilatancy,
and medium toug]1n=; about 35 % fine to medium, hard
sand; about 5 % gravel-size pieres of shale.

X2,4.2 Crushed Sandstone-Product of commercial
crushing operation; "Poorly Graded Sand with Silt (SP
SM)"; about 90 % fine to medium sand; about 10 %
nonplastic fines; dry, reddish-brown, strong reaction with
HO.

X2.4.3 Broken Shells-About 60 % gravel-size broken
shells; about 30 % sand and sand-size shell pieces; about
10 % fines; "Poorly Graded Gravel with Sand (GP)."

X2,4,4 Cf1LShed Rock-Processed from gravel and cob
bles in Pit No.7; "Poorly Graded Gravel (GP)"; about 90 %
fine, hard, angular gravel-size particles; about 10 % coarse,
hard, angular sand-size particles; dry, tan; nn reaction with
HCl.

XJ. SUGGESTED PROCEDURE FOR USING A BORDERLINE SYMBOL FOR SOILS wrill nvo POSSIBLE
IDENllHCAnONS.

X3.1 Since this practice is based on estimates of particle
size distribution and plasticity characteristics, it may be
difficult to clearly identify the soil as belonging to one
category. To indicate that the soil may fall into one of t\vo

306

possible basic groups, a borderline symbol may be used with
the two symbols separated by a slash. For example: SC/CL or
CL/CH.

X3.1.1 A borderline symbol may be used when the
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percentage of fines is estimated to be between 45 and 55 %.
One symbol should be for a coarse-grained soil with flOes
and the other for a fine-grained soil. For example: GM/ML
or eL/Se.

X3.1.2 A borderline symbol may be used when the
percentage of sand and the percentage ofgravel are estimated
to be about the same. For ex.ample: OP/S?, SC/GC, GM/
SM. It is practically impossible to have a soil that would have
a borderline symbol ofGW/SW.

X3.1.3 A borderline symbol may be used when the soil
could be either well graded or poorly graded. For example:
OWIG?, SW/SP.

X3.1.4 A borderline symbol may be used when the soil
could either be a siJt or a clay. For example: CL/ML,
CH/MH, SCISM.

X3.1.5 A borderline symbol may be used when a fine-

grained soil has properties that indiC3te that it is at the
boundMy between a soil of low compressibility and a soil of
high compressibility. For example: CL/CH, MH/ML.

X3.2 The order of the borderline symbols should reflect
similarity to surrounding or adjacent soils. For example: soils
in a borrow area have been identified as CH. One sample is
considered to have a borderline symbol of CL and CH. To
show similarity, the borderline symbol should be CH/CL.

X3.3 The group name for a soil with a borderline symbol
should be the group name for the first symbol, except for.

CL/CH lean to fat clay
ML/CL clayey silt
CL/ML silty clay

X3,4 The use of a borderline symbol should oot be used
indiscriminately. Every effort shall be made to first place the
soil into a single group.

X4. SUGGF..srED PROCEDURES FOR ESTIrvlATING TIlE PERCENTAGES OF GRAVEL, SAND,
AND FINES IN A SOIL SAMPLE

X4.1 Jar Method-The relative percentage of coarse- and
fine~gra.ined material may be estimated by thoroughly
shaking a mixture of soil and water in a test tube or jar, and
Ir~'1 allowing the mixture to settle. The coarse particles M1l
. to the bottom and successively tiner particles will be
deposited with increasing time~ the sand sizes will fall out of
suspension in 20 to 30 s. The relative proportions can be
estimated from the relative volume of each size separate.
This method sbould be correlated to particle-size laboratory
determinations.

X4.2 Visual Melhod-Menuilly visualize the gravel size
particles placed in a sack (or other container) or sacks. Then,
do tbe same with the sand size particles and the fines. Then,
mentally compare the number of sacks to estimate the
;Jercentage of plus No.4 sieve size and minus No.4 sieve size

present. The percentages of sand and fines in the minus sieve
size NO.4 material can then be estimated from the wash test
(X4.3).

X4.3 Wash Tesl (for relative percentages oj sand and
fil1es)-Select and moisten enough minus No. 4 sieve size
material to form a I-in (25-rnm) cube of soil. Cut the cube in
balf, set one-half to the side, and place the other half in· a
small dish. Wash and decant the fines out of the material in
the dish until the wash water is clear and then compare the
two samples and estimate the perceotage of sand and fines.
Remember that the percentage is based on weight. not
volume. However, the volume comparison will provide a
reasonable indication of grain size percentages.

X4.3.1 While washing. it may be necessary to break down
lumps of fines with the finger to get the correct percentages.

TIl<l AJneric.&1 Soci«y for Tooting e.r>d MB1lHi1J!s raked flO positiOtl f'T>Spocting 1M Validity of ll11y palent rights assMed 111 con~kln
with any Hem fOO(I(ion«1 In this sr8J'ldard, US6I'!l of chis sUJIx:Jard~ /IlXfX'l3$SIy e<!Vi$e(:J that dfY.&rmimItioo of the I'BlJdItt of any w::h
patent rights, tmd tm risk of 1rrfrI~"" of such rightS, BITi arnirely me;r own f&S{X1fl$iMIry.

TIlI~ $u!lld8f\f is wbi8Cf 10 rovision Il! 8/7.y lime by the rosponsJbIe tllCllnk.af committoo and musl DB revi<lWarl~ ff-ro YEk!lJl and
If not roviSB<i. &!th&~ or wi1hdmwn, Your~ liJ'& invited f<i(fl€,( for r&visiOn cI thi.3 sta!1dBJ'd or fc,r t«kJnlc.-.aJ sttlT>::iilrOs
Md should b<9 IIddro$S&:1 CQ ASTM HtMdq<W'l&07_ Your~ will~ CJlIatul consJd€Y8!lon at 8~ of tha ~bI!!I
tEiChnJcal commlttoo, whicJJ Y'W may Mtood, 11 roo fool lhat your comments I"I€rm not~ II fair flwrjng roo Shook! tr'.ake rOOf
¥'~ known to tM ASTM Ccmmlffoo Ci1 SUVx!8Ir:Js, 1916 Fl.iJctl St., Phik0eip'lIe.. P,A j9103,
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lishing characteristics of the Osage rocks in south· gt"

Iowa )(

STHATIGHAPHY OF THE OSAGE SEIUES
IN SOUTHEASTERN lOWA

by

STANLEY E. HARRIS, JR. and MARY C. PARKER

ABSTRACT

rnber plots of the Keokuk-Warsaw lithologies from

tions in Lee County. Iowa

The Osage Series in southeastern Iowa is composed primarily
; of <herty carbonate rocks. Thin shale beds appear in the middle

ull, of the series and increase upward in number and thickness. The
( lithologic character and thickness of the series are relatively
,~.niform throughout the area. This gives no suggestion of major
f tllAnges in environment of deposition or tectonics either laterally
" .'~ ... vertically.

.; It is convenient to consider the area in two parts, the south
, fL'!ern district and the western district. Subsurface sections in

\I'the southeastern district are readily matched to the classic sur
~,,' f~ exposures of the Burlington Limestone, Keokuk Limestone,
~; lLlld Warsaw Formation near the Miggissippi River. The lith
i ~ies of the three formations are so similar that small chang-eg,
" and Ofipecially dolomitization toward the west, make tracing of
'Iloondaries difficult.

The Burlington Limestone is divided in the southeast into
" Ill..., members that are named and described in this report.
\The Dolbee Creek Member at the base and the Cedar Fork Mem
"~ at the top are mainly recrystallized crinoidal bioclastic lime
~ otone. The Haight Creek Member in the middle is very cherty
"1,ud <ontains much dolomite even in the east. Glauconite at the
i,Moe of the Haight Creek and disseminated in the Cedar Fork is

"' p<'l'l\istent horizon marker. Haight Creek and Cedar Fork are
~., f nd throughout the area; Dolbee Creek is restricted to the
~ .-..thea-,tern district.

The Keokuk Limestone is characterized by mottled gray bio
;dutks and chert in the southeast, and brownish-black cherts
!wIth white spicules and argillaceous dolomite in the west. The
feubonate is argillaceous and the formation contains shale beds
";tlllrooghout the area. No sharp boundary marks the contact with

Wn.. overlying Warsaw Formation. The latter consists of grayer
....-t

.tdoolom1te beds and much more shale than the Keokuk; chalcedonie
, ,dom. and crystalline qUal·tz are generally abundant.

I·····4{

"Y,'



2 STRATIGRAPHY OF THE OSAGE SEltn;S IN SOUTHEASTERN IOWA :1

The Warsaw Formation is included in the Osag-e Series be
cause of its j:(radational relationship to the underlying Keokuk
LimcHlone and uecntu~e of the unconformity above it.

Graphic well sections and photomicrographs illustrate the
litholoj:(ic nature of each unit. Cross sections, thickness maps,
and a lithofacies map of the Keokuk-Warsaw Formations depict
the changes and regional variations. Structural features are
shown by a map using as a datum the base of the Haij:(ht Creek
Member of the Burlington Limestone.

The original sediments were marine limestone and shale de
posited under stable shelf conditions. The limestones consisted
mainly of disarticulated crinoid skeletons which were spread
evenly over the sea floor but appear not to have been carried
far by waves or currents. There is little evidence of bar accumu
lation. The occurrence of thicker shale sections peripheral to
anticlines suggests that these structures may have been active at
the time of deposition. Both dolomite and chert are probably
diagenetic.

Iowa was beyond the reach of terrigenous deposits from the
Appalachian tectonic belt. Any land in the direction of the
Canadian Shield was certainly very low, and the seas extended
widely to northwest and southwest.

INTRODUCTION

PURPOSE AND SCOPE

This report presents a description of the lithology, distribu
tion, thickness, and relationships of the Osage rocks of the Mis
sissippian System, as they OCCUr in subsurface in the south
eastern quarter of Iowa. The location of the area of study is
shown in figure 1. Maps showing thickness, structure, and lith
ofacies are also presented.

The intent is: I} to relate subsurface well records to surface
formation usage; 2) to standardize the classification of various
workers; 3) to correlate the formations of the Osage Series in
central Iowa with the type formations of southeastern Iowa; 4)
to make a preliminary interpretation of the conditions of origin;
and 5) to distinguish the later diagenetic changes.

PROCEDURE

This report is based primarily on the examination of well cut
tings with binocular microscope and throughout the report refer
ence is made to the well sample sets by Iowa Geological Survey
file number e.g., (W-4000). The records of over a thousand wells
were used in the completion of this report. The locations of the

,
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It'1j{ure 1. Map of Iowa showing- locution of study.



PREVIOUS WORK ANll CLASSIFICATION

The Mississippian rocks of Iowa and adjacent states have been
• tudied repeatedly since the work of Owen (1852) and Hall
.1857). Reviews of these investigations may be found jy \e

wells to which specific reference is made are listed in the appen
dix. The samples are mostly from holes drilled by the cable-tool
method by many water-well drillers whose excellent cooperation
has made possible the subsurface strati~I'aphicwork of the Iowa
Survey. A few cores and sample sets from rotary-drilled holes
were also available. In ~eneral the well sections were readily
correlated with surface sections. Several quarries and natural
exposures were measured and hand specimens were compared to
well cuttin~s. Examination of well cuttin~s proceeded according
to geographic location, progressing from southeastern Iowa
toward the northwest with the purpose of tracing units or recog
nizing changes from well to well. Several sets of insoluble resi
dues were examined, and residues of selected intervals were
made whenever it seemed desirable.

The criteria for correlation are mostly lithologic. No faunal
studies were made, although presence or absence of fossil or
skeletal remains and the ~ro"s assembla~e are usable means of
correlation. Descriptive terminology conforms basically to the
usage of the Iowa Geolo~ical Survey and standard references of
strati~raphy and sedimentary petrology. Color usage follows
"The Rock Color Chart" (National Research Council 1948) based
on the Munsell system. Description of limestones has been in
fluenced by Folk's (1959) classification, althou~h his rather com
plex terminolo~y is not used. The graphic lo~s prepared as a part
of this investigation are in the files of the Iowa Geological Sur
vey. The logs of many workers have been drawn upon especially
in the construction of the maps accompanyin~ this report. Ex
planation of the symbols used in the graphic illustrations of sur
face exposures and the percenta~e logs of well cuttings is shown
in figure 2.

The maps, prepared mainly by Parker, are based on well rec
ords available to the spring of 1961. Control is of irregular
density. In the southeastern counties a great deal of detail is
possible and certain structural trends are defined. In the south
western counties well records are few and scattered and struc
tural trends can not be defined with certainty.
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the Burlington Limestone marks the bURe of the Osage Serie"
and is underlain by the Hampton Formation. In central Iowa.
the Burlinl(ton is underlain by the Gilmore City Limestone which
may be of O"age age. The stratigraphic relationships of the Gil
more City Limestone are questionable and are currently under~
lI
o
ing investigation by several geologists in Iowa. For the pur

poses of this report, the Burlington is considered to be the base
of the Osage in central Iowa also.

fSTRATIGRAPHY OF THE OSAGE S,;RI,;S(.

works of Van TuyJ (1922), Moore (1935), Wilmarth (1938), and
Weller and Sutton (1940).

There has been much disagreement over the placement of the
boundary between the Osal(e and Meramec Series, and various
authors have placed this boundary both at the base of and at the
top of the Warsaw Formation. Van Tuyl (1922). J. M. Weller
(1934). Weller and Sutton (1940), and Weller and others
(1948), all assil(n the Warsaw Formation to the Meramec Series
on the basis of faunal assemblage and lithologic affinities. War~ W;
saw and Sperl(en (Salem) are conformable in southwestern Illi- !lJ A

. d' h S L . h' th' CKNOWLEDGEMENTSnOls an In t e t. OllIS area, w ereas In sou eastern Iowa: T '
there appears to be an unconformity between these formations. ' G Ihe study was initiated by Harris while a member of th I .

,eo ol(lcal Sur t ff . e ow.,
Stuart Weller (1914), Moore (1935), and Laudon (1931,1937, _ 1 t l' vey sam the mid-1940's in preparation fo .

. . '. . (oC Ora dIssertation (H . r "-1949) have taken the vIew that both faunally and htholol(lcally 11 G I arrl~, 1947). The work was directed bv
the Warsaw is more closely related to the Keokuk than to the .' G' la~ anld Hershey, State Geolo!(bt and Dil'ector of the 10w~

. . eo O!(lca Survey Sin' tho t t' .
Spergen-St. LoUIS. . "dd't' . Ill'. ee " Ime exammation of hundreds of

The results of this investigation emphasize the gradational t'lr I dlOnt'h' wbe secUons by many Survey staff members has Con-
d me e oundanes' d I' ..relationship of the Warsaw and the Keokuk. On the other han ' ord h' b . an .' IVlslOns sugl(ested. These well ree-

the Sperl(en marks the initiation of quartz sand grains charac- lJre
s

atve een used extenSIvely by the authors in preparinl( the
... sen report. Parker h'l b . I .

tenstlc of the Meramec sedIments. tion f th r ,s een mam Y responSIble for evalua-
The Osage Series, as used in this report, is composed of the ThO e

t
ear ler work and for construction of new maps

Burlinl(ton Limestone, Keokuk Limestone, and Warsaw Forma- . si,ta:t ~~~t:S expre~~ special thanks to Charles N. Brown: As-
tion. The nomenclature and usage of previous authors and the the t d Geolog"t for encOural(ement in carrying through
usage of this report are summarized in figure 3. ; DI'otr~st u

G
y'J to. Walter L. Steinhilbel', U. S. Geolol(ical Survey

. ' , nc eo oglst for h' 'C'
In Illinois and Missouri, the Burlington Limestone is underlam to the m b ' IS Crt IClsm and helpful sugg-estions, and

by the Fern Glen Formation which is also Osage in age. This un'! crl'tl.e~ erhs of the present staff whose discussion interest
u Clsm as mad 'bl ,. ,

formation has not been found in Iowa. In southeastern Iowa F H D h' • d e POSSI e the completion of this report
. . . or elm an R B C' b II . . .

_ , '_~'. lishing type section' . .' amp e Jomed the authors in estab-IG·""'''';'L r .... r~,l l-.". M_" W.ll., &l.u...... w.It•• & ...10... I_G.S. ~ ,s fOI the members of the Budin t L'
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H STRATIGRAPHY OF THE OSAGE SERIES

STRATIGRAPHY

The O::;age Serieg in southeastern Iowa jg composed domi
nantly of cherty carbonate rocks interstratified with minor
amounts of fossiliferous shale. The carbonate strata are now
crystalline, but many beds were originally biogenic. Thin shale
beds first appear in the middle of the series, and increase upward
in number and thickness. Quartz sandstone occurs only locally
at the base of the Burlington Limestone and has been noted in
parts of Washington, Keokuk, and Louisa Counties.

The outcrop area of the Osage Series and the thickness of the
series are shown in plate 1. Recent subsurface data have modi
fied the Osage boundaries of the Geologic Map of Iowa (Tester,

1937) .
Two stratigraphic cross-sections are shown in figures 4 and 5.

The relative uniformity of the Burlington members in the south
eastern district and the extent of the lithologic variations from
southeast to northwest are shown in figure 4, and from south
west to northeast in figure 5. The thinning of the Osage Series
on the southwestern flank of the anticline near Ames-Roland and
the contact of the Burlington with successively younger horizons
of the Kinderhook Series from southeastern Iowa northwestward
are shown in figure 4. The inter-relationship of the Warsaw
Keokuk carbonates and shales is demonstrated on both crogs-sec-

tions.

DESCRIPTION OF FORMATIONS

Burlington Limestone

General Statement
The Burlington Limestone was named by James Hall (1857)

to replace the term "encrinital group of Burlington" which had
been used by Owen (1852). The Burlington is the lowermost
formation of the Osage Series in southeastern Iowa and overlies
rocks of Kinderhook age; it is overlain by the Keokuk Limestone.
The contact between the Burlington and Keokuk Formations is
not sharp and has been placed at various horizons by earlier
workers. Transitions beds between the formations were called
"Montrose cherts" by Keyes (1893) who considered them to be
part of the Burlington. Van Tuyl (1922), largely on the basis of
faunal relationships, placed these beds in the Keokuk Limestone.
The Iowa Geological Survey continues to accept Van Tuyl's in..
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IN S()\!TIlEASTIo:RN IOWA !I

te"pretation which was concurred in by Laudon (1937) in his
report on the Burlington Limestone.

Distribution and Thickness

The type area of the Burlington Limestone is at Burlington,
Des Moines County, Iowa. The formation has a broad outcrop
area. Exposures are relatively common in much of Des Moines
and Lee Counties and parts of Van Buren, Henry, Louisa, and
\Vashington Counties. Quarries expose the Burlington in Keo
kuk, Jasper, Poweshiek, and Marshall Counties, but natural ex
posures of the formation are not known there. Subsurface data
show that it is well developed beneath young-er strata throughout
~outheastern Iowa as shown on the Burlington structural and
thickness maps, plates 2 and 3.

The thickness of the Burling-ton Limestone ranges from 40 to
80 feet, with the thicker section in the south and west as shown
in plate 3. Rocks of the same age are distributed throughout
much of central United States and are represented in the Rocky
Mountain area.

Surface Characteristics

The Burlington Limestone in outcrop has been described by
Van Tuyl (1922) and Laudon (1929.1937). The latter (1937)
:mbdivides the formation into faunal zones which correspond to
the lithologic members described herein.

As a result of subsurface studies Harris (1947) divided the
Burlington Limestone into three units. These have correlated so
well with !'I.urface exposures that member nameg are here pro
paged and type section~desig-nated and described from Des Moines
County. The members in ascending- ord.er are, Dolbee Creek,
Haight Creek. and Cedar Fork. In general. the Dolbee Creek
~lember (Laudon's Cactocri1ll/s zone in the type area, but includ
inK his underlying zones where the member is thick) is rela
tively pure crinoidal limestone with a small amount of chert; the
HaiKht Creek Member (Laudon's Phllsc!oc1'inl/s zone) is highly
cherty and contains dolomite as well as limestone beds; and the
Cedar Fork Member (Laudon's [)iZ!I!locrinus and Pcntremites
zones) is relatively pure crystalline limestone. The J)izlI!JocrinI/B
zone commonly contain~ abundant glauconite which gives the
limestone a green color. and the Pcntr"",it"s zone is cherty.

The Burlington Limestone is resistant to erosion and forms a
hiKh northeast facing escarpment along- the northern margin of
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N.;.<th Hill M"mbe,

lime"""", oafi"", whire, """olh"", y"lIow
'>"«om bed

Ia thi.< memoer. It rests unconformably on rocks which are more
''''-'"«pliole to weathering. At the type locality, the Doloee Creek

{ ilem""r is underlain by the oolitic limestone of the North Hill.'J'":

~'. iI.m""r of lhe Hampton Formation. At Crapo Park, Starr's
~ t"\·~, Klld Leonhard quarry, the Doloee Creek is underlain by the
{brownish-red dolomites of the Wasson ville Member of the Hamp_!<I':

,~~ t.oo.. Clwndt'$ are prevalent in the \Vus:~onvjlle. The top of the
~' Dolbee Creek i~ H coarsely crystalline, crinoictal calcirudite con
~ to.rm.ably overlain by a nonresistant dolomite containing one or

"""" massive chert beds. Within a few feet of the contact in
iu.. bue of the Haight Creek Member there occurs a distinctive
.,,- of thin-bedded dolomite with laminae of greenish-black
(llKuIded glauconite grains.
!1i

,,,,'!fH";I/At Creek Membm·._The type section of the Haight Creek
';f)(anber is exposed in a bluff on the north bank of Haight Creek
;, la the NW cor. sec. 12, T. 71N., R. 2W., Des Moines County (fig.
tt). The bluff is apprOXimately 100 yards west of the bridge over
~lWxht Creek on Iowa Highway 99, apprOXimately half a mile
,;_th of the community of Kingston.
l'

". Other typical expOsures can be seen at the type section of the
:~ Creek, where the Haight Creek forms a steep talus slope,,.,.,

Other typical exposures of the Dolbee Creek Member can be
seen in the abandoned Holsteen quarry along a tributary to
Yellow Spring Creek in the NW cor. sec. 35, T. 7lN., R. 2W,;
in the Flint River bluff near Starr's Cave in the NW'4 NW'4 see.
19, T. 70N., R. 2W.; in the bluffs above the Mississippi River at
Crapo Park, Burlington; and in the Leonhard quarry (fig. 7).

The Dolbee Creek Member in surface exposures commonlr
forms massive ledges or over-hanging cliffs. The dominant lith
ology is very dense, coarsely crystalline, crinoidal limestone. It
contains scattered chert nodules and is sparingly dolomitized.
Spiriter glimesi and fragments of bryozoans are also prevalent

the outcrop area in Des Moines County. The high bluffs along
the Mississippi Valley wall in the vicinity of the city of Burling
ton are capped by Burlington rocks. Tributary valleys such as
Flint Creek, Yellow Spring Creek, Dolbee Creek and their
branches commonly have steep valley walls cliffed by the resist
ant Dolbee Creek and Cedar Fork Members. Where the entire
formation is present, as at Starr's Cave and the mouth of Dolbee
Creek, there are two cliffs separated by a steep talus-covered
slope. In many places the mHssive crystnlline limestone members
form great overhanj:{s beneath which "shelter bluff caves" are
formed at the horizons of the weaker underlying beds. Such
shelter bluffs are especially p"ominent at Crapo Park in Burling-'
ton and at Starr's Cave in the dolomites of the Haight Creek
Member and the Wassonville Formation. Northwestward along',
the strike the scarp is buried beneath glacial till. Locations of.
the type sections of the members and representative natural and
quarry exposures are shown on the map of Des Moines County,
figure 6. The complete stratigraphic section of Burlington Lime-
stone and contacts with the underlying Wassonville dolomite and
overlying Keokuk Limestone is very well exposed at the present
time in the J. T. Leonhard quarry located in the SE cor. sec. l,
T. 71N., RAW., Des Moines County. This would make an ideal
type section for the entire Burlington Limestone, however, most
of the section is below the level of Ced"r Fork Creek and eventu·
ally may be covered by water. The section is shown in figure 7.
Dolbee Creek Member.-The type section of the Dolbee Creek
Member is exposed along Dolbee Creek near the Dolbee cemetery,
in the SE 'I. SE~, sec. 23, T. 72N., R. 2W., Des Moines County,
Iowa (fig. 8).

..,
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and in the adjacent Wever quarry in the NW cor. sec. 25, T.
'l:l.1'., R. 2W., where all but the lower 5 feet can be seen. In the
overhanging cliffs of the Flint River bluff near Starr's Cave the
""",plete section is exposed but is inacceesible for detailed study.
'The upper portion of the member can be seen in the Raid Broth
en' quarry at South Augusta in the SE'I. NW'.\ sec. 25, T. 69N.,
R. 4W., Lee County; the lower portion can be seen in the aban

.;.\' •doned Holsteen quarry and the entire section in the Leonhard
:{~ quarry, both in Des Moines County (fig. 6).
{-'c.

. Tife Hail{ht Creek Member in surface exposures is commonly
rt<!uced to steep talus-covered slopes. The dolomites tend to disin
tq....Ie and the chert layers are highly fractured. A weather
....u.tant rock ledge, 3 to 5 feet high occurs at the horizon of
mnoidal limestone and massive chert, generally found in the
1Ilid<Jle of the member. The Haight Creek is marked by numerous
chert layers and dominance of dolomite over limestone. The
ckrt occur< as irregular beds and nodular masses. When ob
...rved on the bedding plane these are seen to have a lattice-like
paltern. The chert is characteristically offwhite to light gray
"'-'l<l mottled with white to light yellowish-brown crinoidal fn,g
_nt... At Leonhard quarry much of the chert is mottled gray or
brown and has banding parallel to the malxins of the nodules.
'The dulomites are brownish gray, finely crystalline and friable.

\~.i Denoe, coarsely crystalline, crinoidal limestone beds similar to
'~J u.o..e in the Dolbee Creek and Cedar Fork Members occur near

: the top and in the middle of the Haight Creek. They are some
.hat finer in texture and are not glauconitic.

C""", bedding occurs in some localities and is particularly out
.. $landing at Leonhard Quarry where interbedded chert layers
·~;·lr.avea uniform dip of about 15 degrees in bed 13.

~;, lnterlaminated glauconite and dolomite occupy a zone from
.;.': 1£ i.Dche. to 2 feet or more in thickness at the base of this unit.
lii', 'The glauconite grains are polished, well rounded, and greenish
~> Wr.ck (5 G 211) in color. It was deposited as a sand. This glau

Iff); ltJOQ!te zone at the base of the Haight Creek is the most impor-
·':t'-b.nthorizon marker in the entire Osage Series, because it is as
~~::_tsta.nding in well cuttingg as it is in surface exposures.
;~c, 'The lop of the Haight Creek is marked by a grayish-orange,
~J:,bdy crystalline dolomite with calcite cement. It is conformably
\\i\ _riain by resistant, coarsely crystalline. crinoidal limestone of
'/'J"
,~. the Cedar Fork Member.
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STRATIGHAPHY OF THE OSAGE SERIESHi

The Cedar Fork Member like the Dolbee Creek, in sUi'face eX'I'"
po~m~'es forms massive cliffR or overhan~s. It~ d~mina.nt lithol- ~:i
ogy IS coarsely to very coarsely crystalline, cnnOidal hmegton~ ,t'
Scattel'ed glauconite is present throughout the Cedar Fork. A
concentration which g-ives the rock a greenh,h color occurs in a
zone two to four feet thick in the middle of the member, Til<
glnuconite OCC\Il'S as disseminnted grayish-J,rreen (5 G 5/2 to
5/4) flecks which are not rounded nor oriented in layers as th'1
are at the base of the Haight Creek, Nodules and lenses of
white, porcellaneous, and fo.';.~iliferous chert occur in the upper
portion of the member. S]Jl~rifl'1' grimcsi and DizY{JO(Tirws an
abundant.

The top of the member is marked by a horizon eontainint
numerous fish teeth, although evidence of these are rarely p
Herved in well <:llttinJ.r~L The enclosing limestone i~ very coar;;.
ly crystalline, crinoidal, and contains disseminated glauconiu
g-rains. The overlying Keokuk is composed of alternating' dol
mite "nd crinoidal limestone beds, which "re very cherty a
browner than those of the Cedar Fork Member,

Subsurface Characteristics in Southeastern District

The subsurface character of the Burlington Limestone is
considered in two are~\R-the ~outhea~tern and. the wegtern d'
tricts of the study area, In the region of the outcrop the lit
logic character of the Burlington in suhsurface is compara
to that in surface exposures, and the members of the Burlingtl
Limestone are readily recognizable. These nre well ghown b.
the sample logs in figures 10 and 11. Northwestward the amou'
of dolomite gradually increases and both carbonates and che
become darker in color, Marker beds and certain lithologic pee
liarities (to he descrihed) persist, allowing continuous reco:
tion of the formation throuF:hout the area covered by this repor,

Ceil"r Fork M('/niJl'I".-The type section of the Cedar Fork
Member i::- exposed in the Leonhard quarry at an elevation which
would be above the natural w"ter table (fig, 7), The quarry il
located near the east bank of Cedar Fork Creek,

Other typical expos\lI'eg of the Cedar Fork Member can be,
seen along Cedar Fork Creek in sections 1 and 12, T, 71N" II
4W" Des Moines County; at the type area of Dolbee Creek alon,
Dolbee Creek and in ad.iacent qualTies; and in the Raid Broth
ers' quarry at Sonth Augusta.

B
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Subsurface occurrences of a sandstone similar to that at Was
IIOOvilie have been observed in samples from wells at:

,I

.~ Dolbtt Creek Mell/her.-Well cutting-R of the Dolbee Creek Mem
ber are composed mainly of limestone with minor amountR of
chert and glauconite. The limeRtone, in which crinoid fragment::;

,;,_ are abundant, is dominantly very pale orange (10 YR 8/2) to
; otfwhite, coarsely to very coarsely crystalline (pl. 4, fig-. 5). A

11III&11 percentage of chert accompanies the limestone. This chert
It generally white, opaque, conchoidal, and has a stony luster,

. belt BOrne of the chert may be du!1 and rough. The Dolbee Creek
'characteristical1y contains a smal1 amount of light-green (5 G
IIi3) glauconite. Disseminated dolomite crystals occur in the

], u...e.tone in some localities as at the Iowa Ordinance Plant, Des
Xoines County (W-1414, fig. 11 A).

This unit is thickest in the south near Keokuk, Lee County,
'where it measures 17 feet in the Aikens wel1 (W-1282, fig. 4).
From that area northward and westward it decreases in thick-

" DellS, Near Burlington, Des Moines County (W-1431), and Way
land. Henry County (W-1332), the unit is about 10 feet thick,
and llOutheast of Crawfordsville, Washing-ton County (W-1568),
ilia only 2 feet thick. In the vicinity of Ainsworth, Washington,

land Wellman, a!1 in Washington County, the Dolbee Creek is
'_aboent The distribution is shown in plate 3.

In Washington, Keokuk, and Louisa Counties a basal sandstone
-ClC' conglomerate occurs at the base of the Bnrlington Limestone.

-,It rests on the Wassonville dolomite. An exposure of conglom-
ente composed of angular and rounded chert pebbles and quartz
rand occurs 4 miles south of Riverside, Washing-ton County, in
the NW1j~ SE'it sec. 31, T. 77N., R. 6W_ It rests on reddish-

" 'brown dolomite of the WagHonville and appears to represent a
"/t>u&1 Burlington deposit. The relationship of the conglomerate
-,10 the Burlington Limestone is not obRervable at this exposure,

.,·although the Burlington is present 200 yards away. At the type
-'-Io<slity of the Wassonville a weB-sorted, friable sandstone occurs

at the contact between the Burlington Limestone and the Was-
';lIOl1ville dolomite. It is composed principally of fine- to medium

JiJed quartz g-rains which have secondarily enlarged crystal
'- tlC/:ll. Although most grains are colorless, some are pink and a
trw are dark brown or black. Sma!1 pebble-size balls OCcur with
l.l>e l!&ndstone.

Ooloml,., 11;1>' II'oyl,h-b'own, 11""ly <ry"olHn.. , o,..j wbll.
on<! 111I1"-II,oy'"",,,I.d ch.. rt, vi,,,,,,,,, on<! c"""hol<lol

Shol .. , light "'''41'''''-9'oy, li"il"

Oolom;'e, g,oyi,h-oro<>ge ond light-g,oy, linely cry.t"lli"",
wi'h coone in,.,,'hi,,1 cole it.; ond II~ht-bf_n,I'''9_nt,,1

lime""".; on<! whi'e, quo"'o'. ch.rt; ,coll.f.d .01< flee ••
or ligh'-g,••" glo""o"".

Ooloml'". ,,,d<lim_b,,,,.,.n. finely <:rydoll,,,,, '" 9'0",,1<><. wi' ..

in'e."i'i"l·coki'''i 1'''9,..",,10 01 brachiopod,

li_<tooe, very pole-oro",," wi.h medi"", "'Y,t"lli". "mb<o<klod
dolomite ,ho",b" obundon' ['<>o""'nt, of c,i"oid. ond br"d..;....

po<h; ehe,l '" "hove

Oolom;I .. , dotk y"11"",;,h-",<>",,.. , li .... ly crY't"II,,,,,; 0<><1

"ff""h,I", '0...91,'0 l,;pelitle che", b<>.. 01 member "","'.4
by" COfl.."lrO!i"" 01 gruni.n-block, '''''''''ed,poliohe<i

91""<:0011" 9'''''"

Cheri, I;ght hl,,"h-g'''Y ... ill, embedded b''''''''''''-9'''1
dolomite ,homb. ,,»<I " .."Did frog"'.nh

D"lom;'e, very light-gray, (i""l y ~ry.lol\i~, on<;! 1'\11"
1>1"'';'-9'''1 d •."I, mottled, 1,,,n,I"'ce,,l, 0..... c""cho,d"l

A

4;:z;k7L7Lr'~.,j Doloml,e, p;jl. y~lIowl"'-o,o"'9'" linely .0ccho,oidQI; 000 "flwW!l
A I '''I''';' '1 7~ che,-l, mot ed I,ght-b,_n, Of><lque
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"·.m.l TO/I'n County
.Wellman city No.2 (W-2238) Wellman Wlishington
J.Wuhingtoncity test No.4 (W-OG8G) Washing-ton Washing-ton
(Amaworth city No.2 (W-18G8) Ainsworth Washing-ton

JCllOlAcity (W-0551) Keota Keokuk

·t\Vhat Cheer city test (W-0822) What Cheer Keokuk
, Clarence Jenning's (W-23GO) Columbus Jct. Louisa

:, Cotter School (W-3874) Cotter Louisa

:'The sandstone varies in texture from very fine to medium
: ,E1'll!ned, and is composed of qUlirtz grains with well-developed
'lroalAl faces as a result of secondary growth. Yellowish-gray,
)m:ctUOU8 clay accompanies the sandstone in most of these wells.
The bed appears to be cong-Iomeratic in the Keota well as it
,_lAins much weathered chert and brown clay along with sand.

Height Cl'l'I'k MemiJe,..-The Haight Creek Memher in subsur
" r~ is dominated by a hig-h percentage of chert; as much as

5Q percent in some localities. Generally both limestone lind dolo
II>lte accompany the chert. The chert is offwhite, opaque, gen

·'en./ly hM a conchoidal fracture, and a stony luster. A peculiar
,aDd distinctive characteristic of the chert is the presence of
'lJ'1I)iah.pink rhombohedral dolomite crystals enclosed in the
.Out matrix (pI. 4, fig. 3). These crystals are commonly re
piafed by chalcedony. Some of the chert contains microscopic

,.tn..y Quartz ma"es. The limestone is similar to that in the
§i'Dolbee Creek: white to very pale orange, fine to medium crystal
;J.j, 1Dt. crinoidal fragments with a clear calcite or siliceous cement
.J:' (pi. 4, fij{. 2). The limestone commonly g'rades into dolomite,

lOII"t Richland, Keokuk County (W-2387) and Pilot Grove, Lee
OIunty (W-1385). The accompanyinj{ dolomite, also siliceous,
:Ie !>"Ie orange (10 YR 7/2 to 10 YR 8/4), fine to medium
cry'atAlline, and has a brilliant luster. A small amount of glau_te is generally scattered through this unit.

t·, The base of the Haight Creek in most well sections as in
Rrface exposures, is marked by a glauconitie dolomite (figs. 10

JUDd 11). The dolomite is darker and has a g'reater residue of
'1lIlrlIiaceous and siliceous material than most of the dolomites
III the Haij{ht Creek and has a silt-sized to medium-crystalline
tdture. The j{lauconite is typically greenish black (5 G 2/1),
... a high luster, and a smooth rounded surface (pI. 4, fig. 4).
11lla horizon has been used as the datum for the structure map
,Ill OOIIthe....tern Iowa (pI. 2), because it is recognizable over the
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Plate 4, Photomicrographs of representative well
of the Burlington Limestone X-7.
1. Cedar Fork Member (W-7981, 245' -250'): limestone

(lower right) offwhite, coarsely crystalline; chert,
white, opoque, stony luster.

2. Haight Creek Member (W-8167, 210' -215') neor top
of member: chert, offwhite, smooth, porcellaneous
luster; limestone, offwhite, coarsely crystalline.

3. Haight Creek Member (W-8167, 235' -240') near base
of member: dolomite (the darker fragments), finely
crystalline, scattered dark grains of glauconite; chert,
(lower right) shows chalcedonic banding and mottling

as well as fossil fragments.
4. Haight Creek Member (W-8167, 240' -245') base of

member: rounded, pol ished, dark greenish-black glau·
conite pellets in the darker fine-textured dolomite
and lighter coarsely-crystoll ine limestone.

5. Dolbee Creek Member (W-8176, 245' -250'): Iimestont
coarsely crystalline, containing crinoid fragments;
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entire area. Additional detail is included in the section devoted
to the western district.

The Haig-ht Creek Member has a rather uniform thickness in
the southea.,tern district rang-ing- from 40 to 50 feet.

Cedar Fork Memlwr.-The Cedar Fork Member in subsurface is
composed mainly of carbonates with minor amounts of chert
and glauconite. The carbonate of the Cedar Fork is dominantly
an offwhite to very pale-orange limestone with a medium to
coarsely crystalline texture; subordinate amounts of light olive
gray, finely crystal1ine dolomite are present (pI. 4, fig. 1). The
rock is composed largely of crinoid fragments and hence might
be termed a criquina (Tester, 1941), which is a biocalcirudite.
The limestone is commonly very glauconitic, especially in the i'
middle portion, and as a consequence may have a greenish color. .,
The g-lauconite is g-enerally soft and dark yellowish g-reen (10
GY 4/4). Greenish-black, rounded, and polished g-rains similar
to those at the base of the Haight Creek are rare in the Cedar
Fork. The chert of the Cedar Fork Member is offwhite, opaque,
conchoidal, and subporcellaneous to stony in luster. Concentra
tions of chert occur in the upper portions of the member while I:
the lower portion is relatively chert free. {

The Cedar Fork occurs throug-hout the area of this report i,
ranging from 10 to 30 feet in thic.kness. It is most tYPiCallY,;:
developed in the southeastern counlIes. --

Subsurface Characteristics in Western District
The Burlington Limestone exhibits gradational changes in

lithologies from the AOutheastern district to the western district
where dolomite beds increase at the expense of the limestone and !Ire
both carbonates and cherts become darker in color. However, at
Story City, Story County, (W-2158) the lithology of the Cedar
Fork Member is similar to that of the southeastern district.

In the western district the Burlington is composed mainly of Iii'

chert and dolomite with subordinate limestone. The chert is off
white to light gray (N-7), commonly mottled or speckled gray,,,.
generally opaque and conchoidal. Rhombic dolomite crystals,l"
which are often replaced by chalcedony, is a common feature. ;.
Much of the chert contains drusy quartz, and in the lower part
of the formation the chert is very quartzose (Collins W-2164,
Des Moines W-0369). The accompanying dolomite is light gray
or light olive gray (5 Y 6/1) to dark yellowish brown (10 YR
4/2), and weI! crystallized with fine to medium crystalline tex
ture; intersitial calcite cement is common. Some glauconite is
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present throughout but is abundant at the top and bottom of
the formation. In Marshall and Stol'y Counties. as at Clemons
(W-1680) and Story City (W-2158), botb the chert and dolomite
contain a large amount of g-lHuconite which gives the rock a dark
green color. The glauconite occur:-\ as g-reenish-black grains or
pellets with rounded and poli"hed surfaces.

The Haight Creek and Cedar Fork Members are present in the
western district, but the DOlbee Creek appears to be confined to
the southeast as shown in plate 3. Even where the Cedar Fork
has been dolomitized the ghosts of the original calcarinite struc
ture can be observed. The presence of glauconite in the Cedar
Fork also helps to distinguish this member from the underlying
Haight Creek Member and the overlying Keokuk Limestone. The
thickness of the Haight Creek in the western district averages
70 feet; the thickness of the Cedar Fork averages 20 feet.

The glauconitic dolomite zone marking the base of the Haight
Creek Member in the .sontheastel·n district extend,s beyond the
limits of the Dolbee Creek Member and rests on Kinderhook
rocks in the western district. Above the concentration of glauco
nite the rock in well cuttings appears to be a slightly argillaceous,
silt-textured dolomite; however, after treatment in acid the per
cenlage of residue is high and is partly arg-illaceous and partly
:iiliceous forming a delicate spongy mass full of silt-sized dolo
molds (Hedrick, Keokuk County, W-1307). In sOme samples,
the interstitial material is not completely joined resulting- in a
silty residue, as at Des Moines, Polk County (W-0369 and W
0490). Generally a few chert fragments OCCur at this horizon.
The distinctive nature of the insoluble residue identifies the
horizon in a few wells where glauconite is absent.

Although this report is confined to the southeastern quarter
of Iowa, the Cedar Fork and Haight Creek Members are recog
nized in well cuttings from other areas in the State. The Dolbee
Creek, Haight Creek, and Cedar Fork have been recognized in
well cuttings from adjacent counties in Illinois and Missouri.

Sedimentation and Diagenesis

The Burlington Limestone originally was a bioclastic lime
stone. The texture is controlled largely by the crinoidal stem and
plate fragments and is rather coarse ranging from calcarenite
to calcirudite. Some fine-textured limestone beds are interstrati_
fied with the coarser beds. Exposures of the formation show
massive continuous bedding, which lire commonly cross laminat_
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Keokuk Limestone

General Statement
The Keokuk Limestone was named by Owen (1852), for those

beds underlying the Archimedes limestone and overlying the
Burlington Limestone. Hall (1857), expanded the Keokuk to
include the Archimedes limestone and the 40 feet of calcareous
shale containing numerous geodes of quartz and chalcedony
which overlies the limestone. These beds he termed, HThe Geode
Bed." Owen applied the term "Keokuk cherty limestones" to the
beds which Hall referred to as the "cherty beds of passage"
separating the Keokuk and Burlington. These beds were later
called "Montrose cherts" by Keyes (1893). The name "Keokuk"
has been used in various ways by different geologists, but it is
now used by the Iowa Geological Survey as defined by Van Tuyl
(1922): "The Keokuk formation consists of the transition beds
known as the Montrose cherts, which are about 30 feet in thick
ness, and the Keokuk limestone, which is about 40 feet in thick

ness."
In subsurface, the Keokuk Limestone is readily recognizable

in the region of the type locality, The "Montrose cherts" are

ed. Neither quarry exposures nor subsurface data indicate bio
hermal structures or bar development.

The original limestone has been diagenetically altered. The
fossil fragments were recrystallized and interstices ultimately
became filled by clear calcite, which commonly was grown in
crystalline continuity to the recrystallized fragments. Many beds
were subsequently dolomitized. In the southeastern district, the
limestone in some beds has been replaced by dolomite crystal
rhombs. In the western district dolomitization is complete. As
a result of this rliag-enesis. distinct carbonate lithofacies are

recognizable.
The exact nature and origin of the chert is a moot Question.

The even and continuous chert beds that are seen in many
quarries would seem to indicate a primary orig-in. Nevertheless,
the enclosed fossil fragments, at least, have been diagenetically
silicified. Furthermore, many of the dolomites contain a large
chert residue, which may represent siliceous interstitial filling,
although much is considered to be formed by replacement. The
cherts of the Haight Creek Member commonly contain euhedral
dolomite crystals, although many of these rhombs are nOW chal
cedonic pseudomorphs.

~!)IN SOLJT!IEASTl':HN IOWA

e"sily identified overlying the relatively noncherty Cedar Fork
Member of the Bul'lington Limestone. The top of the Keokuk
cannot be identifled as readily. The upper Keol<uk Lime:.;tonc
is composed of gray, fo,-;silifci'OliS calcarenites with interbedded,
fossiliferous. calcareous shales. The shale beds increase in num
ber and thickness upward, g-rading into the gray Warsaw shales,
and dolomite beds replace the limestone. Van Tuyl's boundary
occurs in the transition. In subsurface usage, the upper boundary
of the Keokuk is generally placed at the top of the calcarenite.
This usage may raise the boundary slig-htly to inclucle Van Tuy!'s
hasal limestone unit of the lower Warsaw, because it is litho
logically similar to the uppermost Keokuk.

Distribution and Thickness

The Keokuk Limestone is exposed only in parts of Lee, Des
Moines, Louisa, Henry. Keokuk, and Van Buren Countie~L In
subsurface it extends into central Iowa and southwestward into
Mistwuri, Nebraska, and Kansas. The regional distribution in
central United States is similar to that of the Burlington, out
cropping in Illinois, Missouri, Arkansas, and northeastern Okla
homa. Rocks believed to be of comparable ag-e Occur in Incliana,
Ohio, and Kentucky, but they are largely of terrigenous origin.

In subsurface of the southeastern c1istriet, the thickness of
the Keokuk where overlain by the Warsaw Formation averages
about 75 feet. It ranges from 100 feet at Keokuk, Lee County
(W-1282) to a minimum of 37 feet at Wayland, Henry County
(\V-1332). In the western district it averag"es 50 feet. A max
imum of 125 feet was found at Des l\loines. Polk County ('vV
0369) ; it is thinner north of Des Moines in Story and Marshall
Counties where it averages 25 feet.

Subsurface Characteristics in Southeastern District

The "Montrose cherts" are c1escribed as consisting of alternat
ing layers of gray and blue cherty limestones in which several
brachiopod species typical of the Keokuk appear for the first
time, The upper beds "... consist of layers of gray to bluish
limestone, alternating with beds of shale, which are increasingly
prevalent and thicker towards the top" (Van Tuyl 1922).

The lower "Montrose cherts" and upper "Keokuk limestone"
are easily recognizable in the southeastern district (fig. I2A).
The lower portion of the Montrose unit g-enerally contains a very
pale-ol'ange 00 YR 8 2) ancl gray, medium to coarsely crystal
line ljme~tone grading into calcarenite. Fossil fragments, e~pe-
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'cially of brachiopods and crinoids are common (pI. 5, fig. 1).
DoJomite beds, composing- about 50 percent of the carbonates of
the "Montrose" unit are Jig-ht g-ray to lig-ht olive gray and fine
to medium crystalline. MORt of the dolomite contains interstitial
siliceous material and some is argillaceous. A few intercalations
of gray, generally non-lbsile, dolomitic shale are present. Chert
is the dominant litholog-y in well cuttings through the upper
portion of the Montrose cherts, althoug-h the percentage is un
doubtedJy exaggerated through drilling and sampling techniques.
The chert is typically light g-ray and offwhite mottled and specked
with bJack, gray, or brown; it is cryptocrystalline, opaque, breaks
with a conchoidaJ fracture, and has a stony Juster (pI. 5, fig. 2).
Spicular fragments of fossils are abundant in the chert and
serve to distinguish the Keokuk from the dominantly crinoidal
chert of the Burlington.

The upper part of the Keokuk is typified by light-gray calca
renites. This unit is thick and well developed in some Jocalities
as at Keokuk, Lee County (W-1282) and Keosauqua, Van Buren
County (W-0669) and only poorly shown in others, as in the
Bengston well (W-2150) near Denmark, Lee County. The caJ
carenite is very pale orange to gray, commonly with darker
mottlings (pI. 5, figs. 3 and 5). In many cases the fossil frag·.
ments constitute the darker component. The fine-grained matrix
is mostJy pure calcium carbonate with a small amount of gray
argillaceous materia1. Quartz sand has not been observed in the
Keokuk. The accompanying chert is g-ray and Jight bluish gray
(5 B 7/1), mottled and specked offwhite and bJack; it is opaque
nnd hUH a conchoidal fracture and ~llhporcellHIH:()lI:-\Juster. Brown
chert occurs with the ~o·.ay in some well cutting's; the amount
of brown chert increa~es toward the west (Montro~e. Lee County
W-2290; Danville, Des Moines County W-1572; Rome, Henry
County W-1806; Richland, Keokuk County W-2387). Dolomite
beds also occur in this portion of the Keokuk and may be dom
inant as at the Iowa Wesleyan Collep;e farm well, Henry County
(W-1804). The dolomite is light medium gray, fine to medium
crystalline, commonly argillaceous and p;rades into a chunky
dolomitic shale that has about the same COJOL Micaceous, fissile
shale is present at some localities. Glauconite, as scattered soft,
green spots, is associated with the Keokuk sediments, but a con
centration has not been noted at any single horizon over a broad
area, as it has in the Burlington.
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\'Var~aw Formation

IN SOUTHEASTEHN TOIVA

Subsurface Characteri:-;tics in \Ve~tern District
The Keokuk Limestone in the western district if> typically

brown-dark in the upper portion and liRhter below. The most
striking litholol(y is the brownish-l(ray chert which is mottled
white and contains white spicules; it is conchoidal, opaque, and
hag a stony luster (fil(. 13 B). A chert of similar appearance
but with a very g-rainy texture, reminiscent of the grainy chert
of the middle Hampton in southcentral Iowa, was noted in some
well cuttinl(s. The carbonate in this district is chiefly dolomite
rather than limestone and is characteristically brown, finely
crystalline, arl(illaceous and hil(hly siliceou,;. Brown to olive
gray, blocky, dolomitic shale is a third lithology typical of
the formation. The lower part of the Keokuk contains a large
amount of secondary siliceous material in the form of crystalline
quartz and chalcedony, probably of geodal oril(in.

Sedimentation and DiaRenesis
The sediments of the lower Keokuk are little different from

those of the Burlinl(ton. They oril(inated as bioclastic sands,
consisting larl(ely of fossils and fossil fral(ments. The interstices
are filled with opaque microcrystalline carbonate, probably of
authigenic origin. Argillaceous material increases upward. The
upper Keokuk is similar calcarenite but much more argillaceous.

Shales interbedded with the calcarenites are fossiliferous and
calcareous or dolomitic. Fossil fral(ments of brachiopods and
crinoids and especially bryozoan masses are enclosed in the shale.

Dolomitization of the limestone is widespread, althoul(h not
always complete even in the western district. The dolomite is
commonly medium crystalline and rather dense. In the south
eHstern district the mottling- of the orig-inal lime~tone if'> pre
served in the dolomite and the OJ'ig-inal calcarenite structure is
discernible in both surface exposures and in well cutting-so

Silicification follow,; the ,;ame pattern as that in the Burling
ton. Some is diagenetic, includinl( silicification of fossil fraR
ments and interstitial filling of some of the clastic limestones.

~: General Statement
I!j
" The Warsaw, or Second Archimedes Limestone, was named by

Hall (1857) for 18 feet of highly fossiliferous beds of blue shale
with intercalations of thin-bedded, impure limestone from expo
sures at Warsaw, Hancock County, Illinois. A typical exposnre
occurli alonl{ a creek known H~ Soap Factory Hollow which join:i
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STRATIGHAPHY 01" TIlE OSAGE SERIES

Plate 5. Photomicrographs of representative well cuttings
of the Keokuk and the Warsaw Formations X-7.
1. Montrose chert (W-7981, 210' _215') limestone,coorse- ",.

Iy crystalline, crinoidal.
2. Montrose chert (W-8167, 175' -180') typical chert,

light gray and offwhite, mottled and specked with
gray and brown; dolomite, light gray, fine to medium

crystal Iine.
3. upper Keokuk (W-8167, 135' _140') light gray cal-

carinite, with darker mottlings by fossil fragments;
chert (upper left) Iight gray, speckled, opaque and
conchoidal; dolomite (lower right) gray, argillaceous,

finely crystalline.
4. upper Keokuk (W-7981, 185' -190') Iight gray cal-

carenites; mottled chert and chunky dolomitic shale.
5. Warsaw (W-8167, 105' -110') chalcedony rosette

(lower left); shale (upper left) medium gray, chunky
and dolomitic; dolomite, finely crystalline and
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STRATIGRAPHY OF THE OSAGE S~~RmS
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the Mississippi River from the east approximately half a mile
south of Warsaw, Hancock County, Illinois. He later (1858)
expanded it to include about 50 feet of interbedded, calcareous
shales and limestone lying' between the geode beds and the over
lying St. Louis Limestone. Stuart Weller (1908) separated the
Sperg'en beds from the Warsaw and included them with the St.
Louis. Van Tuyl (1922), removed the g'eode beds from the
underlying Keokuk Limestone and included them in the Warsaw
on the basis of closer affinity of the fauna to the Warsaw than
to the Keokuk. The Warsaw Formation in Iowa conformably
overlies the Keokuk Lime~tone and j:-; unconformably overlain
by the Sperg'en.

In subsurface, the lower boundary of the Warsaw Formation
is not readily recog'nizable. The underlying' Keokuk Limestone,
thoug'h primarily composed of calcarenites, contains shale beds
which increase in number and thickness toward the top. The
lower Warsaw contains similar calcarenites. The boundary be
tween them is nebulous and arbitrarily placed for uniformity,
at the top of the gray calcarenites in the southeastern district
and at the top of the brown dolomites and brown cherts in the
western district. The upper boundary is more easily recognized.
Presence of terrigenous quartz sand in the overlying Sperg'en
clearly marks the upper limit of the Warsaw. Where the Spergen
is absent, the Warsaw is overlain by the sandy limestones or
dolomites of the St. Louis.

Distribution and Thickness
The Warsaw Formation has a regional distribution in central

United States similar to that of the Keokuk. In Iowa it is ex
posed only in Lee, Des Moines, Louisa, Henry, Van Buren, and
Keokuk Counties.

The bluffs in the south part of the town of Keokuk, Lee County,
have a vertical exposure of approximately 70 feet including the
rocks of the upper Keokuk Limestone, the complete Warsaw For
mation, the Spergen Formation, and most of the St. Louis Lime
.tone. Here the Warsaw is 44 feet thick. The Warsaw is exposed
in contact with both the Keokuk and Spergen Formations in a
rond cut exposure 4 miles northwe:)t of Aug-u::lta, Des Moines
County, where the Warsaw is only 24 feet thick.

In subsurface, the \Varsaw occurs overmogt of the area of
this report. The greatest recorded thickness of 85 feet is at
Keosauqua, Van Buren County (W-3796). The average thick
ne" for the formlltion in the southellstern district is 50 feet.
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It thins to the northwest to an average of 25 feet. The placement
of the Warsaw-Keokuk boundary is difficult in Polk, Story, Mar
shall, and Jasper Counties where the underlying Keokuk Lime
stone becomes more shaly and the calcarenites have been replaced
by argillaceous dolomite. Here a section of 20 to 25 feet may
have questionable atTInities (fig. 15 A and B).

Subsurface Characteristics

Van Tuyl (1922) divided the Warsaw into the upper and
lower members from the faunal evidence and the dominance of
the geodes in the lower beds. Lithologically the two members
are very similar, consisting primarily of blue-gray calcareous
shales, and fragmental, fossiliferous, dolomitic limestone.

In subsurface the Warsaw is characterized by shale, dolomite,
and chalcedonic chert lithologies (pl. 5, fig. 5). Shale is dominant
in the upper portion whereas the chalcedony tends to be cOncen
trated in the lower portion (figs. 14 and 15).

In the southeastern di.,trict the shale of the Warsaw is pri
marily very light gray to medium g-ray, chunky, and dolomitic.
Fenestrate bryozoans are preserved in the shales. Very light
gray to light medium-gray, finely crystalline, argillaceous dolo
mites accompany the shales. In the western district, both the
shales and the dolomites are darker, ranging- from medium g-ray
to light brownish gray.

The chalcedony is associated with crystalline quartz and un
doubtedly represents broken geodes. It is botryoidal, commonly
in concentric masses or in the form of rosettes with chalcedonic
centers surrounded by quartz. Typically the color is light bluish
gray and bluish white, but some is moderate reddish orange or
moderate pink.

The carbonate rocks interstratified with shale are mOl'e nu
merous in the lower portion of the formation. In the outcrop
area, both in surface expmmres and in well cuttings, these are
calcarenites, somewhat dolomitic. However, they have been
altered in most of the area of study to finely crystalline dolomite.
Ghosts of the original frag-ments are often recognizable. Argil
laceous dolomites are the dominant litholog-y in the western dis
trict probably because the shaly upper Warsaw has been largely
removed by post-Osag-e erosion.

Sedimentation and Diag-enesis

The sediments of the lower Warsaw are similar to those of
the upper Keokuk. They originated as bioclastic sands with con-
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siderable incorporated argillaceous material. The proportion of
argillaceous material increases upward until the sediments of
the upper Wnr:-><lw are primarily ealcarcou~ muds. The shaleH
as well as the interbedded marly calcarenites are fossiliferous
and dolomitic. Fenestrate bryozoans are the dominant fossils,
but fragments of brachiopods also occur.

Dolomitization of the limestone is nearly complete throughout
the area of this report. In the southeastern district the dolomite
is finely crystalline and argiI1aceous. and ghosts of the original
fragments are discernable, Siliceous material of the Warsaw
sediments is in the form of geodes. Silicification of fossil frag
ments or interstitial filling of the clastic limestones has not been
observed.

SUMMARY OF

DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS

This summary of the criteria for recognition of the divisions
of the Osage Serie:-> is included primarily as a convenient ref
erence for those who work with subsurface stratigraphy.

The distinctive features for recognition of the division of the
Osage Series in subsurface are graphically portrayed in figure
16. This shows horizontal as well as vertical distinctions. Photo
micrographs of some well cuttings of the major units iI1ustrate
the lithologies (pIs, 4 and 5).

Recognition of the divisions is easiest in the limestone facies
of the southeastern district, Farther west. dolomitization has
masked some of the primary features, Nevertheless each forma
tion has its characteristic aspects.

The Burlington Limestone is readily distinguished from the
overlying and underlying formations by the pure otfwhite to
very pale-orange, crinoidaI, coarsely crystalline limestone which
composes the Cedar Fork and Dolbee Creek Members, The un
derlying Hampton Formation is a brown or yellowish-brown.
medium crystalline dolomite. and the overlying Keokuk is a gray
or brownish-gray cherty, argillaceous limestone or dolomite.
Typically the chert of the Burlington is nearly white with Jight
colored mottles and crinoid fragments, 1t is g-enerally distin
guishable from that of the Keokuk by the lack of gray or brown
mottlings, although such coloring does occur in the Burlington
in some localities, The chert of the Haight Creek Member is
characterized by dolomite rhombs that are commonly replaced
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by chalcedony_ Concentrations of glauconite occur at two hori
zons. The bage of the HaiKht Creek is marked by an impure
dolomite ZOne containinl( as much as 20 percent I(reenish-black,
rounded and polished glauconite grains_ The Cedar Fork Mem
ber at the top of the BurlinKton is likewise very I(lauconitic, but
the glauconite occurs in soft grayish-green flecks. and a concen~
tration of this mineml near the top of the memoer is an impor_
tant criterion for separating it from the overlying Keokuk Lime
stone especially in the western district.

Where locally present, in the east, the oasal conKlomerate and
sandstone iN an excellent marker oetween the Burlington Lime
stone and the Hampton Formation. It is very different in char
acter from the other quartz :-i;lnd~tone~ of the Mi~sis~.dppiHn Sy!-l

tem of Iowa. The English River and Prospect Hill Formations of
the Kinderhook Series are quartz siltstones, !(ray in color, ,md
very well sorted. The sandstone of the oasal Burlington is white
or yelJowish, not as well sorted, and contains weathered chert and
dolomite. Sand grains in the Meramec fOl'mations are typically
"St. Peter" type, rather well rounded, frosted, and pitted. Sec
ondary enlargement of the sand grains is not well developed in
the formations of the Meramec Series, but is well developed in
the siltstones of the Kinderhook Series and the sandstone
of the Burling-ton.

Dolomites of the Hampton are !(enerally brown and are com
posed of saccharoidal rhombohedral erystals, cOmmonly with
clear, sparry calcite. SUch void fillings are not common in the
Burlin!(ton dolomites. West of the outcrop area the chert of the
underlying Hampton Formation has an ash-gray color. It breaks
with a conchoidal fracture, has a stony luster and a distinctive
stippled appearance in some localities. It has a roug-h mealy
texture and dull luster in other localities. Brown shaly partin!(s
are typical of the dolomites of the Hampton. Ghosts of oolites
OCcur in much of the dolomIte overlying the Hampton cherty
dolomite and directly underlying the Burlington Limestone in
KeokUk, Mahaska, Wapello, and Monroe Counties. This may
represent a southeastward extension of the complex stratigra_
phic sequence of Gilmore City - Iowa Falls" Eagle City. The
interbedded limestones associated with these oolites are very pale
orange or pinkish goray. densely miCl"OcrysLalIine, Opaque, and
commonly oolitic. These are very d llferen t from the limestones
of the Burlington. The typical Gilmore City oolitic calcarenites,
which are locally dolomitized, underlie the Burlington in Story,
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:1~Marshall, Polk, Jasper, Warren, and Marion Counties.

An excellent horizon marker occurs above the concentration
of glauconite at the base of the Haight Creek and below a high
chert concentration. This interval is commonly 10 feet in thick
ness and is composed primarily of light-gray, soft, blocky, shale
cont<.ining dolomite rhombohedrons. The accompanying dolomite
is also light gray to medium light gray, is finely crystalline and
contains a high percentage of argillaceous residue. In some cases
the residue of the dolomite is argillaceous, siliceous, and dolo
moldic, and retains the form of the well-cutting fragments.
This interval is believed to be equivalent to the medium-gray,
silty-textured, argillaceous dolomite observed above the heavy
glauconitic zone at the base of the Haight Creek in quarries and
well sample cuttings in Washington and Keokuk Counties
(fig. 11 B).

The contact between the Burlington and Keokuk Limestones
is more difficult to establish in the west than in the east. How-·
ever, where present, the offwhite crystalline limestone of the
Cedar Fork Member clearly marks the top of the Burlington
Limestone. This unit is generally glauconitic and is therefore
identifiable even when dolomitized. The dolomite is generally
lighter in color than the dolomite of the Keokuk. The cherts
of the Burlington are offwhite to light gray, conchoidal, opaque,
and stony, whereas the lower part of the Keokuk contains a large
amount of chalcedony. In the extreme western portion of the
area, shale beds occur at the base of the Keokuk, but are rare in
the Burlington. The most distinctive chert of the Keokuk is dark
brown with disseminated white spicules; it breaks with a con
choidal fracture and has a stony luster. The accompanying
dolomite is also dark brown, siliceous, and when treated with
acid commonly leaves brown argillaceous flakes as residue.

The distinguishing criteria for the recognition of the Warsaw
Formation in subsurface are the chalcedonic cherts and dolomitic
shales. Where the Warsaw and Keokuk Formations are both
dolomite, the boundary is difficult to place. There is a gradation
from the browner, coarser-textured Keokuk to the grayer War
saw. Where present, the mottled gray or brown cherts of the
Keokuk and the chalcedonic cherts of the Warsaw serve to dis
tinguish the formations. The dolomite of the Warsaw does not
contain the quartz sand that is so characteristically disseminated
through the dolomites of the overlying Spergen and St. Louis
Formations.
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IN SOUTHEASTERN IOWA

STRATIGRAPHIC RELATIONSHIPS

The regional unconfol'mity at the base of the Burlington
Limestone recognized by Laudon (1937), is confirmed by the re
sults of this study. Laudon also noted a transgressive over_
lapping of the younger oeds of the formation toward the north
and west. In subsurface this relationship is readily apparent in
southeastern Iowa where the crinoidaI limegtone. Dalbec Creek
OCCurs only in the southeastern counties (pi. 3). The "mdstone
at the base of the formation in vVashington County is abo sig_
nificant in this regard. Further evidence of the unconformity is
the fact that the Burlinl,rton Limestone rests on progressively
younger beds westward from the city of Burlington, Des Moine.'iCounty.

The Keokuk Limestone overlies the Burlington conformably.
In the southeastern district the boundary has been placed at
the base of the Montrose cherts Where changing depositional en
Vironments are indicated by a change from offwhite rather pure
deposits of chemical origin to gray rocks containing argillaceous
material of terrigenous origin. The contact with the Burlington
in the western district appears to be gradational, and a ZOne
about 20 feet thick has questionable affinities. In some wells
(Des Moines W-0369), (Melbourne W-0908), however, there is
a olocky, brownish_gray shale 5 to 10 feet in thickness at the
base of the Keoku k.

In central Iowa the Keokuk Limestone is characterized oy
brown sediments and considerably more shale than in the east.
The upper 50 feet, especially, consists of dark-brown deposits
of chert, dolomite, and shale. A gradual change in lithologic
characteristics from the base upward and from the east to west
shows that this unit belongs to the Keokuk. The gray fissile
Warsaw shales generally overlying the Keokuk Limestone in
southeastern Iowa are not well developed in central Iowa and
are entirely absent in many localities. In such places the dark
brown unit of the Keokuk is overlain by the sandy dolomite of
the Spergen Formation.

The Warsaw Formation conformably overlies the Keokuk
Limestone. Lithologically the Keokuk appears to grade upward
into the younger Warsaw sediments. The two formations appear
to complement one another in thickness and facies alterations.
Cores from Geode State Pal'k in Henry and Des Moines Counties
do not show any sharp break in sedimentation, but rather
alterations of shale and limestone_the former increasing, the
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Southeastern Iowa is part of the ea~tel'n periphery of the
Forest City basin as mapped by Lee (1946). His series of maps
includes most of the area of this report but does not reach the
eastern margin of the ba~in, which is marked by the Mississippi
River arch. This broad arch, described and mapped by Howell
(1935). separates the Forest City basin from the Illinois basin.

A regional dip toward the ~outh\\'est is apparent from the
outcrop pattern. The su!'face work of McGee (1891), Keyes
(1893), Gordon (1895), and Norton (1911) in southeastern
Iowa indicated parallel anticlines with their axes trending- north
west-southeast parallel to the regional strike. Considerable sub
surface information has accumulated in recent years which
permits greater local detail. These data have further defined the
anticlines noted uy the eal-lier workers_ Structural features of
southeastern Iowa are shown in plate 2. The base of the Haight
Creek Member of the Burling"ion Limestone has been used as the
mapping datum.

The coincidence of the structural lows and the areas of thicker
accumulation of sediments as shown on the thickness n1aps (plg.
I, 3, and 6) is striking, Along the crests of the Bentonsport and
the Skunk River anticlines (pI. 2) the accumulation of Osage
sediments is much thinner than in the accompanying syncline
between them (pis, 1, 3, and 6), This is also true of the Bur
lington, Sperry, and Oquaka anticlines and their related syn
clines. This would indicate that this area had undergone defor
mation prior to Or during the deposition of the Osage sediments
in the southeastern counties.

The Lincoln fold of northeastern l\lissouri has oeen extended
into Appanoose County, Iowa. The paucity of control makes
further extension northwestward purely speculative. ·The Lin
coln fold was probably a positive area during deposition of the
Burlington Limestone and appears to define the western boundary
of deposition of the Dolbee Creek Member. The greater thick
ness of the Burlington sediments in the Moulton city well
(W-12035), Appanoose County, which is east of the fold, and the
bser thickness in the Appanoose County Home Well (W-7025)
which is on the fold is indicative of this, The thickness of the
Keokuk-Warsaw in these wells is within 5 feet, which suggests
thilt the Lincoln fold was quiescent during the deposition of these
sediments.

STRATIGRAPHY 01·' TIn: OSAGE SERl~:S

latter decreasing upward. A houndary on lithologic evidence
appears to be more or less arbitrary. The combined thickness of

the two formations is shown in plate 6,
The overlying Spergen-Sl. Louis is marked hy the appearance

of coarser terrigeneous clastics. An unconformable relation~hip
above the Warsaw is indicated by the absence of the Spergen

in some areas.
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The Osage Series in Iowa is generally considered to represent
a stable shelf environment of shallow, warm, and clear seas.
Beginning with deposition of Keokuk sediments, an increasing
amount of fine-grained. terrigenous material was carried into
the basin. An abundance of marine life inhabited these seas
and their skeletal remains actually compose a large portion of

the sediment.
The Burlington limestones consist mainly of disarticulated

crinoidal fragments, showing little we"r, deposited as beds of
even thickness over the sea floor. A beach-like environment of
deposition is suggested by Laudon (1957). However, the con
tinuous, even bedding and absence of structures that might be
interpreted as wave or current-built bars make such an environ
ment questionable. It appears to the writers that the Burlington
coquinas must have accumulated more or less at the site of the
life habitat of the contributing organisms at depths where the
bottom was agitated but not strongly acted upon by w"ves and
currents. Thin layers of greenish shale SUggest quiet rather
than turbulent waters, and it is in these shales that Laudon re
ports the occasional occurrence of complete crinoid skeletons.
Stronger current action is sup;p;ested by the cross beddinp; ob
served in some quarries, but even here no bar structures were

recognized.
Biocalcarenites likewise constitute the major Iitholop;y of the

Keokuk. A greater heterogeneity of skeletal remains, including
abundant fragments of crinoids, brachiopods. bryozoans. and
corals, shows that the sea floor was no longer dominated. by
crinoid colonies. The limestone contains microcrystalline car
bonate and argillaceous void filling which was incorporated at
the time of deposition. Argillaceous material was spread broadly
over the basin and accumulated both as disseminated inter
stitial material and in beds of shale. The shales are themselves
fossiliferous and must have accumulated slowly.

Alternatinp; shale and limestone beds accumulated without
cessation in sedimentation from Keokuk into Warsaw seas, and
the same lithologies are common to both. After a time conditions
chanp;ed go that the calcarenites of Keokuk-type were no longer
depm~ited. The ~hales continued to enc1m~e abundant fossil re

mains-although not in every layer.
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ENVIRONMENT OF DEPOSITION AND

PALEOGEOGRAPHY
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The lithofacies map of the Keokuk-Warsaw Formations (pI. 7)
represents the Iitholop;ies of these units as they are today. It is
not a portrayal of original deposits because diagenetic changes
have been responsible for extensive dolomitization and silicifi
cation. Nevertheless, inferences can be made rep;ardinp; orip;inal
deposition. structural conditions, and diagenetic alteration.

Four lithologies dominate the Keokuk-Warsaw Formations:
dolomite, limestone, chert, and shale. These were treated in
two combinations, limestone-dolomite-chert and carbonate-shale
chert as indicated by the illustrations, fip;ure 17.

The percentage of each end-member lithology was computed
for rock cuttings from each well and plotted on the diap;ram
which was sub-divided into fields as shown on the illustration.
Each litholop;y or combination of lithologies was assigned a
symbol. Two maps were constructed, one for the carbonate
shale-chert relationships and one for the limestone-dolomite-chert
relationships. The lithofacies map was then made by superim
posing the two maps.

Lee County may be used as an example to illustrate the end
member plots as shown in figure 17. All of the well samples in
the county were logged and the percentages of the constitu
ents were calculated. These were plotted on triangle coordinate
paper. The carbonate-shale-chert triangle shows a tight distribu
tion mainly in the shaly carbonate division but the scatter ex
tends into the cherty carbonate. It will be noted that a minimum
of 10 percent chert, 5 percent shale, and 40 percent carbonate
occurs in the well section. Many well sections fall in the tri-part
division where the percentages of each end member approach
equality. It is also clear that the boundary between shaly car
bonate and cherty carbonate is gradational and the divisions are
therefore less sharp than the lithologic terminology suggests.

The scatter is much broader on the dolomite-limestone-chert
triangle. Chert content ranp;es from a minimum of 12 percent to
a maximum of 37 percent but the range in percentap;es of the
two carbonates is far greater. In most sections, limestone is
more abundant than dolomite. The maximum range is from 92
per cent limestone to only 29 percent of the total carbonate com
ponent. These data have been integrated in the map (pI. 7) to
show the lithofacies divisions. The map shows the distribution
of the dominant litholop;ic components of the Keokuk-Warsaw,
blthough most well :;ections show the pre~ence of shale, chert,
and both carbonates.
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Only a few well sections show a rlominance of shale deposition
over the carbonate. Neverthele:4,';; a ghaly carbonate facieg i~

widespread in lhe soulhern portion of lhe area and also occurs
in central Iowa. In Des Moines, Henry, Louisa, and Washington
Counlies the shaly facies occurs in a loop which appears to follow
:{ynclinal areas between the Burlinj:.(ton anticline and the Oquaka
anlicline. This distribution adds credence to lhe lheory that the
structures existed at the lime of deposition. Bottom sediments
were winnowed of fine material in the shallower more agitated
water over the structural hig-h and carried into the adjacent
lroughs.

The same four-counly area shows a striking distribution of the
carbonate and siliceous components. Well cuttings show that
seclions of relatively pure carbonate occur along the axes of the
slructural highs. On lhe Burlington-Mt. Pleasant anticline an
area of limeslone Dccms surrounded by dolomile. These rela
tionships indicate less diagenetic alteration on the positive struc
lures a condition the reverse of that generally noted.

The original sediments were prohably limestone and shale.
Dolomite and chert, now the dominant lilhologies in the Keokuk
\Varf\H,w Formations in mogt of southeastern Iowa, are mostly
replacements of the limestone. At present it is not known
whelher the alteration occurred largely at the time of deposition
or much later.

At lhe beginning of Osage time, lhe seas advanced northward
across southeastern Iowa. During the time of Burlington depo
silion Ozarkia was submerged as prohably was part of Wis
consia. The Mississippi River arch and lhe Lincoln fold were
positive areas, but received sediments. The land areas were sup
plying little detrital or suspended materials and the only mate
rials available in quantity were chemical precipitates and the
calcareous parts of the crinoids. The sea reached its maximum
exlent during the Burlinglon. The basal standstone of the Bur
lington of the Washington-Louisa Counties area probably repre
sents a shore line deposit equivalent in age to lhe calcarenites of
the Dolbee Creek deposited off-shore in deeper waters. No other
evidence of shore line deposits has been observed, although the
seas must have exlended further to the norlh than the present
outcrop limits indicate.

During the time of Keokuk deposition Ozarkia and possibly
Wi.:\com:;ia were partly exposerl but low lying'; more muds were
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received in the depositional area. Continuin~ uplift and with
drawal of the sea during the time of Warsaw deposition caused
more ar~iIlaceous material to be introduced and the proportion
of carbonate and gi1iceom~ material decren3ed.
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